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Alvah D. Blackington contemplation.
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ducing concerns.
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New England State and New York i Augusta J. Kelley
Cyrus AV. Clark
It would do something else which
nomination null and void and if any
Charles Dimming
and Pennsyvania.
‘ Ada P. Kennedy
Full of po«tic tempermanent tha
statement in such return is wilfully
Charles Fales
Friends of mine in Finland tell me is difficult to appraise in terms of
Workers In the industry in MassaA^Uwler
Nathan T. Farwell
Spanish poet Ramon del Valle-Inclan
false It will be deemed perjury.
what a great country is America, dollars or Finmarks, which neverthe
ehusetts work an average of 8.1 hours: Carrie C. Lindsey
.1. Roderic Flye
less has a value as immeasurable as
Nto person other than a “political rose from his seat in a Madrid the 823.86; Vermont, 50.8 hours with Annie D. Iarring
William O. Fuller, Jr. and at the same time with wistful the strength of the National charac
agent" may legally pay any of the ater and shouted: "Bad, very had."
Alice II. Meserve
voices they say that Finland is small,
William C. Lowe
per week with an average wage of Carrie K. Mitchell
ter itself, it would inspire an inter
Oliver A. Lowell
expenses connected with the candi Police came and warned him to ait
she has only a few millions of people,
est, a love, a spirit of co-operation
William C. Torrey.
H“"'l«hire. 51.2 hours Eva L. Richards
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probably about half the population of
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Whole ’number in
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keep alive their faith and fidelity of
He was charged with disorderly con hours with $23.23.
the North, where the world forgets
Owing To tho Popularity That Vaudeville Has Met With in Rock
the Homeland, and make them proud
The date given is that of the first her existence.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Rememoer that duct, which carries from one to six
land, It Hap Bean Extended To Two Days, Starting Next Friday.
to hold up their heads amid the mul
To Mrs. Carroll tReedy, wife of Rep yeaFof the occupancy of the Lincoln
you can buy copies of The Courier.Gazette
months imprisonment.—The Path
I
am
beginning
to
think
that
there
with Ihe home news, at Bottling's News
titude of races that constitute Amer
resentative Beedy of Maine, falls the street building, whose construction
finder.
is something to the theory of the ica and say “I am a Finn.”
Agency, Broadway and 43 BI.
mantle of being the lone New Eng was begun in 1868. The total mem
psychologists who say that the long
•We should have Finnish steamers
lander to keep up the tradition of bership of the school, 95, looks small
nights and the bitter cold of the Fin flying the Finnish flag coming to
the popularity of pancakes in those compared with the 400 of today.
nish winters have a depressing ef America with Finnish goods, and
households according to a hasty Moreover, the quality of deportment
fect on the national character. They taking back American foodstuffs and
perusal of the Congressional Club at that time must run very high that
Cjpok Book just off the press. If, out of a total of 95 there should be say the Finns are a silent and a oil. The thousands and thousands
asP it purports to do, the cook book 87 sharing in the high privilege of brooding race and that they are given j of capable Finnish seamen who today
to introspection and self effacement. are serving under tlie flags of almost
contains the favorite recipes from mention in this prize.
At the same time let us not forget every great seafaring nation should
Congressional households and the
Goveinor Cobh, upon being shown
homes of other government officials, the rescued chromo and reading the that the same rigorous climate has , he gathered under their own blue
bred a race of rnen (hat have proven i ross on the white field in the service
pancakes as, a favorite dish must printed names, drily remarked:
themselves the peers of all the world of their own country and ships.
take a back seat with Boston brown
' ! was a member of that sub-junior
But enough of Commerce and
bread, the only recipe for this sup class, but I fail to see my name in contests of physical endurance.
posedly popular New England dish among tbe others. It must have been Finland’s Olympic records and the Trade and Finance. These are the
reputation of her athletes here in realities of life which must be care
coming from Texas.
omitted through some mistake.”
America leave no doubt in the minds fully managed. But th? real bonds
iMrs. Wallace White, wife of RepAs a work of art the chromo pre
r*3f nuitive White of Lewiston, up sentation of “Beecher's Cascade” can of any one as to the physical quali that tie peoples together are the
ties of the race.
j things of the spirit, the community
holds the tradition of the State in be viewed only with a shudder.
Finland’s prompt adjustment of her of aspirations that carry nations for
another direction by listing among
Our store is old but stock and spirit are new and young. We take this opportunity
debts
to
the
outside
world
must
com

her favorite recipes blueberry cakes.
ward side by side in common step
NEAR EAST APPEAL
mand the respect of the financiers of upward toward the Peace of Soul.
A perusal of the pages of this book,
to thank all of our customers and friends for a good holiday business. We do find
the
world
and
have
given
her
stand

—compiled in an attractive manner End of Yisar Finds Work Facing Big
ing among the creditor nations.
many good values in all lines we carry still on hand.
and full of recipes from all countries
“I have six sons. Please send me
Funds—Are Very Necessary.
Her business men have lost no time a government bonus.” go read a
and many notables of this country,
William Jessop, executive secre in establishing themselves in the
and interspersed with amusing and
letter received hy the War dejiarttary for Maine of Near East Relief principal markets of the world, and
good advice on the subject of cook
! ment from a woman in the West,
has received this telegram:
if 1 were to attempt to prophecy as j It is just another example of a popery—reveals a number of interesting
“Near East Relief approaching end to the future destiny of any nation
i ular hut erroneous idea that Uncle
facts concerning tastes, likes and
of year facing $200,000 deficit, neces and I knew that her people were
dislikes among New England con
Sam pays a premium on large fam
sitating
serious
reduction
Overseas
sturdy, hard working, honest and in- ilies.—The Pathfinder.
gress members.
Orphanage Child Welfare Program
The Presidential household, for in
which wiiuld be sad New Year gift
stance, contrary to popular belief,
for America’s wards, hut inevitable
Wiomen drivers, says a writer, are
WHAT IS A JINGO?
does not head its list of favorite
dishes with pancakes. Mrs. Coolidge, unless funds received. Hope you can learning to demand only half of the
send
National
treasurer
substantial
A rabid patriot Is called a jingo.
according to her contributions in the
road. Yes, and with only a quarter
way of recipes, holds the corn muffin amount equalling former contribu of the road on either side of her.— Originally the term was employed
tions
thereby
helping
avert
prema

and custard pie in highest esteem.
merely as a mild oath. It was not
|)etroit News.
Jn the White household, vieing ture discharge orphan children.”
applied to the advocates of an ag
“The enclosed telegram tells its
with blueberry cakes for popularity,
Chicago’s curfew, ordering young gressive military policy until the
are soft tea cakes, tea dainties, own story,” writes Mr. Jessop. “I
time of the Russio-Turkish war of
graham bread and pecan nut bread. wonder if you could give it space in people to be in by midnight, will he 1877-78. A popular war song writ
Breads, biscuits and rolls, by the your paper with a request that Near welcomed by parents, who have had ten by O. W. Hunt, and sung by a
way, are the most popular food biast Relief be not forgotten at this a hard time getting tables at the bet man named Ma^Dermott suggested
among New Englanders, 19 such time of rejoicing and good fellowship. ter night clubs.—Life.
the modern use of the word. The
recipes having been contributed, You might say that the Peace on
first two lines of the chorus run:
while cakes and icings, and pud Earth and Goodwill to Men sung by
We don't want to fight, but by jingo,
dings and«sauces are a close second the Angels over there in the Near
if we do.
with 18 such contributions for each. East depends for fulfillment largely
We've got the ships, we’ve got the
upon
our
interpretation
of
that
other
Beverages and fruit cups, cocktails
©
men, we've got the money too.
and canapes reach the zero mark, on saying from that same land, There
From this circumstance the politi
fore, whatsoever ye would that men
\ ' L' —.
»e.«
the other hand.
cians who urged Premier Disraeli to
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Leather Goods, Sterling Silver and Plated
In the Beedy household, vieing should do unto you, do ye even so
side with the Turks were called
unto them.”
with pancakes for honors, are a va
Jingoes. Since then the word has
Ware, Toilet and Manicure Sets, Etc.
riety of dishes, including halibut
been extended to include rabid pat
which included Mrs. Coolidge’s corn
loaf, cinnamon tea cakes, baked
riots in general.—The Pathfinder.
muffins and Secretary Mellon’s cur
beans, grapenut raisin
pudding, ried chicken. The books are on sale
W
We do and will maintain prices on Hamilton and Ingersoll Watches, Seth Thomas
pompadour pudding, vanilla wafer and may be had for $2.50 by writing
However, the styles would indicate
pudding, and pineapple pickle and to Mrs. Crampton, care Representa
that it’s woman, and not man, who
Clocks and Community Silverware.
pineapple-apricot marmalade.
wants but little here below.—Arkan
tive Crampton, House Office Build
At Mrs. Eugene Hale’s, the mother ing, or to any member of the Con
sas Gazette.
of Senator Hale of Maine, roe souffle, gressional Club.
fig pudding and prune pudding are
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
the acme of the culinary art, the I
NO ONE NEED DEPRIVE
contributions indicate.
Themzelveg of Thiz Service For
If I had to live my life again I would
The Governor’s home has a predeTh«z Service le To Meet Any
have made a rule to read some poetry and
liction for lemon flavoring, it is inIsten
to some music at least on'ce a wecJt
Financial Need
dicated. Mrs. Brewster ha^ conThe loss of these tastes is a loos of hardi
ness.—Charles Darwin.
I tributed, as her favorite recipes, one
The finest of materials
for lemon rice pudding, lemon sher
bet, prune whip and date tort.
handled with thoroughness Two shall be born,FATE
the whole wide world
(Senator and Mrs. Gould find white
apart.
and delicacy. A shop of [ And speak
cake and brown bread hard to beat,
in different tongues and have no
while at the home of Representative
careful service where ex i Each ofthought
the other’s being, and no heed.
and Mrs. Hersey date and nut loaf,
o’er unknown seas, to unknown
perience and courtesy helps And these,
cream puffs, lady Angers, and mock
lands
cherry pie vie with such homely
Shall
cross,
escaping wreck, defying death;
to keep you well pleased.
(And all unconsciously shape every act
dishes as molasses doughnuts and
And
bend
each
wandering step to this one
—Mr. Before and After
dressing for potato salad for popu
end—•
larity.
That, one day, out of darkness they shall meet
“Cleansing and Dyeing Service at And read life's meaning in each other’s eyes.
One intriguing recipe ifc for scrip
ture cake, and the maker must have
Your Door"
And two shall walk some narrow way of life
his Bible for quick reference to see
So nearly side by side that-, should one turn
just what the condiments should be.
Ever so little space to left or right.
Real Estate
Personal Property
They needs must stand acknowledged, face to
Cry babies and cry fors are other
face.
Loans Privately
alluring recipes noted in passing.
And, yei, with wistful eyes that never meet
2—Offices—2
Already the book has been put to
And groping hands that never clasp and lips
Calling in vain to ears that never hear.
use, the Congressional Club having
Office Hours j 9 A. M. to 5.30 P. M
They seek each other all their weary days
a luncheon, the menu being entirely
Lawful Rate of Interest
291 MAIN ST. ROCKXAND,ME Aud die unsatisfied—and this Is FSite.
—klusiui Alarr Raiding.
compiled Horn recipes in the book,
Subscriptions 63.06 par year payatla la
advenes; single copies fcree cents.
Adeenlalnt rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
NBWSPAPBK H.18TOBY
Tbe Rockland Ossetia waa established k.
1840. ln 1874 the Courier wu established
and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882.
Tbe Free Preen wu established In 1855, snd
In 1881 changed Its name to die Tribune.
These papers consolidated March IT. 1387.

Unclaimed Savings
Bank Accounts

FIVE ACTS

FIVE

VAUDEVILLE

Happy and Prosperous 1928

To reduce our stock all possible before stock-taking
January 1st and for you to take advantage of your
Christmas money—

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday
We Will Give A

Discount of 25% on Our Entire Stock

ONLY FIVE DAYS
ONE FOURTH OFF REGULAR MARKED PRICES

G. W. PALMER & SON
Jewelers and Optometrists Since 1869

Charles W. Proctor, Proprietor

357 Main Street
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Personally apcearcJ Frank S. Lyddle. who
that he la Pressman In the
offlee of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of tills paper of Dec. 24. 1927, there was
printed a total of 6328 coatee.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,

on oath declare*

Notary Public.

What is man, that thou shouldest
magnify him?
And
that thou
shouldest set thy heart upon him?
And that thou shouldest visit Mm
every morning, and try him every
moment?—Job 7:17,18,

The wonder is not that Hartford is
now being stirred to buy the old
home of Mark Twain and turn it
into a memorial, but that her citi
zens have not long ago taken definite
action to that effect. Editorially dis
cussing tiie situation the Courant
says: "Seven years ago, when it was
expected that the Clemens house
would be demolished, the Courant
instituted a campaign to suve It
which had the support of artists, lit
erary men, public offipials and others
of prominence, as well as newspaper
co-operation. The house was saved
but it has never become what it was
then desired ar.d it is now proposed
to make it, namely, a memorial to
the famous humorist." However fu
ture ages may value Mark Twain, it
is doubtless true that today he Is
regarded throughout the world as
this country's foiemost man of let
ters and as a humorist ranking as
among the great of all time. Hart%
ford is a rich city. It can well af
ford to honor itself by giving to this
famous writer a memorial suited as
well to its own dignity as to the
universal regard in which the char
acter and achievements of Mark
Twain are held.
The decision of the State Highway
Commission to Include Route 1
among the trunk lines to be kept
open to winter travel brings joy to
us of the coast regions. It means
that the great highway beginning at
Bath, leading to Roekland and thence
proceeding up the river to Bangor
is to be made passable to automo
biles. We felt that this should be
regarded as a mere piece of justice
to us of the east, now that the bridge
had linked us up with the outer
world, but so long have we resigned
ourselves to the interdiction of
blocked winter roads that we scarce
ly dared hope for the highway com
mission's
favorable consideration.
We suspect that the wholesome views
of Commissioner Murray were not
without their influence with the
board. Himself an eastern man and
broad in his views, Mr. Murray holds
a sensible appreciation of the handi
caps under which the coast regions
lie by reason of the snow embargoes.
We who live here would like him and
his fellow commissioners to know
how highly we value their interest,
through which the Atlantic High
way is to be kept open to travel.
This copy of the Old Farmer's Al
manac for 1928 presents a familiar
appearance as its yellow cover offers
itself to view on the editorial desk.
It is 135 years since Robert B.
Thomas put forth the first number of
this dependable publication. There
are many homes in which this para
graph is now being read where the
Old Farmer's has been a constant
companion through succeeding gen
erations, an . still remains. The 1928
edition will now be hung upon the
familiar nail below the kitchen look
ing-glass, while its predecessor is
filed away in the attic, along with
others of years gone by, their mar
gins covered with memoranda of the
family doings from day to day. There
are few pleasanter occupations than
the perusal of the family almanac.
We are not so just taken up with its
forecasts of the weather, but there Is
a great amount of other matter be
tween its two covers that one finds
it profitable to consider.
With respect to this Maine region
we can think of the Christmas festi
val in no other terms than those of
approval. The weather was shrewd
as becomes the season; the churches
were happy in their programs of
celebration and the people thronged
the sacred edifices to participate; a
prevalent prosperity lent agreeable ex
pression through the agency of gen
erous gifts; in homes of rich and
poor equally the joyous spirit of
the day had manifestation: and so
far as 1927 is concerned Christmas
stands justified.

There was this to be noted, that
Christmas had so completely the
right of way as that the newspapers
omitted to print their gloomy fore
bodings of the proximity of another
world war. Why not continue to
preach peace on earth instead of con
fining the text to Christmas? Preach
peace and think peace and war will
have no chance to rear its head.
NEEDS MORE OFFICERS

A total of 1,700 additional officers
will be needed for the 71 new ships
proposed in the Navy’s 4725,000,000
building program. Chairman Butler
of the House Naval committee, said
in endorsing a committee recommen
dation that eacli member of Congress
lie allowed five appointments to
Annapolis Instead of tliree.

WASHBURN’S
WASHINGTON
#
WEEKLY
♦♦♦
By R. M. Washburn

The responsibility belongs to the
Hon, Charles Curtis of Topeka, sen
ior Senator from Kansas and titular
leader of the Senate, succeeding Mr.
Lodge as such. He is the first of
the Presidential possibilities to for
mally admit that he would be will
ing to live at 1600 Pennsylvania Av
enue. His buttons are already on
their way west. Perhaps he depends
on safety-pins. He is the last of
men as 1 think of him to take this
lead. He is of part Indian descent.
There are other Indians in the Sen
ate but Curtis is the only one by
hereditary right. He has the quiet I
self-possession of the tribes. I would
have thought that he would not have
chosen to run. He is tall, smooth
faced and black haired. Hair seems
to grow easily on the heads of west
ern statesmen, and black slouch hats
like Curtis.' But it appears that
Curtis has not the lead in campaign
gifts.

Every-Other-Day

[BURPEE

Four Day Before-Inventory
This Sale Begins Wednesday, December 28th
To Last Until Saturday Evening, December 31st
•
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All Merchandise in This Great Store

Marked from 20% to 50% Discount

• • » «
The Hon. William Butler is the
Chdlrman of the Republican Nation
al Committee. This is said for those
who do not follow politics closely
but rather the golf-ball or who hope
to pour or even reign at teas. Mr.
Butler offered me a cigar recently.
This was before his abdication. These
gifts are some times made in political
atmospheres where tliere is often
more tobacco in the air than oxygen.
When Mr. Borah is to speak he sends
6>n word to open the windows. I have
often longed for a cigar in a village
church, to smoke the view of the
choir. When I took this cigar from
Mr. Butler, 1 said: “I take it you are
to run for the Senate?" ''No." he
chuckled, "I have come to no such
decision, look at it." The cigar was
shrouded like a sore thumb. There
appeared to be an inscription there
on. I studied it. I thrilled. It read:
"Moses for President."
„
• • • •
If this had happened in Washing
ton it would have been impossible to
have overtaken the rumors it would
have stimulated. The hand of Mr.
Butler would have b-’n construed
as the hand of the Prej.dent. Head
lines would have followed: The
President with Moses. For a poli
tical atmosphere is a suspicious one.
in the old days if a cow fell through
the floor of a Tatnuck farmer, and
everyone knows where Tatnuck is,
it was said: "Mr. Lodge is at the
bottom of it," meaning, not that he
was at the bottom of the cellar but
responsible for the tragedy. It may
be that Mr. Moses was behind the
cigar. It is to be hoped not. He
would make a creditable President
but why should he spread so low
and demoralizing a product as that
cigar in so great a cause. The fact
however stands that the Moses cigar
precedes the Curtis button. 1 put
the cigar in my pocket for a friend.
I would rather vote for Mr. Moses
for President than to smoke his
cigar. There are some candidates for
President who could give a very ex
pensive cigar to each follower with
out jeopardizing even a very small
bank account.
• • • •

The President will not come again
from New England unless Fate again
takes a hand. George is bright, that
is bright enough to know this. The
Vice-,Presidency may come to New
England, to balance the ticket, if Mr.
Hoover continues to bound along in
the lead as at present. Mr. Hoover
comes from California, that is when
he is at home, which he seldom is.
He has had a wide geographical
range, having lived in England and
having spread doughnuts in Belgium.
Mr. Hoover has augmented, much,
his following by his relief work
abroad, in the Mississippi Valley and
in Vermont. A ticket pledged, first
tor Coolidge, then for Hoover, would
run very strong in New England.
And all tickets should be pledged.
The voters and not the delegates
should determine the nominee.
• • • •
Mr. Moses would balance very
well a Hoover ticket.
Then Mr.
Moses seems tq like to preside over
the Senate. "What he now does a'
I'resident Pro-Tempore he would do as
Vice-President. He might go out of
the Senate and then come back. A
Vice-President, which has been a
common sight in Massachusetts,
would make a profound impression
in New Hampshire. As such George
would command a mighty following
tn a progress through the Place de
la Concorde at Peterboro, or at the
Piazza de Spagna in his home town
at Concord. This problem, whether
to stay where he Is or to go up c
down
into the
Vice-Presidency.
George can doubtless determine for
himself, for he has intervals when
he is almost brilliant.
• • • •
Now a word of couhsel to those
who wish to discover accurately
what the great are thinking about.
Don't ask them. Ask their wives or
simply listen When Mr. Bristow of
K< ntucky was a candidate Ir. tiie
Convention for the Presidency, and
it was a three corner race where he
held the balance of power, he did not
know whether he should turn his
following over to one of his oppon
ents, Mr. Blaine. He did not know
how Mr. Blaine felt toward him.
They were in Washington. Then
Mr. Blaine had a sunstroke. Mr.
Bristow went to his house. Mr.
Blaine lay on a sofa. Mrs. Blaine
turned to Mr . Bristow and said:
'You brought him to this." Mr.
Bristow then wired the Convention
that his forces should go over to the
ether candidate. Mrs. Blaine had be
trayed her husband which her hueband never would have done. So 1
say. if you want to know wjtat a
great man is thinking about, sit with
his wife. The wise politician tells
h's wife as little as does a «ise
physician. Then they are never hart
by what they don’t say A silent
man contributes more to his own
success than he does to the interest
of life. He puts himself before them
as they put themselves before him.
Here he is wise. The foregoing five

Remarkable Bargains in Parlor Suites, Chamber Suites,
Dining Suites, Odd Living Room Easy Chairs
*

Burpee Furniture Company
Rockland, Maine

361 Main Street
paragraphs I owe to the Moses cigar.
How great a matter a little fire
kindleth?’

• • • «

The Hon. Simeon D Fess is the
junior Senator from Ohio. He is
J former college president. He has
sat closer to school-books than most
members of the Senate. He suffers
from speaking disabilities common
to those who have taught school,
for. like the aeronaut, these find it
harder to land than to hop off. In
fact when Mr Fess strikes his stride
on the floor of the Senate ills style
has an atmosphere as though the
exits were locked and the keys
thrown into the Potomac
He is a
Die-Hard-Calvinist.
He contends
that the President is in, when men
most concede he is out.
Senator
Fess has made a grave lapse. He
says: "The President lias not said,
like McKinley did, 'I will not accept
if nominated."’ The heirs of Mr.
McKinley ought to rise up in mad
protest against this misrepresenta
tion. If Mr. Fess were to lie a can
didate for President he would not get
a single Boston vote.
Mr. Fess
should have said: As Mr. McKinley
did.

CHOOSE SIMPLE SHOE FOR
EVENING WEAR
The question of shoes for the welliressed woman has always been a
most important problem, for shoes,
perhaps, more than any other article
of clothing reveal a woman's taste in
clothes.
The evening shoe is one which
should be chosen with considerable
care because is it so easy to get
something that is overdone. Dolores
Costello, Warner Bros.. • star, has
chosen for one gown a pair of black
brocade pumps with a very narrow,
high heel. The only decoration is a
how of spun glass. Spun glass is
flexible and does not break. Another
pair of shoes that Miss Costello has
selected is a pair of unfinished calf
skin pumps, shaved very close to
the hide, but still carrying enougli
of the fur to make them fuzzy. She
wears this pair of shoes with a
brown gown. Besides these. Miss
Costello always has a pair of silver
ki.l pumps with a pointed toe and
high ueel. These can he worn witli
any sort of a gown, of any color.
If you want good looking shoes
for evening, it is all right to get
something that glimmers a little in
the light, but avoid too much dec
oration,—bows and frills and fancy
straps. The simple shoes made of
exquisite material are always the
ones that attract most attention for
they look smart with any kind of a
gown. The evening gown is usually
elaborate. Elaborate shoes with an
elaborate gown tend to look cheap.
Very often Miss Costello wears
just a pair of plain white satin
pumps, or satin pumps tiie color of
the gown, always her evening slip
pers are simple and unobtrusive.
She probably spends more time se
lecting her shoes for day and even
ing wear than any other article of
clothing, including her hat».

Rockland, Maine, Dec. 24, 1927.
The annual meeting of the Inco^iorators of
the Knox County General Hospital will be
held in the Instruction room of the Institu
tion. No. 2 .Maple Street, Rockland, Maine,
January 3, 1928, at 7.30 o’clock P. M
15 j-13$
SNSIGN OTIS, Secretary.
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Something About Poison Ivy
and How To Avoid It.
"Leaflets three, let it be!" was a
homely phrase when Kit Carsdn
roamed Kentucky. And. honored by
a hundred years, the saying still of
fers protection to tlapse unacquaint
ed with poison ivy.
The plant distinguished in au
tumn by its whitish or cream-coloi ed fruit, exudes a volatile oil from
both leaf and stem, a powerful irri
tant that causes itching, burning,
and possibly a fatal inflammation.
In the eastern and central por
tions of the United States poison ivy
is found as a vine, a trailing shrub,
or as a low, erect, small-fruited'bush
known to northern sections as the
"poison oak.” From New Jersey.
Delaware, and Virginia south and
sovthwestward there is found a socalled p. ison oak that does not climb.
West of tills region, extending to the
Rocky Mountains, tliis form is re
placed hy a thicker leaved, low bush
or trailing shrub. In the Pacific
coast region poison ivy occurs as a
bush, and sometimes as a vine.
Tiie plant is known by various lo
cal names including three-leaved
ivy poison creeper, climbing sumac,
markweed, picry.
mercury,
and
yeara. It adapts itself to a great
variety of conditions, flourishing in
woods or in the open, in low moist
soli, or in dry soil and on hillsides.
It is especially abundant along fence
rows and at the edges of paths and
roadways, scrambling over rocks and
walls, climbing posts and trees to
considerable heitfits, often mixing
with other shrubbery, such as the
harmless five-leaved Virginia creep
er. in such a way as to escape notice
until contact with it causes poison
ing.
Contaminated shoes, clothing, or
tcols are sources of ivy poisoning, as
are also animals having access to
poi“on-ivy patches.
In many localities the growth is
sa abundant as to discourage at
tempts to destroy it.

With the
BOWLERS

In the Industrial League Friday
night, C. M. P. No. 2 defeated Caslon
Press 1394 to 1342, the power com
pany outfit scoring three of the four
points. Fogarty was the big noise
with a three-string total of 319. The
summary:
C. M. P. No 2 (3 points)
Dean ................... 112
81
66
259
Ripley .......... . .....
80
73 104
257
Fogarty ............. 116
98 105
319 King Louis XIV.
Ask anybody, he will tell you he is
Rogers.................
279
92
99
88
An increase in air traffic may
advoriiuooo io
I-.,, their
ihoithe advertisers
to lay
Barnes ...............
86 112
82
280 going tomorrow or Thursday to cause tho
see “The Haunted Ship,’’ Jack laon- billboards flat on the ground.—Ar
486 463 445 1391 don's red-blooded sea drama. There kansas Gazette.
is not a moment that lags In the unCaslon Press (1 point)
Payson ...............
86 100
92
278 winding of thia brutally f unk pieR. Lufkin .........
98
bi .Iiji.qigTUTUTi. .... iiiiii^ilumlli
78
260 ture-of a phase of sea life that could
84
I Wm. Lufkin .....
86
87
76
249 only be described and written by the
master
ha-.d
of
the
greatest
of
seaRadcliffe ...........
86 106 105
297
W. Lufkin .........
94
82
82
258 story authors. From the very start of
the picture which is eerie and
457 428 457 1312 breath-taking, until the tremendous
dramatic climax, the audience is held
C. M. P. Ne. 1 defeated the Federate!sp<Ubollnrt as *cene after scenc ot
1378 to 1337, but the points wer* ■ beauty of brutality, of romance and
evenly divided. Stuart had the high sacrifice is Hashed on the screen
string and Hinds the largest t til. The east includes Dorothy Sebastian
as the stranded chorus girl, who is a
The summary:
delight to the eye, Montagu Ix>ve, as
C. M. P. No. 1 (2 points)
the brutal captain, and Tom Santchi,
Murch .................. 108
75
99
282 as the first mate. The story tells in
Merrill .....
75
80
86
211 unflagging interest of the jealousy
Leach .......
98
96
76
270 aroured in the mind of a Sea Captain
Bridges
81 105
86
275 and his devilish revenge meted out on
Hinds....................
94 105 ¥1
310 an innocent First Mate. The action
spans more tb in eighteen years and
459 461 458 1378 includes a romance of rare charm and
Fcderals (2 points)
beauty, which survived the cruelty of
Dimick ....
52
69
88
209 the maddened captain who finds out
Stuart ......
..
95 115
89
299 too late that the boy he has nearly
A lden ........
..
76
82 100
258 crucified is really his son, and that he
74 104
93
271 has been the victim, of a blind 'in
.. 101 102
97
300 sane doubt.—adv.
*
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No woman cares to 1»£ the silent
partner in a matrimonial firm.

The annual meet ing of the Stockholders of
The Georges National Bank of Thomaston
will he held a, the banking rooms on Tuesday, January 10, 1028, at 10 o’clock a. m.
for the purpose of electing a board of Direc
tors for the ensuing year and transacting
any other business that may legally come before them.
Per order,
L. S. LEVFAKALER, Cashier-.
Thomastcti, Me , Pec. 5, 1927
146-T-l
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK
The annual meeting of the stockholders of

the Thomaston National Bank, for choice of
directors, and such other business as may
legally come before them, will be held at
their banking rooms on Tuesday, January 10,
1928, at 1.30 o’clock p. in.
Per order,
J

WALTER STRUCT, Cashier.

Thomaston, Me., Dee. 5, 1927

146-T-l

MEETING 0F THE
NATIONAL BANK

ROCKLAND

ANNUAL

NoU«m^ is hereby given that the annual
meeting of the Stockholders of the Rockland
National Bank will be held at its hanking
rooms on Tuesday, January 10, 1928. at 10
o’clock a. m. to fix the number of and elect
a Board of Directors for the ensuing year,
and'to transact such other business as may
properly come before the meeting.
Per orde",
J W. ROBINSON, Cashier.
Rockland, Me., Dec. 5, 1927.
146-T-l

meeting of the stockholders of the North Na
tional Bank will be held at its banking rooms
on Tuesday, January 10, 1928, at 10 o’clock
a. m. to fix the number of and elect a Board
of Directors for the ensuinr. year, and to
transact such other business as may properly
come before the meeting.
Per order,
E. F. BERRY, Cwhler.
Roekland. Me., Dee. 5, 19$7,

472

467

1337

MICKIE SAYS—

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE GEORGES NA
TIONAL BANK

iScrapple is a good example of a
food combination in which the in
complete protein of a cereal is sup
plemented J>y a little of the more
nearly complete protein of meat. It
is an old-fashioned PennsylvaniaGerman dish made by cooking corn
meal with pork trimmings or lean ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NORTH
pork. The U. 8. Department of Agri
TIONAL BANK
Notice^ is hereby given that the annual
culture will tell you how to make it.
KNOX COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL

the “Indian sign,” siginifleant of
success instead m the “jinx” the
term conveys to athletics. For 12
years Dix has worn a $6.50 silver
ring. He refuses to tell its history,
but it has been on the little finger of
his left hand in at least part of
STRAND THEATRE
every picture he has ever made.—
The powerful picture featuring adv.
Emil .tannings end.Pola Negri heads
today’s bill. Ernest Pubitsch has
A thing notable on the streets of
taken a story that is known the world
over and wove a screen story, with Tokyo is the frequency wltn which
deft stroke which makes “Passion” a one may hear American popular
splendid contribution to the photo
tunes being whistled or hummed.
play art. In picturizing the principal
characters in this production, Ernst Tiie favorite is “Home Sweet Home,"
but the traveler may also hear “Su
Lubitsch put Bmil Jannings and Pola *
wanee River." “Old Kentuckj- Home"
Negri through some- of the
finest act.................
- , and many others. The words are
ing that has been seen on the local
rarely known. It is especiallj- the
screen in a good long while. The
young who seem to take to the Amer
picture deals with Hie life and times
ican tunes, and they appear to know
of Jeanne M i.-ie Vaubernler, better
known as the Countess Dubarry, the absolutely nothing about familiar
celebrated favorite of the notorious airs of European countries.

BEWARE THIS PLANT

;
1

I’VE SA© tr BEFORE AMO I
SAY IT YET-s-lF YOU UZAMT "Tb

BE THE FAIR HAIRED BOY ROUMD

.
;
’

THIS OFFICE, BRJLIS IH YOUR.
COPY FOR. TH’ RAPER EARLY.
LAST MIWUTE COPY BREEDS
NAUGHTY V/OROS®- SO
PLEASE BRIMS 'EM IU
EARUf

STYLES A CENTURY AGO

From Winterport comes an in
ventory of clothing worn over 100
years ago. Many abbreviations were
U6ed which made the list hard read
ing. but some of the items are of in
terest: One cap, bordered with wide
lace, one sprig apron, i«o holes; one
old cambric, stomacher; one large
apron, bohinct strings to same; one
sprig new gown, not very fine; one
; large shawl, black lace border; pink
lutestring open gown; one calico
open gown, blue and black figure;
plum colored lutestring open gown;
Scotch broadcloth cloak; pea green
lutestring for shirt; one blaek bonnet,
satin; white front stays; black satin
shoes, little frayed at one toe; white
marseilles petticoat, wide work bot
tom; one pair of silver buckles.
A Swiss is reported to have inveni
| ed an earthquake announcer that r<
gembies an alarm clock. Now, if he
only sei to work the other way abou
—The Passing Show.

"the Sign of
North-National BanKa

EMPIRE THEATRE
Ken Maynard in his best western
thriller "Gun Gospel" will be the at
traction for tiie last time today.
"The Thirteenth Juror,” a Uni
versal Jewel production co-featuring
Anna Q. Nilsson and Francis X.
Bushman and directed by Edward
Lacmmle. has been booked to be
shown Wednesday and Thursday.
The picture was adapted from tiie
Henry Irving Dodge stage success,
"Counsel for the Defense" and em
braces a featured cast of supporting
playet s.
Marie Provost, Comedy star, will
lleo in- seen on tiie same program
in "Tiie Girl in the Pullman," a new
I’athe-DeMilie comedy of the finest
grade. The scenes for Ihe great part
are laid on board a train and they
are said to lie unusually fine. Har
rison Ford plays opposite the star.—.
adv.

PARK THEATRE
John Gilbert, in an ultra modern
role as a reporter on a metropolitan
newspaper, is the attraction today in
Man. Woman, and Sin.” It is a
vivid romance of newspaper life in
Washington, much of it actually
filmed at the national capital. Monta
Bell directed tiie story, with Jeanne
Eagels, stage star of "Kain.” as hero
ine, and a notable cast that includes
Marc McDermott, Gladys Brockwell.
Hayden Stevenson and others of
note.
Richard Dix helieves that his new
picture which comes Wednesdaj- and
Tlliirsilay is ills best to date, it has

Phone 14
We will gladly estimate cost, furnish material
and put you in touch with reliable workmen
for new construction, alteration or repair
work. We

sellotrCCTDO/^
V
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the fireproof wallboard, for Insulation, Fire
Protection, Perfect Decoration, Permanence.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
453 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
* TEL. 14
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TALK OF THE TOWN

FINICKY APPETITE

Basket Ball

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 30—MethebeMC Club meets with Mrs.
Ruth Blllngwnod.
Jan. 2—Shakespeare Society meets with Mrs.
H. A. Buffum, Grove street.

(TOMORROW NIGHT)

Class 26 of the Methodist Church
will meet tomorrow afternoon and
evening.
Picnic
supper
will
be
served.

R. H. S. BOYS vs. ALUMNI BOYS
R.H.S. GIRLS vs. ALUMNI GIRLS

8.00 o’clock

The regular meeting of the Wo
man's Association of the First Bap
tist Church will be held Wednesday
at 3 o'clock.

The topic of the prayer meeting this
evening at the First Baptist Church
Is “The Follies of 1927." Choir re
hearsal win follow the prayer meet
ing.

John L- Beaton and John H. Mc
Grath saw l^tddie I^e get the de
cision in a snappy bout at Portland
yesterday afernoon. They made the
trip in Mr. Beaton’s car.
Aurora Lodge, F. A. M., has a spe
cial meeting, and its last of the year,
tomorrow night, when the Master
Mason degree wfll be conferred and
refreshments will be served.
The Missionary Auxiliary connect
ed with the Littlefield Memorial
Church will meet with Miss Mabel
Seavey, 101 North Main street, Thurs
day evening.
Fragrant smoke, and lots of it,
permeated the police station atmos
phere over the holiday while tiie
marshal and his gallant aids touched
off the cigars so generously furnished
by the Lawrence PPortland Cement
Company and the Fireproof Garage.

’Sanford K. Hatch of 114 Pleasant
street, well known painter and for
mer membe- of the city government,
lied yesterday after a long illness.
Funeral services will be held Thurs
day afternoon at the home at 2
/ o'clock. Obituary will appear in the
Thursday Issue of this paper.

The
much
looked-forward-to
alumni games will be played at the
high school gym tomorrow night,
starting at 8 o'clock sharp.
Danc
ing until midnight will follow the
final whistle. As an annual afterChristmas feature these games com
mand a pronounced public interest.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will hold
its regular meeting at G. A, R. hall
Thursday evening. Members are re
minded to have presents on the tree
as Santa Claus in full costume is
expected to take charge of the affair.
Mrs. H. R. Mullen and Mrs. Winitred
Butler have charge of the entertain
ment.
Donald C. Leach, assistant treas
urer of North National Bank, had
an unpleasant experience Saturday
night while entering his home at
(West Rockport. In the darkness he
collided with a wire clothesline which
caused a severe cut in his left eye,
though
fortunately
escaping
the
cornea. He was taken to the office
of a local eye specialist where sev
eral stitches were taken in the torn
eye-ball and thence to Knox Hos
pital for observation.
He returned
to his rooms yesterday and is rest
ing comfortably this morning.
The
sight of the eye will be in no way
impaired.

The local branch of the Salvation
Army provided Christmas dinners
for 357 persons, this being the com
bined total of the 74 families to
whom baskets were given, 22 baskets
more than were given last year by
this organization In addition to this
two men were sent to a restaurant
to get Christmas fare.
Capt. and
Mrs. Clarke, through these columns,
wish to thanq everyone who came to
the assistance of the C hristmns
fund. East basket contained turnips,
squash, potatoes, apples, oranges
tea, butter, oleo margarine, sugar,
raisins, mince meat, jello, coffee
candy,
flour. Christmas stocking,
bread, biscuits and chicken.
This
was all In addition to the usual
Christmas services and effort.

■ Down on Crockett’s Point they not
only believe in t^anta Claus, but long
ago discovered his identity. The
Santa Claus who showers that sec
tion with so many favors is Charles
M. Cook. One of his hobbies, if so
It may be called. Is to see that the
kids are made happy at Christmas
time. Every year he corralls as many
of them as he cart find and marches
’em up street to Strand Theatre,
where they not only see the “pitch
era" but are presented with candy
and fruit by Manager Dondis. This
he did again last Saturday and it
was an inspiring sight.
Yesterday
the kids were invited to Mr. Cook's
store on Tillson avenue and each was
presented with a flying bird- So
much for that end of the show. As
sisted by Mrs. Cook this Tillson ave
nue Santa Claus sent 55 baskets into
needy homes, each containing cloth
ing or some useful gift. The bene
factions of this couple form a notable
feature of Christmas endeavor in
Rockland.

GENERAL
TRUCKING
Local and Long Distance
Trucking
General Jobbing
Prompt Service on Short
Hauls; Special Care on
Moving Household Fur
nishings. Reasonable Rates

Ralph W. Jewell
ROCKLAND
15523

A finicky appetite the day after
Christmas feast is normal, but if
your appetite is finicky day after
day, It is a danger signal. You are
getting Into a rundown condition and
when you get into a rundown condi
tion disease develops where you are
weakest.
To remove the cause of the weakess you need chiropractic adjust
ings. To overcome the rundown con
dition you need rest and gjreater
care to see that each day there is
a proper balance between physical
and mental effort. But the primary
essential is to see that the "weak
spot" is eliminated.
By my chiropractic health method
(graduate of Carver Chiropractic
College, the oldest chartered chiro
practic college in the world) I cor
rect diseases of the eyes, ears, nose,
throat, lungs, heart, stomach, liver,
kidneys, bowels and lower organs.
Your appointment for health can
be made by telephoning 1163. Lady
attendant. Dr. Blake B. Annls, Rock
land’s Chiropractor, 7 Granite street.
—adv.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 28

Employes ot Park and Empire
manager, Carl M. Benson, with a
fountain pen as a Christmas gift.

There wIB be a meeting of the
Woman's Association of the Baptist
Church in the church parlors Wed
nesday afternoon at" 3 oclock.

Tuesday Health Talk No. 8
Dr. Blake B. Annis, D. C.

R. H. S. GYMNASIUM

Among the Christmas decorations
about town were the new 1928 auto
mobile number plates.

TEL. 136
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DANCING UNTIL MIDNIGHT

ARE BETTER SHOD

American Women no Longer
Depend On Paris For
Their Styles.

»##*#*#4t****************

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL

American women are better shod
and more stylishly than those of
Paris and Paris is no longer the shoe
style center of the world, Alfred J.
Swggt, treasurer of the Mac Laugh
lin Shoe Co., Auburn stated to the
leading shoe manufacturers of the
country at the convention in Boston.
Models of shoes sent to the United
States from Paris, are as a rule,
only of extreme styles.
"There is no denying the artistic
temperament of the French people,"
said Mr. Sweet, “and this is re
flected to a certain extent in some
of their models of shoes.
Taken
generally,
however, the
Frenchmade shoes are not nearly so pretty
as the American-made sfiofis.
"The most fashionable and beet
dressed women tn France are to be
seen at the races, and what they
wear is heralded all over the world.
Bat, compare the drees of the wo
men who attend any of the big col
lege football games in this country,
with particular notice of their shoes,
and the French women will ewfter as
a result.”
To put It more bluntly, he says
that the American girts would make
their French slaters look like a lot
of shoemakers out of work.
American women are far more in
dependent In their style selections,
according to Mr. Sweet. Every year
there are meetings of shoe manu
facturers and'retailers in New York
to agree upon styles for the coming
season. But it doesn’t always fol
low that the style selected by this
committee will meet with popular
favor. As a matter of fact the com
mittee is wrong two-thirds of the
time.
The American woman will buy
fancy shoes, but they must be in
good taste. She will not buy merely
Hecause they are fancy.
Neither
will she buy a certain shade if it
does not appeal to her even though
the shoe styles committee has placed
that certain shade on the market.
During the past season this was
demonstrated io the sorrow of tWs
shoe men In general, because the
pastel parchment shades, rose blush
and other novelty colors, did not hit
the popular fancy. As a result the
trade is now overloaded with these
light-colored shoes.
Black is still the most popular. I
with brown second as the prevailing
shade in women s shoes. The point-,
cd toe sells better in Boston and New

MUSKMELONS vs CANTALOUPES

4HHt*##**********#**4HHHHI

Some Good

Maybe You Know the Difference But
There Are Many Who Don't.

Chowdera

VERYBODY enjoys soups and
chowders when well made and
Do you know the difference be
seasoned. A cook who has not intween a musk melon and a canta
her repertoire a list of chowders loupe? If you don’t you're not much
is missing one of the best of dishes worse oft than the botanists. It is
to serve her family.
supposed that cantaloupes received
When it is possible to get fish or their name from Cantalupo castle
shell fish, there Is nothing better in Marrti d’Ancona, Italy, where such
for chowders, but vegetables will melons were first grown In Eurpoe
make a fair substitute.
from seed probably Imported from
Corn Chowder.—Fry until brown Armenia.
one-fourth pound of diced salt pork,
"Cantaloupe" is now, scientists ad
add one large sliced onion and fry mit. a popular trade name for all
until brown. When corn is fresh, muskmelons. Many farmers still
cut from the cob enough sweet corn raise muskmelons; but when they
to fill a quart measure or use a reach the market where Mrs. Jones
can of corn; put the corn into the buys them they are called canta
kettle with the pork and onion, two loupes. But the botanists Insist that
capfuls of diced uncooked potatoes, technically there is a distinct dif
two cupfuls of tomatoes, sprinkling ference between the two melons.
each layer with flour, pepper and There are many botanical character
aalt When fresh com Is used, cov istics which distinguish them.
er the com with cold water and
Practically all of the melons on
bring to the boiling point; If our markets which are popularly
canned, add as much water as need called cantaloupes are really musk
ed to cook the vegetables. Add two melons. Although they vstry In color
cupfuls of milk, butter and milk of flesh, size, netting of the rind and
crackers when serving,
otiier characteristics, they all have
Maryland Fish Chowder.—Fry tiie typical musky color. The true
two slices of salt pork and one large cantaloupes are gTown mainly 'lrj
onion cut fine. Add four pounds of Asia Minor or other parts of the Old
fresh fish and six large potatoes World. They are different in quality
ent into dice. Cover with cold wa from the true muskmelons and do
ter and simmer until the food is not have the characteristic musky
cooked. Add one quart of milk, salt odor. Both true muskmelons and
and pepper to taste, with two table true cantaloupes, botanically speak
spoonfuls of butter. Add six milk ing,be long to “Cucumis melo." The
crackers, which have been soaked botanists, however, are not all agrsadh)
In hot milk, season to taste with on the relationship between musk
minced parsley and Worcestershire melons and cantaloupes. Some say
sauce.
they both belong to the musk-scent
Soft Clam Chowder.—Tie tn a ed family of melons; others say only
small piece of muslin six cloves, true muskmelons have the musky
six allspice and six peppercorns. odor; while still others maintain that
Fry brown a quarter of a pound of cantaloupes are merely one variety
diced pork, then add one large diced of muskmelons. For all practical
onion and fry until yellow. Add six purposes In this country the terms
sliced potatoes, n can of tomatoes, are synonymous.—The Pathfinder.
the bag of spices, four cupfuls of
cold water and a dash of cayenne,
Herbert O. Morse and family of
cook four hours. Add a quart of Allan. B. C., are expected shortly in
soft-shelled clams parboiled and Cushing, where they will make their
chopped, five milk crackers soaked future home- Mr. Morse has been
In boiling milk, a quart of milk engaged In the gold mining business
and simmer for five minutes.
In British Columbia the past 25 years,

E

LIFE WORTH LIVING
Chauncey M. Dppaw, “Incurable Op
timist” Airs View* oh the Sub
ject.
Chauncey M. Depew, ex-senator,
railroad president, lawyer, the writ
of thousands of dinners, admitted
Incurable optimist” and one of the
most sought-after men la. the world
for a "recipe" on how to live to be
at least 93 years old—his present
age—has revealed to the Associated
Press in response to a query, why he
considers “life worth living.”
Mr. Depew, who goes to his offlee
In New York Central building every
day, sat back in his swivel chair, and
in reply to ths query, said in a de
termined tone:
“Because I do—that's why I con
sider life worth living.
Because I
do.”
It was a matter of choice he added.
"The blues are hereditary in my
family. My father and tny grand
father both died with the blues. Low
spirits.
They wore themselves out
worrying and I could have done the
same thing. But" he explained, “I
decided to take another view' of
things.
“I think life Is worth living be
cause I decided long ago to think
that way. After a while a man Just
gets Into the habit then of con
tinuing to think that way through
will pewer, I suppose.
"The way to be contented with life
is to be contented. It is a man’s part
to rfiake as much as he can of his
lit*
Those who, at rimes get so
ley think they
down in the mouth, the'
should take their own Hves, have
lost their Judgment.
"At these times a man needs a
little help. God's help, maybe. For
what God does Is to take hold of a
Iverson and show him what he can
do with his life.
’T have always found life filled
With interesting things. Every day
there , Is
something
hew—books
people, talk, events, work-in spite
of the fact I to 93. That isn’t so old.
But I began finding the world inter
esting long ago. A person should do
that. You can’t cultivate a taste for
travel at 90, or a taste for ahletics
If you haven’t started sooner.
"Then eventually you’ve got to
make up your mind how you stand.
For my part, every day I take an
Inventory, mental, moral and spirit
ual.
' .
“ ’Chauncey,’ I Ray to myself, how
do you find yourself this morning”
What’s on the good side? What’s
on

the

bad

side?’

This Red Tag Sale is held annually in order to clear
stocks for stock-taking
All original white tags are left on garments for your comparison.

Sale Starts in Garments on Tuesday
December 27
LOOK FOR THE RED TAGS ON THE FOLLOWING:

COATS

DRESSES

10 Tweed Coats, reg. $14.50

35 Silk and Velvet, reg. $14.95

Red Tag Sale $7.95

Red Tag Sale $8.50

30 Sport and Dress Coats, reg. $25.00

24 Jerseys, reg. $14.95

Red Tag Sale $14.50, $14.75

Red Tag Sale $8.50

8 Sport and Dress Coats, reg. $29.50
and $32.50

10 Novelty Wools, reg. $14.95

Red Tag Sale $10.98

Red Tag Sale $16.75

7 Novelty Wools, reg. $10.98

11 Sport and Dress Coats, reg. $35.00
and $39.50

Red Tag Sale $8.50

Red Tag Sale $25.00

40 Jerseys, reg. $5.98

12 Dress Coats, reg. $49.50

Red Tag Sale $3.98

Red Tag Sale $35.00

We are giving a 20% discount on all

3 Dress Coats, reg. $55.00, $59.50

garments not already marked down.

Red Tag Sale $42.50
Christmas goods which we do not want to carry over will be closed out at Half Price
in the following departments—Handkerchiefs, Toys, Art Embroidery, Stationery.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

(Cl. 1927, Western Newspaper Union.)

and having disposed of his mine, is
Coming back East possessed of ample
wealt, and determined to enjoy the
"And, notwithstanding my
disresult of his labors. He is a son of
spirited heredity, I find somehow 1
William H. Morse of Cushing and a
a,w*>'s come out on the optimistic
brother of Mrs. John T. Berry.
si(ie' even on days when 1 have to
York than In other places, but visit the dcntisti’
BORN
throughout the West t)ie women
Gulstin—Rockland. Pec. 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
The decorations at the Universalist John flu 1st In. a daughter. Many Vita.
are inclined more toward the round
Carver—Vinalhaven. Pec. 22, to Mir. and
Church for Christmas Sunday were
ed toe, says Mr. Sweet.
1 Mrs. Albert Carver, a son.
Women are getting more conscious of striking beauty and won many
of their shoes now, he adds, and are words of praise for the chairman of
DIED
particular about wearing the right the decorating committee, Mrs. Ella
Hatch—IRockland, Pec. 26, Sanford K.
_________ S. Bird. A profusion of spruce trees Hatch, aged 55 years, 4 months, 18 days.
kind of shoes to fit tiie occasion.
This means that the woman who ! adorned the space near the pulpit
* 2 p' "' f 'om 114 Plo“'
cares now has at least four pairs of
shoes.

RED TAG SALE

platform, a note of color being intro-( Tuttle—Fort Richmond, X. Y., Dec.. 26, Rosa
duced by a Christmas tree with its B. Tuttle of Camden. Burial in Thomaston,
festive trimmings. Huge baskets of
pine and poinsettias graced the pulat . o’clock from 119 Brentwood
pit platform, and lighted red candles street, Portland,
in green cones were on the pulpit
CARD OF THANKS
stand. Wreaths of spruce and poin
We desine to express our deepest gratitude
settias decorated the walls and the to the people of our neighborhood and other
entrance door was banked in pine friends who have been eo very kind to us in
mi. *
their
our late bereavement, and especially those
Theatres presented their popular
florai pffwlori

and poinsettias.

Mis. William 0. Cummtnss. Mrs. Wallace
| E Spear, Dana Ctimmlnm and Donald Cum-

____

The Ladies’ Aid of Littlefield Me- j______________
mortal Church will meet to the KenCARD OF THANKS
yon apartment Wednesday for the I i
<o thank Orient Chapter, Ladies of
regular monthly missioanry meeting, (he Relief Corps, neighbors snd friends from
It will be an all-dav session with
E“* Dardlner and others for their
It will be an an nay session wnii klndMM durjne m, 11!ne88 and 4t chrtatnuu
sewing for Mrs. O- W. Stuart.
Din- .ttnIe
Lydia Layr.

ner will be served.

Caton, Dec. 27.

A New
Meat Scrap
60% to 65%
Protein

“The children love the pies and cakes
I bake in my Glenwood Oven”—
HE 20-inch-square oven of this
A patent spring latch instantly re
leases the nickle edge-bands when
Glenwood coal range gives you
plenty of space for a heavy roast you clean the range. With its allover finish of gray or black porcelain
Yet the whole oven is so evenly
enamel you need only wipe off this
heated that you can depend on it to
range with a damp cloth to make it
bake the lightest, flakiest pastries
sparkling clean.
just right The Glenwood Balanced
Baking Damper leaves no chance
This range bums either coal or
for making mistakes and it cannot
wood and is made with or without
a hot water reservoir attachment
warp or stick.

T

Glenwood
RANGES

Costs less per unit of Protein than
any Beef Meat Scrap we know any
thing about in our 34 years’ experi
ence. Less is required per mash. A
bag lasts longer.

Your hens will LIKE this tasty sweetmeat scrap.
Of greater importance—they will thrive on it.
LAY' MORE DOGS—and prove more profitable
to you. •
One hundred weight bag will convince,
lars on request.

*

Clrcu-

»

For sale by ROCKLAND
TALLOW ’CO., rear 453
Main St.- Rockland. Man
ufactured
by
Portland
Rendering Co., Portland,
Maine,

(128)

lORTLAND
MICTION
MEAT SCRAP

Model UC"

for Coal or Wood
In pearl-gray or glossy
black enamel, which elim
inates stove blacking for
ever. Alio in the standard
black finish. With or with
out a reservoir for hot water.
■\

r

MINES AND QUARRIES

HARRY

Royal Arcanum Declares

Granite Heads the Maine
Products, With Lime Sec

ond.

Every-Otber-Day
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$700,000 Cash Dividend
Unprecented Prosperity Enables Society To Distribute
8^ percent Bonus To Members In 43 States
And Canada

DANIELS ABROAD

HOTEL

Thanksgiving, As Found In Naples—Platonic Friendship—
The Wind From Vesuvius.

Mining and quarrying operations
(Fifth Letter)
i understands his moods and ways and
that are now being carried on within
Naples, Italy. Nov. 26. | thoughts: that it is a mental attachthe borders of Maine are varied and
Sure, we had turkey for Thanks- ment: that some unknown power
giving-was it not an American fete hires him to her' and then he,"pi;in^s
extensive, it is learned from the ac
Supreme Regent alnce the order
day and did not the hotel: wish to i “lp o,d
cumulation of information on the
founded In Boston ln 1877.
Of course, many of us
please the Americans on this, their friendship
edn Ideal Realized;' subject that has been gathered by
The Golden Jubilee was held in
big feast day of the year? Certain- on the outside have our own Ideas
cd
Seattle. Washington, in July and
the State Library clipping bureau
ment It shall be well done, as you about It.
was attended by more than 12,000
And Friend wife. Yes, she often
during the past six months.
wi l see as you read. First, there
In
Setting,
delegates, of whom over 700 re
gets out to a dinner dance or an af
ln addition to the reports of work
shall be five men to serve the soup. ternoon tea, or something, and there
presented New York alone. The
Facing
Ocean.
—
The first brings the service plate;
already underway, the clipping bure-election of Mr. Knoeppel was a
meets a tall, dark-eyed sheik with
the
second
brings
the
soup
plate.
He
testimonial
to
hls
business-like
!
rum itas other data, taken from daily
sleek black hair who Is out of a regis followed by the fellow
management of the Order's affairs
t w ith the ! ular job, but makes hls living listenand weekly newspapers, of mineral
Select Clientele
soup in a large stiver bath tub. The. ,ng w wlves who are ^understood
and the dividend about to be de
11 SWUCtMNT ASSOCIA TCD HQKLS INCOAKW TCD y /WHIM
possibilities In Maine that are wellfourth brings the toasted bread dice by their husbands. And so they sip
clared ls an eloquent proof of the
I
cdIso opera tiny other Southern Reso-t hotels
and puts a spoonful in the soup, and tea or dance, and he listens, and is
nigh unlimited.
str ing financial position in which
the gulf swEAM-LAnt worth,fla.- -thc oolphi.,.miami, fla.
\
While Maine has never ranked high
the fifth comes along with the spices. courteous, and attentive, and sym
the Royal Arcanum stands today.
the ALTEREP - PELRAY, FLA........ THE NEW OAKS-BARTOW,FLA.
I 1 in the production of the precious
In the treasury of the Order there
And (here you are. You are ready to pathetic, as she pours out her tale
LA CONCHA - KEY WEST, FLA/•• • FORT SUMTER, CHARLESTON. SC.
\ metals and minerals, she has won
ls now over 120,000,000 invested
eat soup and five men have managed of woe of her husband's coldness.
Keserration no* bang Trade by trie resident managers
I ) fame in the production of stone; and
in high-class securities, providing
it.
And the sheik understands.
And
and at the hoiking offices ./ the company • • .
I t although the heyday of the gramte
a reserve ample to meet all con
BOSTON MASS.-(MR. R F WORlHAM) II HUNTINGTON AVENUS
When It came time for the turkey, they make another date, for another
tingencies and largely Increasing
NEW YORK • ASSOCIATED HOTELS INC-JO WIST MmSTRtfr
industry of Vinalhaven and Hallowell
we found three men rolling into the ehut, at unother time, and then more
Chicago - (mr m k.mcevoyj log so la salle streei
the income of the organization.
seems gone forever, government fig
room a huge serving table, and the dates, and some of them not so dis(UCHMOND.W ASSOCIATED MOTELS INC-1210 STATE 6CJTY BANIS BLOG
During the next two years. Su
ures show tliat Maine still leads tlie
procession ended over side of my|creet. and now we have arrived at
preme
Regent
Knoeppel
expects
to
New England states in construction
chair. The turk was lying in state I the old gag again, Platonic friend|
stone. During the past year -Maine
increase this reserve very consider
under a huge silver or white metal j ship.
That’s what she calls it.
ably
so
that
It
will
be
possible
to
produced 561,570 cubic feet of con
cover fully three and a half feet long. Purely mental, of course: purely
declare
dividends
annually.
st! uction granite and 159.220 cubic
UnderneaXh the metal slab on which mental. A little walk, a little hug, a
"The Royal Arcanum" said Mr.
feci of monumental granite. Han
he rested was a small alcohol stove, little kiss, and there you are with
Knoeppel
yesterday
"now
operates
cock county now leads with an out
ail aglow, to keep his back warm. the invention of our old friend
In 43 states and ln several provin
put of a million dollars annually,
But why
One six foot waiter, with seven dol Plato—a kindred soul.
ces of Canada and also has mem
ar.d is closely followed by its neigh
And that is why
lars worth of gold braid on his uni- stick to one?
bers throughout the world. The
bors, Knox and Waldo.
- 148*11 W
fo. m, raised the silver cover with a Plata was God’s gift to woman. Of
total membership ls about 110,000
Maine and New England granite is
course the men are not saying that
fioui
ish
and
swung
it
dexteriously
to
of
whom
about
85,000
members
said to be of superior quality, but
Harold C. liuoeppel
another serving table, where it rest he helped their game along at all.
will be directly benefitted by the
other states have been showing
I hope the ladies of the afternoon
ed temporarily, covering tbe whole
SSESSMENTS
are such a fam- insurance dividend distribution.
gret ter initiative and developing
bridge clubs of Knox County will
"From a group of nine founders
table and hanging over tlie edges.
their quarries and their skilled work
At this point, another waiter dressed give this serious thought. I have enfraternal organizations that an an and one council ln Boston fifty
men, so that, according to a Wash
as a British admiral, approaches the' deavored not to dig up any scandal
nouncement of a "dividend” by one years ago, the Royal Arcanum now
ington dispatch, "it is entirely pos
has grown to have some 1200
of them comes as a surprise.
bier and appears to have a Damascus concerning the old chicken chasers
sible that granite will be quarried in
Harold C. Knoeppel, Supreme councils, many of them have large
sword in one hand and a two-tined of Rome or Rockland, and as long as
Maine and shipped out largely as
fhe fune
from the dulling cold <nd give
The
Regent of the Royal Arcanum, has and sumptuous buildings.
miniature Maine pitchfork of silver I stick 400 years before Christ I
tow material lo be finished by skilled
building
now
ln
think
we
can
get
away
with
some
Just announced that it had been Arcanum club
uour fimilg a
winter where
in the other.
labor ln other sections of the
good, snappy table gossip.
• • • •
decided to declare a dividend to its course of erection In Brooklyn,
leaeationniag
had
including
country."
* • • •
membership.
The
dividend
will
be
New
York,
will
be
one
of
the
finest
• • • •
He makes a pass at the royal bird
at the rate of tight and one-third edifices of Its kind In the world,
you am liveJar less here than at home-slop at
lying un the metal sdab, getting his
And loday the wInd blow8 the
One notable revival is the Oak Hill
percent of the amount of the total We hope to establish a radio disback warm, and immediately I recog- srn°ke from \ esuvius this uajr, foi
paving stone quarries ln Waldo
HOTEL
yearly payment by each member tributlon plant there which will
nize tlie fact that this man is a duel the first time in the three weeks
county which were re-opened the
and will amount to one monthly provide all Arcanum radio fans
that I have been here watching it.
Sumner ReurttM
WfS*
/brow
ist
of
no
mean
ability.
As
1
watch
past year, after having lain idle
Instalment of each member's insur- with programs they will apUustmred boMet
since 1690. The superior quality of
him he seems to favor the movements When I was here nine months ago
Churchill
Hull and
ance payments.
predate.
The Insurance policies
It was always blowing away from
and ra/ts
this stone was discovered by a New
of the French school, although there
RexmereCkib
The dividend will constitute a which the Royal Arcanum has paid
A beautiful hotel conducted upon
Naples
York contractor who dug up a street
were a few old Heidelberg passes
Af^nrara.iu.x
distribution of approximately $700,- out since It waa created, aggregate
both the American and European Plans
From the balcony on the hotel
and was amazed at the fine state of
Own May to
mixed in ocrasi anally and once I saw a
000 and will be obtainable in cash almost a quarter of a billion dol
here
the
volcano
doesn't
look
a
bit
preservation of the paving after 40
movement that reminded me of the
or by remission of a month's dues, la™ paid to the beneficiaries. The
further
away
than
the
Samoset
looks
years of heavy use. He learned by
quick, graceful, deadly stab of the from in front of the Elks Club—the
the sum being credited to the charitable and fraternal work done
diligent inquiry that the stone came
matador. It is probable that the man same distapee to the eye—and yet it
member as paid, at the election of hy the Councils of the organizafirm the old Oak Hill quarries, and
had been employed as a carver in all is 18 miles away. Its tremendous
every member.
j tion for Its members and their
as the result of his investigations
three countries and retained the best size creates the deception.
Mr. Knoeppel, who is a lawyer families ln its fifty years of excapital was found to re-open the in
at 5 Beekman Street, New York lstence represents an expenditure
movements of each.
Naples is on a plain to the North
dustry. The output is now 45,000
City, and "formerly President of the of almost a billion dollars.
The
Anyway, he was an artist, and I of the volcano. Pompeii is on the
151*27
blocks a week which are going to
Bar Association of Bronx County. state insurance departments under
have never seen a movie that gave me southern slope of the mountain, on
New Jersey to pave a $40,000,000
was recently re-elected at the Gold- i whose control we operate, have
more pleasure. After he had wound the opposite side from Naples. And
boulevard. Commenting editorially
en Jubilee of the Order, for a sec- given us a solvency rating of over
ed the bird and carved off a piece of Herculaneum is or was at the base
on this story, a Boston paper asks:
ond two year term as Supreme 107 percent or seven percent more
the chest near the wish bone, the pa of the west slope, on the edge of the
"How many more dead quarries are
Regent of the Royal Arcanum, an than the maximum expected from,
rade starts again. One waiter walks sea. In speaking of the destruction
there is New England, invalid fac
honor unknown to any other any Insurance organization.'’
over to the bier with a plate, another of these two cities, nearly every
tories, anemic industries, waiting to
waiter places on it a piece of the writer couples them together in the
he re-discovered by smart and wide
turk, it is handed to another waiter same catastrophe. However, there is
awake gentlemen the other side of
THE GRANGE FIELD
VETOED BY KAISER
who delivers it. and then in short this distinction.
Connecticut?"
order appear the gravy waiter, the
When the eruption occurred in
9
Ranking second in age and in value ' a
. \z
• .
e a .•
to tho stone industry is the lime A Cireat Variety or Activities Wilhelm Put His Foot Down potato waiter, with three other vege- 79 AD, the lava, the melted rock,
tables, and our old friend again, the flowed down the west slope and
business which centers in Knox
On the Destruction of Lon spice waiter.
Cover Many States of the
I buried Herculaneum very deep in
county. Nearly two million dollars
Then we started. But honestly, this hot rock soup. Not so with
worth of lime is burned annually, as
don.
Union.
18
there is more fun eating turkey in. Pompeii, Tliat city was buried with
the industry has grown since the
New England, where I have eaten ashes, sand and gravel, blown south
days of General Henry Knox who
The recent ileteat in Maine by a
A plan for a gigantic Zeppelin raid them for 40 years.
I by a strong north wind as they
started some kilns on his farm at
two to one vote of the proposal to which would destroy London in 24
• ♦ • •
I emerged from the crater With the
Thomaston.
Plato was God's gift to woman. He Poison gas which suffocated so many
During the past year a new ar.d repeal the direct primary is traceable hours was prepared by German air
This
different lime industry has been largely to the influence of the Grange, chiefs during the second year >of the was the answer to the maiden's before they could escape.
started at Nadeau Lake near Fort as the members of the latter organi war, only to be unconditionally ve prayer. Plato lived about 400 B. C. made ‘he excavation ot Pompeii
and was a disciple of Socrates. This much more easy than that of her sis
Fail-field where the Aroostook Lime
is the man who invented Platonic
eity on tlie west.
Company, Inc., has drained a part of zation were almost a unit in opposing toed by Kaiser Wilhelm.
The story of this proposed raid is friendship that we hear so much I’ 11 had been on,y 16 years Previous
the lake and is taking marl lime a return to the oid caucus-convention
from the lake bed. This is dried system of political affairs, with the told for the first time by Captain about these days, and so his fame to thls eruP‘lon ‘ha‘ Pompeii had
i suffered a lesser catastrophe, and
ard pulverized and used for fertili endless corruption attendant thereto. Ernst Lehmann, assistant manager has lived for 23 centuries
It is probable, that Plato.’in visiting ! the workmen
«H1 busy repairzer. This is tlie only enterprise of The Maine figures show every rural
of the Zeppelin works and director of the home of Socrates to stuffy had ,nK the ,emples and the forum when
its kind in Maine, and its output is district supporting the direct primary,
Zeppelin raids during the war in his often overheard Mrs. Socrates <Xan-lthe second eruption occurred
about 30 tons a day.
which is significant from the Grange
• • • •
..
, ' * * ,’ *
,
standpoint because there are more book. "Zeppelins.” written in collabo tippe), in action, and there apd then! ,
v‘). .In the library here we find the
The rich limerock deposits of than 400 rural Granges in Maine, ration with Howard Mingos and just decided that part of his phflosop’viy
Thomaston and Rockland will be put with a membership of nearly 60,000.
would be devoted to finding a way to dates of all the eruptions during the
published in New York.
Offset this perpetual tongue-wagging Chris‘ian ara and “ is n°‘1'’ed
to another use when the new Law
* • • •
,
°
° Bnmbfimpc
thav
nnnnp
evorv
fow
"The idea was to equip 20 Zeppe and, scolding.
rence Portland Cement Company
There is widespread Grange inter
years,
and
again
one
or
two
hundred
plant begins making cement early in est in the fact that the American lins and to train their crews to op
And it is also probable that Mrs.
1928.
The supply of limerock is Legion has taken up the vigorous ad erate as part of a fleet," explains Socrates was not pleased at Plato years elapse between them The Iasi
practically unlimited and of excellent vocacy of the Grange plan for the Captain Lehmann, who was assist hanging around the house and talk one was in 1906, 21 years ago. and at
quality for cement, and there is also conscription of capital and labor in ant commander of the first Zeppelin ing philosophy with Old Soc all day that time this city of Naples, where
at hand a supply of clay, another time of war as well as of men. The trans-Atlantic flight in 1924 and is long, and she mav have figured that !1 am writln« lhis- removed from its
•
ngureu mat streets 350,00( tons of ashes that had
natural advantage to the cement in National Grange adopted this pro planning to organize a Zeppelin if Plato would stay
away. Old Soc
dustry. These factors, together with posal at its Sacramento session in 1925 round-the-world race In 1928.
might get out arid get a job and get been blown i om the volcano and
“It was planned that each ship some coin and help out with the ex landed on this city
easy shipping
facilities
nearby, and is agitating the subject con
It seems that in the long intervals
brought tbe business to Thomaston. stantly as a peace ideal of most prac should carry 300 incendiary bombs. penses. And so there was no affec
They would strike London simul tion between Plato and Xantippe— between the violent eruptions, vines
Other rock industries of Maine in tical sort.
©THI iNTiaNATIONAl BVNOICATt.
and brush and trees grow in the
taneously at night. Thus six thou not even a cold friendship.
clude the slate quarries of Monson,
• • • •
sand fire bombs would be dropped on
crater and on the slopes and the
the feldspar plants of Sagadahoc and
♦ ♦ • *
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
In Jefferson County, Pennsylvania,
Oxford counties and the quartz mines members of the Grange have organ the city at once. "When asked for my
1-Spaniah city
60- Ocean
20-Who la the heroine
He thought that about the worst natives return, although they well
know
the
history
of
the
past,
and
technical
opinion,
I
agreied
that
it
of Oxford.
fi-A salad plant
52-Lalr
thing that could happen to a man
of Shakespeare's
ized a “flying squadron,” a large
Tlie mining of quartz is becoming group of them paying neighborly was entirely feasible.
11-An oily fruit
64—Before
‘•Othello?"
would be to be tied to a woman who what is surely ln store for them in
a
few
years
The
land
is
rich,
very
"If
we
assumed
that
only
a
fifth
of
more and more extensive as new visits to other t ranches of the Order
13— Should
56-Exists
22-What cape ia the
jawed and scolded the whole long day
rich,
indeed,
probably
from
chemi

ihe
bombs
took
effect
or
caused
fires,
uses are found for the mineral. Gen
14- Personal pronoun
56-What is the Flavian
most westerly
throughout the country, putting on London would still have more than a —and she thought that any fellow cals blown from the crater, and the
eral Electric Company is working a
1£-A worldling
amphitheatre in
point of France?
evening
entertainments, dramatic thousand fires to combat at the same too lazy to work, but spending his native feels well repaid for the dan
quartz vein at Paris Hill, and other
18- Aa»oc<ate of Art*
Rome called?
24-A vegetable
events, etc., and greatly stimulating time. We agreed that no organiza time sitting around on the cracker ger and toil because of the tremen
ehctrical companies are Interested
(abbr.)
58- Gross (abbr.)
26-Sainte (abbr.)
box in front of the stove and talk
neighborliness and county acquaint
in quartz deposits at Waterford,
tion on earth could successfully fight ing philosophy all day, was no fit dous crops he can raise And so he
19- Worthlets
59— A city in S. W.
27- District In S. W.
ance.
such a conflagration. IWe counted on companion for her husband, who was works on. constantly praying to the
Norway and other western Maine
21- A Brazilian coin
Illinois
Arabia
• • • •
Laving a third of the Zeppelins shot bad enough without encouragement. saints to hold the volcano in check.
towns. Fused quartz and quartz
22- Very young fi«h
29-A heap
61— Which island of
Tlie
Grange
in
West
Virginia
is
glass are still being subjected to
down, also in flames; but not until
23-Pleced out
Greece Is the
31-Large lake ne.xr
^n<Ls’’ we have the stage set for He may live out his own life without
much experiment, and quartz cores lining up solidly against any more they had dropped their bombs some the neXv invention, Platonic friend disaster, but most certainly his son
24- Looks pryingly
reputed birthplace
Athlone, Ireland
county
or
district
bond
issues
and
has
heated to 2.000 degrees are used in
where In the city.
26- Pastriea
of Apollo?
33-A small stream
ship. Plato had studied enough to or his successor will pay the penalty.
also
gone
vigorously
on
record
as
op

experimental radio beacons in aid of
"The Zeppelins were ready; the know that in Egypt some men had That has been the history of it for
27-Yea
63- Requirea
37- A drink
aviation.
The supply of Maine posed to frequent changes of text crews had been trained in their many wives, and he reasoned that the nineteen centuries that we have
28- Greek letter, long E 64- Condltlon
38- A email Italian coin
books
in
the
public
schools.
The
quartz is endless, and so, appirently,
duties; but before the plan could be
30-Shrinking horror
a record of. What happened before,
39-Certain years of
VERTICAL
extreme has been reached in the lat executed, the Kaiser's authorization they were leading the life of Socrates,
are its uses.
32-A popular screen
1- ln England, a bowl
one’s age
multiplied by as many wives as there no one knows, although it is shown
er direction of late and the West'
Pollucite. a mineral useful in elec
had to be secured. From the very were in the harem, and'he could not that the fertile land on the slopes
star
shaped valley
40- Kastened
trical work and one found in only Virginia Grange declares Ihe time has beginning he had been strongly op understated such punishment. He was tilled as early as 600 years Be
34-To appear
2Leaklng
43- Pertalnlng to Asia
two or three places on earth, is also come to call a • halt.
posed to raids of any sort against also knew that these men had to feed, fore Christ, and some of the build
SB-Violent blast of
3- Prefix. Two
44— A town, scene of
• • •
being mined in Maine by General
Englapd. It was only in the face of support, and clothe these many wives ings found in Pompeii (the House of
wind
4-“l have” (contr.)
battle, In France
One subordinate Oiange in Ohio constant pressure from his generals
Electrical Company, on a farm in
36-Encountera
5Fervor
46-A table for writing
numbers in its membership four gen and admirals, that he finally author and pay their trills and hire servants the Surgeon, built of limestone and
Buckfield.
39-A
river,
E.
central
6- Frult of the pine
48-A fungus that spoilt
erations, a young lad, his father, his ized raids. He stipulated, however to wait on them, and about all they not of the tuHii rock so common in
• • • •
England
7- A floor covering
got in return was a lot of conversa later years) is said to have been of
rye
Beryllium, another Maine mineral grandfather and his great-grandfa that only objects of real military im tion.
41- Combining form.
8- For instance
a period as early as 200’ vears before
49- Short and pointed
which occurs with feldspar and is ther. The three latter have been for portance could be bombed. Places
New
(Latin-abbr.)
A business man of today, making Christ.
61- Male children
r.ow thrown away at feldspar plants, years active members of the organi such as Buckingham Palace, 'West the acquaintance of a new Friend
42- Organ of head
9- A portion
a
And these are the thoughts I get
53-Soapy water
is being tested experimentally for zation and each of the three has minster Abbey, St. Paul's Cathedral Chicken, will tell her frankly that he while I watch from my balcony this
43- What Englith queen 10-Corsets
56-A food fish
airplane use. It is somewhat similar served in turn as master of the and residential sections should not is married, but that his wife does morning, the south wind blowing the
* was the last of the 12-Personal pronoun
the four belong.
67-Came together
to aluminum, but is lighter weight, Grange to which
Stuarts?
be bombed. He ordered the Zeppelin not understand him. And while he clouds of smoke from Vesuvius in
(old form)
• • • •
60-Tellurium
harder and more durahle. Should
45-A famous Pilgrim
crews to bring their bombs back If tells Friend Chicken that he cannot this direction.
16-To walk
All the Granges of Wilson County, they could not drop them accurately
the experiments prove successful,
(chem. aym.)
Father, Mass., 1620 17- To represent as
marry her. he explains that she
H. A Da-nidls.
they would open the way to the de Kansas, have this year conducted a on the military targets.
62- A musical note
47-To vex
similar
county
contest
to
see
which
could
velopment of a great industry.
• "It was
generally understood
Experiments which are being con Initiate the largest number of new through the German air force that
members,
with
first
honors
won
by
quantity of these roughages avail
ducted with the sulphur and iron
wherever King George or King Ai
Solution to Previous Puzzle
able. A dairyman who has several
deposits at Katahdin Iron Works, Merino Orange, No. 1573, which bert happened to be, that place was
gained
45
new
members.
Great
stacks
or
a
barn
full
of
legume
hay
promise much as new processes are
Ig1i_1u1m1
to be avoided bv bombers," explains
and a silo full of silage need not
being discovered to overcome the un Grange enthusiasm was aroused in Captain Lehmann in the "Zeppelins.”
BEinraBi
every
part
of
the
county.
worry
about
the
winter
feed
bill.
profitable operations of former days.
-,On April 13, 1915," he writes, "the
• « • •
Every cow should have these rough
The General Chemical Company
s' □ a1
Zeppelin 1,735 was ready to set out
At
an
Illinois
Grange
meeting
re

age feeds.
which has investigators there, is say
In a raid over supply centres behind
5 '
* w
R
•
•
•
•
cently
the
"surprise
feature"
waa
ing nothing yet, but its researches
Of the 138 million acres of Na for some time to a temperature be
the British lines at Cassel, St. Omer
S T A
none
other
than
an
actual
wedding
T
Class I railroads expended $166,291,arc being carefully and thoroughly
and Hazehrouck. Just before de tional Forest lands, exclusive of low their freezing point (abtiut 30
ceremony, the contracting parties parting, the captain was handed a Alaska, the United States Forest deg. F.) Under such conditions a 000 in 1926 for ihe direct purchase of
A N
made.
G C R
Almost 100 years ago great mineral both being well known members of telegram In code.
Service estimates that approximately wise precaution is to warm the onions about 13 per cent of the total timber
possibilities in Maine were held out the Grange in middle life, whose
"By direct order of the Kaiser the 90 million acres are suitable for the gradually to a 'emperature somewhat cut of the United States. Indirect
by her first State geologist, Dr. plans for the evening had been kept attack on St. Omer was forbidden grazing either ot sheep or cattle.
above their freezing point before at purchases brought, the railroad's 1926
Charles T. Jackson, who prospected a complete surprise.
• • * *
and Poperinghe substituted. The
tempting to move or otherwise dis consumptlo i of lorest products up to
extensively and diligently. He found
approximately 25 per cent of tlie
reason was soon made known. Head
turb them.
In
poultry
raising,
the
incubator
A small subordinate Grange in quarters had received ward that the
magnetic iron on islands near Mt.
country's entire output.
• • • •
has
the
distinct
advantage
of
hatch

• • • *
Desert, hematite iron ore in Aroos Tuscarawas County, Ohio has made Allied leaders wer4 to hold a secret
ing
a
few
or
several
hundred
chicks
"The
law
of
supply
a-nd
demand,"
took, gypsum at Calais, marble in a net gain of 100 new members since meeting at St. Omer which was to be
* When Tveath»r conditions along the
at
one
time,
and
with
the
use
of
the
says
W.
B.
Greeley,
head
of
the
For

Hope and Appleton, and lime, slate, 1927 came in. probablv establhihing'
7he”Krng '<rf''^l'gi“u’m“and
New York-Chicago air mail route are
coal-burning brooder the problem of estry Service of the U. S. Department favorable, insuring the arrival of
bog iron, peat and trap rock in in a record for the country. Gains of j.;ng]an<j ••
reproducing
the
Hocks
from
year
to
of
Agriculture,
"is
working
steadily
numerable places. Hig annual re from 50 to 75 new members in a local ,
mail in Xew York early the next
year is materially simplified.
to create timber values which in morning, a day's interest can he
ports to tlie governor dated 1837 and Grange have occurred in different J
*
*
«
«
large
portions
of
the
United
States
J83S, make decidedly interesting states throughout the country and the I
saved by sending securities by air
ro, ding. In half a dozen places he net membership increase for the year '
Onions like some other vegetaeies will pay fair returns on forestry as mail. This sometimes amounts to
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
a business."
mentions indications of anthracite has been many thousands.
large sums. It is the practice of
1
Cleanse thoroughly—then, and fruits may be cooled somewhat
• • • •
below
the
freezing
point
without
coal in Aroostook, but was not able
business
houses
in
Chicago
to
call
up
without rubbing, apply*—
“See no evil; hear no evil; speak I
to continue ills investigations to the
PLUMBING, HEATING
actual freezing taking place provided
The use of good home-grown le the Weather Bureau earh afternoon to
point of actual discovery. Any pres no evil, ’ is an excellent motto. Par
they aie not in any way disturbed. gume hay and silage Is the basis of learn what the prospects nre. If unfav
’
06 Pleasant St.
Rockland
ent day prospector would do well ticularly if you happen to be an adUnder commercial
conditions It economical feeding of dairy cows. orable. the securities are sent by or
Telephone 244-W
fits: to read l)r. Jackson's reports.— . miral or a general.—San Diego
sometimes happens that onions aro The cost of the grain portion of the dinary fast rail mail as this is more
Cnion. k
O—r ai MtIUoa Jar,
Yaart, inadvertently allowed to be expused ration will depend largely upon the dependable in bad weather.
Kennebec Journal.

ORMOND BEACH,Florida
'Beautiful Structure
a Charming
the
c/fdi'oining Qolf Links,
~—»
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Eastern Steamship
Lines, Inc.
Str. OOBNISH, Height only, learea Rocklaud for Boston, Wednesdays and Saturadys
at about 5.00 P. M.. and leaves Rockland for
Bangor and intermediate landings, Tuesdays
and Fridays at about 5.30 A. M.
8tr. WESTPORT. frelglR and passengers,
leaves Rockland for Bar Harbor and inter
mediate landings, Tuesdays at 7 00 A. M., and
for Bluehill and intermediate landings, Fri
days at 7.00 A. M.

144-tf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland

for

Augusta, |7.45 a. m.r t220 P- » •» 12.30 P|6.25 p. m.
Bangor, J7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. m.,
t0.25 p. m.
Boston, |7.45 a. m., |2.20 p. in., §2.30 p. m.,
tfl.25 p.
Brunswick, f7.43a. m., |2.20p. in., §2.30p.m.,
tG.25 p. iu.
„
Lewiston, |7.45 a. m., f2.20 p. m. §2.30 p. m.,
New York, |2.2O p. tn., §2.30 p. m.
Portland, f7.45 a. m , t2.20 p. m., §2.30 p. m.,
t6.25 p. m.
Waterville, f7.45 a. m , f2.20 p. m , §2.30 p. ra.,
ffl.2.5 p. m.
Woolwich, |7.45 a. m., t2.20 p. ra., §2.30 p. ir.,
tfl.25 p. m.
T Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday ca:y.

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to mange Without Notice)
IN EFFECT OCT. 22. 1927
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED

VINALHAVEN, STONINGTON AND 8WAN*8
ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7.30, Vinal
haven 8.30, due to arrive at Rockland about
9.45.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven at 3.45, Ston
ington at 5.00; due to arrive at Swan's Island
about 6.30 P. M.
R

H.

STINSON. General

Agent

Spend theWnterin

MIAMI, FLORJDA

door

everq out
ocean hafhing

comfortable
be

GUARDIAN .MEMORIALS
Everlasting T}cauty

GRALYNN

{RiHUtiee TnieHtrh}

W. E. Doman & Son
East Union, Me.
Dealers in—

Also Scotch, Quincy, Westerly
and Maine Gray Granites, Ver
mont Marbles.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

■■

PUTS-SORES

VSSits
UmJ

I

o?)(taT\erery grrrst:

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
! Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Lily Chop Tea it good Tea.

(Formosa)

Telephone (jenneotion

Gilchrest
Monumental Worke
Main 8treet
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIAL*

9

fi

Call 170

People's Laundry

17 Limerock Street
We do all kinda of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
, Dry.
Finish Fiet Work.
Shirts, Collars.

Dr. George H. Ingraham
Osteopathic Physician
Graduate of Kirksville School of
Osteopathy
By Appointment Only Tel. 323
38 Summer Street
Rockland

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dental X-Ray and Diagnosis
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 6
OPEN EVENINGS
*Y APPOINTMENT
Tel. 1020
407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

DR. E. L.SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment Only—Tel. 138
35 Limerock St.
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
400 Main St.
Rockland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to 6
Evenings by Appointment

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
I Office Hours; 1 lo 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
J Residence until 9 A. M., and by
Appointment. Telephone 184
J
THOMASTON, ME.
jj;

5

Every-Other-Day

FARMERS’ “BEST BET"

STUDY VOLCANOES

[As Seen By Ben Ames Wil Geographic Society To Make
liams, the Noted Author.
Experiments In Alaska.
Dr. Gilbert Grosvenor, president of
the National Geographic Society, has
announced plans for sending an
expedition to the Pavlof Volcano
group of islands off the Alaskan Pe
ninsula. Tht expedition will start,
next April and its leader will be Dr.
Thomas A. Jagger, director of the
U. S. Geographical 'Survey station at
the Mount Kilauea Volcanic labora
tory, ln Hawaii, who ls one of the
foremost volcanologists in the world.
The scene of the projected study is
west of Mount Katmai, Alaska, the
world’s largest active volcano, and
the adjoining amazing “Valley of
Ten Thousand Smokes” discovered
by an expedition of the National
Geographic Society and subsequently
explored by a series of the Society’s
expeditions under leadership of Dr.
Robert F. Griggs.
The scope of the expedition next
year includes the study of volcano
logy, physlograpny, wild life and
botany.
Complete plans for the
work, and for the personnel, which
will include specialists in these fields
to be sent by the Society, are be
ing worked out.
Region Assailed by Earthquakes
Dr. Jagger made a reconnaissance
of the Alaskan Peninsula and the
Aleutian Islands this summer. Some
of hls preliminary findings, included
in hls outline to the Society of the
field for future sti dy und exploration,
are of special Interest in view of the
alaiming earthquake now reported
from southeastern Alaska.
Dr. Jagger said, “The Alaskan Pe
ninsula contains linear clusters of
active vents that may be roughly
named for their leading volcanoes,
from west to east, as follows: Shishaldin, I’avlof, Aniakcchak, Matmal,
Douglas and the Illiamna groups.
The U. S. Geological Survey and the
National Geographic Society have
mapped paits of the four eastern
groups.
"Our 1927 camping trip In Pavlof
Bay and the vicinity showed that
Pavlof Volcano, with its two snowy
cones and its superlatively wonder
ful Aghileen Pinnacle mountains, its
hard cinder lowlands to the north, its
facilities at the .King Cove cannery,
and its recorded frequent activity,
hot springs and glaciers, is the place
for the first of these local researches.
Unci* Sam’s Unexplored Bays
“The largest need at present, for
all sciences, is for charts and topo
graphic maps wherewith to navigate
and explore the 150 bays, more or
less, now all unknown, on the Pa
cific side, west of Unimak.
"The seismograph stations at Ko
diak and Dutch Harbor are only a
beginning. They make base stations
for studying earth motion, volcanic
forecasts and eruption cycles, tem
peratures at Katmai, Akutan and
Bogoslof, and also for extension of
work to studies of gravity, magne
tism, sea-level, meteorology, chemilcal emanations, earth currents and
changes of land level and of hori
zontal position of the lands."
Finds a New Volcano
How little much of the region ls
known Is indicated by the discovery,
by "Dr. Jagger, during his recon
naissance trip, of a volcano, probab
ly active, which is a huge cone near
ly 6,000 feet high. He named It
Mount Dutton. Previously it had
been marked on charts merely as an
unnamed elevation.
The expedition next spring prob
ably will start from Bellingham
about the end of April and proceed
by steamer to King Cove, whence
the route will be by beach to Pavlof
Bay. Ihe field work will continue
th;oughout the summer and probably
for several succeeding years.
The route of the explorations will
be along the Pacific beach to the
newly found Dutton Volcano, then
to the head of Pavlof Bay, inland at
Jackson's Lagoon, across the flat
lands, if passible, on “Left Hand
Valley," into the Pinnacles amphi
theater, and westward to the Bering
Republicans afraid of AI Smith, Sea beacli for explorations of valleys,
lays headline.
So are the Demo- volcanoes and glaciers. All this Is
unknown country.
frats.—.Winston-Salem Journal,

Ben Ames Williams the popular
buthor ot Maine stories, believes that
lleveloplng the sporting industry is
the Maine farmer’s best bet. This
has brought out in an interview oi
f he Boston Transcript.
“Is the lot of the Maine farmer as
bleak as you paint it?" the interplewer asked.
"There are men and women living
bn farms In Maine whose lives are
lxtraordinarily rich and full; who en
joy their life and their surroundings;
Ivhose existences are not bleak at all,
Ivas Mr. Williams’ answer. "But fi
nancially, in the communities with
Ivhich I am familiar the prospect is
hot attractive. I know one man who
In three years paid $210 in taxes, and
Ivhose
cash
inccme
from
his
farm was less than that amount,
k few farmers thereabouts, work
ing diligently and intelligently, are
having a little money; the majority,
Lear by year, either barely hold
I heir own, or fall a little behind.
“They have few sources of cash in■ome. A farmer may, once a year,
tell a cow with her calf; he may sell
Ills surplus hay; he may cut and
Inarket a little cord-wood. Or if he
las a few apple trees, about once in
fcur years he may derive from them
fairly substantial sum. That is,
|rom two to five hundred dollars,
if course, ln Aroostook, potatoes
tmetlmes bring large profits; and
iround Winterport the orchard men
lake in a good year their thousands,
lut I am speaking of more remote
Communities.
’The situation is that agriculture is
trowing less and less attractive to
[he younger generation, who are
ilgrating to the city. The popula
tion of Searsmont in 1859 was 1700;
|n 1917, 700. Now it Is less than 500;
'he lower the population, of course.
|h? heavier the burden on those who
iemaln, for the town's expenses de
crease little, if at all. ’
'Is It probable that our future
farms will be worked by foreigners?”
“It ls very iikely that foreigners,
rlth their habits of industry and
Ihrift, will in the future simply drive
he native farmer out of business.
|n Searsmont, the ground ls good for
watermelons, strawberries, canta
loupes, and other produce, but the
lifficulty is labor. If you want to
lire a man you have to pay a price
which, by your standards, is high,
>3 a day. And labor is scarce at that
irlce,
'Then you have to transport your
iroduce ten miles to the railroad,
|ake a chance on the grade of comletitive stuff here, and the price. Of
bourse. If It were possible to get the
farmers to combine for buying and
Marketing—but it is hopeless. In the
tajorlty of New England towns, the
iverage age of farmers is about
forty. Very few young people are
burning farms. And you can’t go up
|o a man of forty or fifty and make
ilm do something different from
what he has been doing for centur
ies, so to speak, just because aome>ne has suggested it.
•‘I've u theory that if these small
(owns chose, they could take the
land which the towns own on tax
leeds. stock it with game, and the
>rooks and streams with fish, and
Ctart boarding-houses and resorts,
lupplylng guides who know about
Ihe streams and covers—make a
Ihrlvlng business of It. Most Maine
laiTns and towns are adapted by na
ture for sporting purposes—but for
ittle else. As it is, in Maine as
Clsewhere, they are wasting* their
fesources, polluting their streams.
Merrymeeting Bay, where I
;unned last fall—just above Bath—
jhe water was as dark as bouillon.
said to a native that It was a
thanie to see such filth going into
these waters.
He replied briefly
|hat the river was the natural sewer.
’hat gives you an idea how they
'lew the situation. Perfectly under
standable, yet with those who enjoy
ting on or ln the water such an artument hasn’t much force."

EHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE LUILT - ■ • BUICK W11L BUILD THEM

jveiything
that is BUICKfor only

The truth is that you can have any one of
three popular Buick models at this figure—a
Sedan, Coupe or Sport Roadster—all of them,
cars of true Buick quality.
You have always wanted a Buick—and today’s
Buick surpasses all previous creations. See it—

drive it—and own the car you have long wanted.
SEDANS *119$ to <1999

»

COUPES<119» to <18JO

SPORT MODELS <1195 to <1525
AU prices f.a.b. Flint, Mick, fe*
TheG.M.A.C.^aaace pien,thei

rat tax tv be added.
Mirable, li aaallabla.

LEWISTON BUICK

LEWISTON
WATERVILLE
BRUNSWICK

Rockland
BRANCHES AT
PORTLAND
FARMINGTON
ROCKLAND

CO.

TeL 238
AUGUSTA
BATH
DOVER-FOXCROFT

And Some Other Interesting
Facts About What We
Eat.

ll w

What of the world's bread and
meat supply since the World War?
The world’s population has been
growing: Have these two primary
food items kept pace?
Since the problem is being apptoached from the Western world,
let wheat stand, for the moment, for
bread, and beef for meat.

The ease with which Buick for 1928 may be greased is
one of its outstanding features. There is no need of
crawling under the car, for inaccessible chassis points
are reached with grease gun through trapdoors in

FARMERS

HAVE

running board apron, as shown here. Inset shows
portion of chassis with cluster of grease connections
and extensions which make possible this refine
ment. Rear end connections are similarly extended.

BENEFITED

What the Farm Bureau and Extension Service Have Done
For Knox and Lincoln Counties.
What has the Farm Bureau and conducted in the county, 83 farmers
Extension Service done this year to reported as having 324 acres of waste
help the farmers in Knox-Lincoln land suitable for planting.
Counties?
Who have assisted in
During the year S3 farm account
making this years work a success?
books were kept, 75 poultry accounts
One of the most important parts and 36 farm inventories were started.
of this year’s program was the boys' These books are furnished free to
ar.i' girls’ club work. There were 15 all men who will keep them during
clubs organized with an enrollment | the year.
of 43 boys and 128 girls. Fourteen ! To the men who complete their aeof the clubs, including 31 boys and | counts an analysis of their business
89 girls finished their work. The ! is sent at the close of the year. These
lenders of these clubs who have giv- I summaries are of assistance to the
ep their time to make these clubs i farmers In planning their year’s
a success are: Aina, Clarence Walk- I work. Thirteen meetings were held
er and Mrs. Almira Walker; Bristol, during the year to discuss acconnt
Mrs. George S. King; Camden, Miss results and to start accounts for an
Alta Pendleton; Damariscotta, Mrs. other year.
Cilia Bragdon; Damariscotta Mills,
Spray work was conducted with
Mrs. Lucena Clark; North Edge- ! st eenteen men in Hope, Jefferson
comb, Wilhelmlna Bragg and Leon land Union. Meetings were held in
Dodge;
South Jefferson, Beulah the communities and suggestions
Clark; Nobleboro, Mrs. S. T. Cream given on spraying.
er; Warren, Mrs. R. C. Wentworth;.
This year a start was made on
Whitefield, Mrs. Fred Law and Web grafting over many of the poorer
quality fruit into either McIntosh,
ster Peaslee.
Four boys: Vincent Reed, Freder Delicious or Spy. There were eigh
ick Erskine, Richard Houdlette and teen demonstrations held. A side
Myrle Hall of the Aina Club, and graft was used, also a special wax
four girls: Annie Starrett, Mildred cloth, which met the approval of
Spear of Warren; Wilhelmina Bragg, many of the orchardists.
North Edgecomb and Violet Green
Three orcherdists were Instructed
leaf of Westport attended the Maine in budding wild trees and several
4-H club at the Eastern States Ex hundred were budded during the
position as guests of the State season.
The possibilities of thinning the
Chamber of Commerce.
A total of 252 pounds of Grimm al fruit was tried on various varieties
falfa seed were sown by farmers in this year. Demonstrations were giv
the county this year. There were 17 en In the orchards of Earl Hodgkins.
plots that were started last year Jefferson; A. P. Starrett, Warren;
and produced thia season from four J. F, Calderwood, Union; Leon
to six tons of dry hay. The plots Dodge, North Edgecomb and Wal
Robbins,
Hope.
Varieties
were exceptionally good and many of lace
the men increased their acreage this thinned were: Baldwin. Jonathan.
year. Instructions were given the Wealthy and McIntosh. In each case
men on the amount of lime to use, a tree was left unthinned to make
also Inoculation and source of seed. a comparison.
Through the better bull campaign
A fruit show was held in Rock
assistance was given several dairy land last year and plans are under
men on buying a pure bred apimal way for another this fall.
Oner of the important branches of
for their herd. Alan Carter, Bunker
Hill; Wilson Merriam, Union: Nel farming In the county is poultry.
son Calderwood, Washington bought During the past five years there has
three Guernsey bulls from the Uni been an increase in number of hens
versity herd with the best of rec kept. More eggs and poultry are
ords behind them. Charles McKel being shipped out than ever before.
Twenty-eight selection of breeder
lar of Warren procured an Ayrshire
from the same herd. In Thomaston, demonstrations have been held in
Philip Seekins bought a Jersey bull the county this year. Where care
ful selection has been done year af
and heifer of B. H. Nichols, Hope.
Four barn meetings have been held ter year a definite improvement in
to judge and explain points on dairy egg production and type of bird is
cows and bulls; 213 samples of milk noticed. Poultrymen who have se
have been tested from 50 different lected over a period of years consid
heids. Many men have weighed the er this practice one of the important
milk from individual cows through things in their management.
Several thousand hens have been
out the year. Milk record sheets
have been supplied them through the tested for white diarrhoea and six
flocks accredited or found free of
Farm Bureau.
Seven farmers have been given as diarrhoea. This is a very serious
sistance lo the care of their woodlots. disease and where found to any ex
The farm woodlot is being considered tent will make raising of chicks
as a source of income on many farms nearly an impossibility.
Fourteen meetings have been held
at the present time. Systematic cut
ting is being practiced in order to in candling, grading and packing
increase the amount of standing eggs. Two hundred and seventylumber and to have a labor return eight cockerels were caponized at
foui demonstrations. Eleven meet
a’ the safne time.
Planting has not been practiced ings were held on green feed dem
very extensively the past year. There onstrations and disease. Twelve men
was one plot of white pine set out in are to conduct definite range rotation
the town of Washington by Fred this coming year, changing the range
Sukeforth. The possibilities of pine each year. This ls a very important
and spruce are very good on many part of the poultry Industry. Much
of the worn out pastures and waste of the disease found in flocks is due
land. In a recent survey that was to lack of proper range.

Countrywide Checkup Shows
Price
To Vary From 10 To
1 rice iu vary 1 lout iv
You may have thought that you couldn’t buy
• Buick for as little as #1195—that you would
have to pay considerably more for Buick
quality.

THE WORLD'S BREAD

Buick Lubrication Easy and Positive

HOW MUCH IS GAS?

51 Park Street
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27 Cents a Gallon.
Gasoline prices in the United
States range all the way from 10
cents a gallon to 27 cents tor straight
run and from 13 cents a gallon to 29
cents for high test gas. This wide
variation was revealed in a check
up by 950 motor clubs affiliated with
the American Automobile Association
and reported to National Head
quarters.
The check-up by the national mo
toring body showed that on Novem
ber 22, gasoline was selling at 47
different prices.
* In order to secure an accurate pic
ture of the gasoline price range on
a given day, identical forms were
sent to every A. A. A. club through
out the country; the local clubs in
turn checked the prices in their re
spective areas and returned the
forms to Washington. The lowest
price on the date of the check-up was
10 cents for straight run and 13 cents
for high test gasoline, at Peoria. Ill.,
and the highest was 27 cents for
straight run and ■ 29 cents for high
test, at Phoenix, Arizona.
Proximity to sources of supply ap
peared to be a negligible factor in
determining current prices, says the
A. A. A., since prices were in many
instances higher close to the oil
fields than they were at points to
which a long haul

MADDEN SPONSORS

FARMERS MUSCLE
SHOALS PLAN
Final Action Can No Longer Be
Dodged
Farmers pin their faith to Con
gressman Martin B. Madden, of
Illinois, as the man to carry their
fight for cheap fertilizers at Muscle
Bhoals safely through the lower
house of Congress.
With 22 years of continuous serv
ice behind him, the past six years
serving as chairman of the power
ful appropriations committee, the
white-haired, vigorous and out
spoken congressman from Chicago
usually carries to successful com
pletion whatever he decides to un
dertake. After long and careful
study of the many phases of the
Muscle Shoals question, he Intro
duced last January the Madden BUI
which would accept the operating

Wheat Production Increases
A bulletin from the Washington.
D. C. Headquarters summarizes the
world wheat and beef production as
fellows:
"The average yearly world produc
tion of wheat during the five years
immediately preceding the World
War was roughly three and a half
billion bushels. In late years the
average has been closer to four bil
lion bushels.
The wheat supply,
therefore^ has advanced along with
the number of mouths to eat It. So
too with that part of the wheat crop
that is transported from country to
country.
Approximately 800 mil
lion bushels (nearly 23 percent of
the production) of wheat and flout
entered infernatlonal trade channels
in pre-war days, and about 850 mil
lion bushels (22.4 percent) enter now.
"But although the World War had
no lasting effect on wheat production
and Its steady growth, It played
havoc with the world trade in wheat.
This flow of wheat from the less
developed countries to the countries
with great urban centers has been
an important factor ln world econo
mics since the rise of cities. Doubt
less Babylon drew grain from its
satellite countries.
When Rome
came to be a great power a veritable
river of grain flowed to it from
northern Africa, Spain, and the Near
East.
“During the Middle Ages commerce
in food staples lagged, each country,
'or the most part, producing its own
food. But with the planting of col
onies and the coming of the machine
age, the tide of grain began to run
again, setting toward England and
western Europe from Russia, the
Western Hemisphere, and finally
front the Antipodes.
‘Russia was the big factor in the
wheat trade before the War. She
produced more than one-sixth of the
entire world crop, and exported a
fifth of tbe total
international
shipments. After a big drop. Russia
has almost reached her former po
sition in the matter of production.
But apparently the Russians of to
day are better fed; only three percent
of the world’s wheat exports now
come from that country..

(Cj Harris and Ewing.

Congressman Martin Madden, of
Illinois.
Author of the Muscle
Shoals Leasing Bill Backed bp
Farmers.

lease offered by the American CyaB*
amid Company, This ls the pro
posal backed by leading faro
organizations.
“In the Madden Bill agriculture
sees the culmination of Its best
hopes for the utilization of Muscle
Shoals as Congress originally In
tended; namely, for national de
fense in time of war and the pro
duction of fertilizers ln time of
peace,” says Chester H, Gray, Wash
ington representative of the Amer
ican Farm Bureau Federation.
Long weeks and months of
patient negotiations were necessary
to work out a lease that would be
acceptable to the three groups con
cerned; namely, the American Cyanamld Company, organized agricul
ture and those members of Congress
who have assumed the responsibil
ity of seeing to it that the Govern
ment's Interests are properly pro
tected. With the opening of Con
gress Jn December the consideration
of this proposal will - be resumed
Prices at tidewater were on the and the Muscle Shoals matter will
whole higher than those charged at again be much ln the public eye.
All parties concerned appear to
inland pdints.
The average price at points along be agraeil that definite action for
the final disposal of Muscle Shoals
the Atlan,lr seaboard on Nov. 22,
the date of the nation-wide check-up. will have to be taken by the next
was 22 cents a gallon. The average Congress. The question cannot be
price in the Mississippi Valley region further dodged.
was 19 cents a gallon. The average
price on the Pacific Coast was 20
cents a gallon.
One of the most striking features
of the A. A. A. survey is its disclos
ure of the rap!.tity with which prices
change within small areas where
basic conditions such as rentals, sup
ply and demand arc the same. Says
the A. A. A. statement
"On the West Coast of Florida, for I
Instance, there was a range of prices
varying five cents in a distance of 32
miles. Gasoline sold for 18 cents in
Tampa, 20 cents in Plant City, 21
miles away, and for 23 cents at
lakeland, 11 miles from Plant City
Another Instance, in Indiana, dis
closed that straight run gasoline sold
for 19.3 cents snd high test gasoline
for 22.3 cents, at Columbus, while it
sold for 15.3 anJ 18.3 respectively, at
Edinburg and Franklin, 10 ind 30 I
miles away.”
The widest price range was in Illi
nois where the price of gas ranged
from 10 cents a gallon to 1914 cents
for straight run gasoline and from 13
to 22 cents a gallon for high test.
Illinois has a two cent gasoline tax
and in this, as veil as in other states
where the price fluctuated widely
from city to city and town to town,
it was shown that the tax is negligi
ble as a factor in the wide fluctuation

was necessary, of prices.

THE SEVEN SEAS

"The seven seas” is a figurative
phrase denoting all the seas or oceans
of the world. The common explan
ation ls that the seven seas are the
Arctic, Antartlc, North and South
Pacific, North and South Atlantic
and Indian oceans
But this explanation Is purely im
aginary and superficial. The term
was part of the vernacular of many
nations long before some of these
oceans were known to the civilized
world. The seven seas are referred
to in the- literature of the early Hin
dus. Persiaps, Romans and Hebrews.
To the Persians the seven seas were
the streams forming the Oxus River,
and the Hindus applied the name to
bodies of water in the Punjab. Near
Venice in Italy were a number of
large salt-water lagoons which the
Romans called
“stptem maria,"
which is Latin for seven seas.
The phrase “the seven seas" was
popularized in modern times by Rud
yard Kipling who used it as the title
of a vitlume of poems published in
1898.—The Pathfinder.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that
you can fitly copies of The Courier-Gazette.
with file home news, ai Rolalinji News
Agency, Broadway and 43 St.

Canada Heaviest Exporter
Canada has .become the chief fac
to.- in the International wheat trade.
Jhe produced less than 200 million
bushels before the War, and shipped
only 11 percent of world shipments.
In 1926 she grew more than 400 mil
lion bushels and her exports far sur
passed the greatest shipments of
Russia, reaching 37 percent of total
international exports.
“But although Russia and Canada
have stood out as the greatest ship
pers of wheat, in the matter of pro
duction they have been surpassed
since well before the World War by
the United States. This country, in
1926, produced 832 million bushels,
more than a fifth of the world total.
Only European Russia came any
where near this mark, with 59(1
million bushels. Even when Asiatic
Russia’s 200 million bushels are add
ed, the United States is still in the
lead by more than 40 million bushels.
"But
Uncle 'Sam’s
120,000,000
mouths consume most of this vast
volume of wheat. Some years the
■xports jump to a quurter of a bil
lon bushels. Usually, however, they
ire little more than 100 million
bushels, making up the 12 percent of
world shipments that was the rule
even in pre-war days.

‘J.
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Efficient
Marketing
WIFT & COMPANY is
efficiently organized to mar
ket the farmer’s live stock in
large or small quantities at a mini
mum cost both to him and to the
consumer.

S

It is equipped to convert live
animals into Premium Ham and
Bacon, Brookfield Sausage, Branded
Beef and a variety of finished meat
products and to distribute them all
over the world by means of its
branch houses and refrigerator cars
with as little waste as possible.

Regardless of time, weather or
consuming demand, Swift & Com
pany is able to provide an outlet
for the farmer’s live stock. When
ever the farmer has his live stock
in condition to sell, Swift & Company
buyers are at marketing centers
ready to pay him full value in cash.
Both producer and consumer
reap the advantages of the effi
cient merchandising methods of
Swift & Company. For the entire
operation of converting live animals
into finished meat products and dis*
tributing them to the retailer, Swift &
/
Company receives an average profit "
from all sources of only a fraction
of a cent a pound.
The National Distribution Con
ference in 1925 found the wholesale
expenses of the packers’ branch
houses to be the lowest of the 17
trades studied.

Swift & Company
Rockland Branch, 17 Union Street
E. L. Keene, Manager

Smaller Nations' Exports Drop
"While Russia has dropped out of
’.he world wheat trade since the War,
it least temporarily, and Canada has
moved to first place, there have been
significant shifts in the positions of
other
wheat-producing
countries. shipments; her exports both before
Rumania which contributed one-slx- and since the War are negligible.
.eenth of the world exports dropped
"As with bread, so with beef Great
out entirely for .some yeajs, and now Britain Is the greatest importer. She
supplies only one-tilnatp-sixth. Bul Imports now more than one and
garia has cut ‘ heh contribution to three-quarters 'billion pounds per
one-third the former* figure; anil year, against one and a quarter bil
Hungary's 55 million bushels have lion In pre-war days,
shrunk to 20 mlllton. India, too, has
•^Changes ln the sources of beef
been slowly losing ground as an ex have not been great; rather, the pre
porter.
war tendencies have been followed
“Next to Canada, Australia has out. Russia was never an important
shown the greatest growth In wheat factor in Europe’s beef supply, and
ihipments, raising her pre-war figure her withdrawal from European ufaf 6 percent of the world shipments falrs had little effect on the meat
to 15 percent. Argentina has shown trade.
1 less spectacular growth from 1014
The World's Meat Counter
percent to 12 percent.
"Argentina Is the world’s chief beef
Some Heavy Crops of Europe
"A surprising fact disclosed by a purveyor. Before the War her con
survey of the wheat situation ls the tribution was 45 percent of the total
magnitude of the crops produced by International exports, now It has
France, Italy, and Germany, all of grown to 50 percent. Uruguay ls a
which are reli lvely densely popu poof second with 11 percent; about
double her pre-war proportion. Aus
lated, consumln. countries.
"The greatest Importer of wheat tralia, which furnished 14 percent of
continues to be Great Britain, which beef shipments before 1914, sends out
takes about one-quarter of all inter only 9 percent now. The United
national wheat shipments. In 1926 States, too. has dropped from a 10
percent contribution in the years
she imported 203 million bushels of
wheat and flour, an amount about prior to the War. to 5 percent today.
equal to the total combined ship
Lest Rice Than Wheat
ments of the United States and Ar
"A much smaller percentage of the
gentina. In addition, Great Britain rice crop enters International trade
raised more than 50 million bushels than, that of the wheat crop. In preof wheat at home.
wat days 8 per cent of the world’s
U. S. Leads Alto In Bqef
rice.; production was exported, as
"In beef cattle, as tn wheat pro against 23 percent of the wheat.
duction, the United States leads the The percentages now are practically
world, with close to 60 million head. the same.
"Fork plays second fiddle to beef,
Russia probably ranks next with
slightly under 40 million, although as rlge does to wheat among the
both Argentina and Brazil have al meats and grains consumed by man.
most as many. Germany, France and There are far fewer hogs in the world
Australia follow with 17, 14, and 13 than cattle- - about 250 million as
million. There ure heavy holdings of against more than 600 million. The
cattle in India and other parts of United States leads all other coun
the Orient, but the beef production tries in the number of its bogs - from these countries is very light between 50 and 60 millions. The
owing to religious scruples and veg nearest competitors are Germany
etarian habits.
with 16 millions and Russia with 14
"The World War seems greatly millions.
to have affected the meat eating
“ The United States is also first in
habits of the West. Apparently pork exports, sending out nearly one
France learned meat eating from her and a quarter billion pounds, more
allies. Her pre-war Imports of beef than half the total international ship
were only 41 million pounds, while ments, The next most important exshe exported 62 million pounds. Now | porters are Denmark with 463 mill
the exports have been cut almost to ion pounds, and Netherlands with
one-half the former figure, while the 269 million.
imports have increased more than
" In pork England is again the
six fold. They are now 714 per cent world’s best customer, taking more
. of all international exports.
than one and a third billion pounds
1
■Xiermany has doubled her Imports of tbe world's exports, 57 per cent
and now lakes 13 per cent ot world of tbe total,”

HAUNTS OF GREAT MEN

Rev. Robert E. Laite, former (War
ren pastor, and subsequently a bond
salesman, was in the city Tuesday,
alter an extended absence, having
(hat day addressed the Camden Ro
tary Club. His subject was ‘Xlold
or Yellow Clay, or the False Estima
tion of Values." He took the Rotarians on a little trip to the haunts
nnd homes of great men, first to Scot
land the home of Bobby Burns; then
to Ireland where Daniel O’Connell
left hls Imprint on many generations.
Next he touched at Stratford-onAvon, the birthplace of Shakespeare,
then crossed over to 1’arlg and vis
ited Napoleon’s tomb; to Germany
who gave the world Martin Luther, to
Russia who produced Tolstoi, to
Quebec and its hero Wolfe, and final
ly the South for Lee and the West
for Lincoln. He told of the virtues
of each and how the United States
had profited hy being the melting pot
of all.
Mr. Laite praised Rotary for Its
good work in breaking down all sec
tional barriers and In its practlceof Its
motto of "Service Above Self.”* Again
he proved himself a vigorous and
versatile speaker.

Bilious
Headache
Quickly relieved aud the stomach
cleansed aud toned with

“L F.” Atwood's Medicine
60 doses 50c. Trial bottle 15c.
dealers.

All

Made and Guaranteed by
L. F. MEDICINE CO.. Portland, Mates

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counsellor at
Law
Telephones—Office 468;

431

Main

Street

Hauaa
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day evening and there was w'oek on
several candidates.
The annual Christmas Night dance
was held in the Opera House on
Monday evening Dec. 26 and -there
was a large attendance.
Franz Burkett of the Northeast
ern University in Boston is spending
the holidays with relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Bassick of
Boston are visiting friends and rela
tives in Camden.
Miss Alice Richards of Waterville
spent Christmas with her sister. Miss
Grace Richards, R. N.

SELECTING PULLETS

Lost and Found

In Everybody’s Column

NOTICE—la hereby given of the loss of
AdverUwments in this
Impos- deposit book numbered 6467 an dtlto owner of reed
three lines Inserted
! said book asks for duplicate in accordance
3 times for 50 cents.
with
provision of ithe State law. SKi/wic rUR1T¥
TBU8T co.. by Bi„K.r c Davk} rents each for one time.
times. Six words make s
Treasurer. Rockland, Dec*. 27, 1927.
155-T-4

column not to ex*
The Boy Scouts held their meet
Improvement of Flock
once for 25 ceau,
ing Thursday night at Watts hall.
Additional lines 5
Inlp»c<2 u
It ib
l«a Done
10 cents for three |
There was a good attendance. Sev
siDie Iunless
line.
eral Scouts passed their tests and
O • ii
Klgnt.
._______________________
were dismissed by 2d IJeut. Warren
<LL IVE LISTENED TO
Feyler.
------NOTICE—Is hereby pi von of tiie loss of
Wanted
“No flocks of pullets of any size are j deposit book numbered 64457 and the owner of
WV
TELL WHAT
A. Wilson, assistant deputy sheriff
..
,
,
tr
1.x»MM>k asks for duplicate In ecco xkuice
,
wonderful
states
WANTED—Pigs Co butrhe-. l'ETBR ED
at the Worcester County Jail and
all good, and the poor ones ir they lay i wlth ,he prOT
,jK. stele taw. KKHouse of Correction visited his fam
«t all. are usually laying in the spring ct'RITY THl'iVr CO.. by Hraer C Pari., WARDS, Limerock St. Tel. 806-J.___ 155-157 J
mew KM,WISCONSIN,
at a tinJfe when eggs are being saved j rt,s eroc
,
.
,
155.1.4
ily over Christmas. He was formerly
WANTED-To buy old cobts. postage
otamic and antique furniture. Address COL
\AND CALIFORNIA ARf LET
an officer in the Maine State Prison.
for hatching, and thus the quality of
LOST—-Pocketbook cn Main St. near Lime LECTOR. eare Pearl Klske. Ingraham Hill.
Arthur McDonald came from New
the next year's laying flock has been rock. containing bank book and money. Re Tel. 1199-W.
155-157
1 Mt TELL you AW
York to spend Christmas with his
reduced instead of Improved." said O. ward is offered. Kindly notify LILLIAN
machinists.
WANTED -Several first cla
154-156
"FLORIDA
old home circle. He arrived in a
M. Wilbur. Extension Poultry Spe JOYCB. 74 Willow »t.
155-1!
UmXtiSTON MPti. CO.
ROCKPORT
snow etonm and his first move was
cialist of the State College of Agri
WANTED PosPhsi as housekeeper, or.
to buy a piar of snowshoes at Seavculture. It is for tliis reason that the
.h&nibcr work. ILL. 190-11 Thomaston.
135*ttJ|
ey's. While negotiating the trade he
Extension Service and County Farm
Miss Marieta Shibles Is at home
WiflOWIIi
Bureaus are giving demonstrations
sought to team the time of departure from Mt. Vernon. N. Y-, to spend the
WANTED - By Dan Uh young lady, teacher
in how to select pullets to be used 1
of the latest train which would land holidays with her parents, Mr. and
to instruct her In English.
DOROTHEA.
RR1TZHL, 8 Georges St.. Thomaston. 155*157||
him in New York in time for business Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles.
for breeding purposes.
Poultrymen commonly use pullets
Tuesday.
Verily the holiday vaca
WANTED—Girl or woman for general*
Kenneth Overlock who has been
BOUGHT AND SOLD
is breeders to secure chicks to re- j
IX i
housework, three In family. Write BOX 366,ij
tions of some of the boys are largely in North Remington. Vt, for several
Thomaston.
154-1
place the flock for the next year. It j
a matter of coming and going.
months is visiting his parents, Mr.
“Cash On the Spot
is no doubt the hope of every poultry1
Percy Merrifield of Boston and and Mrs. William Overlock.
WANTED—Used portable typewriter in l
Any Size Lot”
condition. H. H. URIE CO.
153*15
man 4hat each year the flock will be
Miss Rose Merrifield of Needham are
Capt. Niles Nelson and family of
lietter, but such improvement is im
guests of their parents ion Hyler Rockland were guests of Mr. and
WANTED —Middle aged housekeeper to can
Tel. 768W or 899 and our repre
possible unless care is used in se
for three children. GEORGE RUSSELL. Vain
street
sentative will call on you
Mrs. H. Heistad and family Sunday.
Igy View St.
153*15
lecting pullets and males for use in
A. T. Gould and family of Waban,
Miss Annie Edwards who has been
the breeding pen.
WANTED—-Position as chauffeur-mechanlcJ
who spent Christmas day ns guests
Rockland
Furniture
Co.
spending several weeks at the Moody
or work of any kind, by married nianj
Only the superior individuals In the
of Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton, arc
GOULD. 137 Broadway.
153*15^
15 TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND
parsonage returned Saturday to her
flock should be used for breeding
returning today to their home.
145-SftTu-tf
home in South Paris.
purposes, those which are vigorous,
WANTED—Will c«.v very high prices fo,,
Miss Dois Hallowell, a teacher in
alive female -mink. C. A. OLIVER. W’dldo-f
Mrs. Ida Upham of Camden was the
show signs of high production, are
Brockton, Mass., is the guest of her
boro, We. Tel. 21-22.
130*155
gueA of Capt. and Mrs. Ernest
of good size, and are fair represen- I
sister, Mrs. Oret Robinson.
tatives of their variety, are charac-I to bo used for breeders. The proWANTED-To buy old horses. Will give
Torrey
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shaw of
terlstlcs to be considered in selecting cesses of culling and selections are humane death. C. A. OLIVER, W’aldoboro,
The Christmas concert given Sun
Waterbury, Conn., spent Sunday with
pullets for breeders. This means Quite similar and arc Indispensable Me._________________________________149*156
day evening at the Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Shaw.
WANTED—Long-haired shaggy cats and
that every pull't should lie examined ,o the practical poultrynian, who is
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Elliot were holi by the members of the Sunday school
individually, and if she does not I trying to constantly improve his kittens. Write age, color and sex. JOHN S?
was
well
attended
and
the
pleasing
I
RANLETT,
Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14
day guests of their daughter, Mre.
measure up to the standard to be Hook, thereby, improving tiie income
146-15T
Warren Bulkeley in Marblehead, program which was under the direc
eliminated
from
the
breeder's
breedfront
his
poultry.
Pullets
are
selecttion of Mrs. Mabelle Crone, Mrs.
Mass.
ed
in
exactly
the
same
way
as
old
ing pen.
Miscellaneous
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Gray and Hazel Cain and Miss Doris. Ballard
Culling is the practice used by hens, but since they have been laying
daughter went to New York Monday. was enjoyed. The Christmas decora
VIRGIN
WOOL
YARN for sale by manufac
many poultrymen as the means of j for a shorter period, the selection is
turer at bargain. Samples free. H. A. BARTMiss M. J. Watts has returned frem tions kindly arranged by Mrs. J. A
saving the very best of the old hens , ordinarily much lpss accurate.
Russ
are
very
attractive
and
add
LETT, Harmony. Me.
151*155
several weeks' visit in Brookline,
REFINISHING CARS by spray system,
Miss Janet Leighton of Springfield, much to the pleasure of the Christ
color; storage. J. A. STEVENS A SON. Mc
Mass., and Leon Leighton, Jr„ of mas exercises.
Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M.
13»*131-tt
Charles Collins was entertained
KEEP-NEW ENGLANDTdONEY IN NEW ENGLAND
Auburn are passing a few days with
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods it
Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
their parents at Knox Hotel.
the Rockland Hair Store. 239 Main St. Mat
orders solicited. UELEX C RHODES. 131-1
The Sewing Club gave Mrs. George Maynard Ingraham"THERE SHE BLOWS !”
WHITE HEAD
WALDOBORO
Austin Whitney who is attending
Cross a surprise party Saturday. A
£ook for the
Miss Edith Levensaler has been
Mrs. A. B. Mitchell end Miss Etta
Christmas tree was a feature of the Burdett's Business College. Boston, is
For Sale
spending
a
few
days
at
her
home
in
Two
Whaling
Fleets
Still
Mitchell
of
the
IJght
were
in
Rock

White
spending the holidays with his par
occasion.
FOR
SALE
—
Used
overcoats and ulsters
South
Eliot.
land
over
the
weekend.
Mrs. George Cross spent Christmas ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Whitney.
Band and
Operate, But In Distant
taken in exchange— ^as low as $3. Xew sulti.
School closed on White Head Fri
I. P. Bailey of Weld was at his j
with her brother George Gardiner in
and overcoats to order, as low as $25. G. K
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Crone of Port
the “
Big G'
MAYO. 22 Masonic St. Tel. 3M.
155-tl
Warren.
Seas.
land were in town to spend Christ day after a term of 16 weeks taught home here for the holidays.
by Miss Mitchell of the Light. There
FOR SALE—Handy O. 1. C. white shoats
Miss Hilda George who has been masMiss Faye M. Keene, who is a
on the Sole
$8.60. Time 3 nronths old Hereford calves
were Christmas exercises by the chi’- teacher in Xew York City is spend- | Landsmen tnay believe that the
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
There will be a Christmas tree
two heifers, one bull, price right. Potatoes
holiday recess at her home.
George, is returning to Boston today. Friday evening at the G. A. R. hall dren and a loaded tree. Refresh- jng
Johnson heans, uid heavy dry oak lumber
call,
“
There
she
blows,"
has
long
menus
were
served
and
each
child
Tel. 67-M Rwkhmd. R. P. CONANT & SOX
Oret Robinson who js attending under the direction of the Fred A.
Earle Speare, principal of the
been
silenced
and
that
the
whaler
is
South Hope. ‘
155-<
was
generously
remembered
with
a
Boston University spent the Christ Norwood Relief Corps for the benefit
High School is in Warren for his
FOR SALE—Dry hard wood. fl'4ed $2 ft.
now merely a figure In memory,
mas holidays with his family, East of a son of the veteran who is ill. present on the tree by the Sea Coast vacation.
sawed, $1.75; dr*y soft wood, $1.50 ft. fitted,
Mission.
Main street.
hu^any such impression is far from
Members are requested to bring gifts
jwwed. $1.25. ALFRED DAVIS, 147 Park St.
G. Lester Alley of the Light is on 1 Miss_ Audrey Wymar is at home
Tel. 859 R.
155-151
C. A. Morse & Son are to construct and help in a worthy cause. After
the
truth,
says
a
New
York
Bxoni Ev
Everett,
14-day vacation, which is being frwn
*rett- Mass.
,
I
a 74-foot boat to take the place of the tree refreshments of sandwiches
FOR SALE—Live Bait. Gan send parce
change.
spent
at
Rockland
and
Matinicus
I
Prof.
Allen
R.
Benner
went
to
post within about 12 hours. THOMAS F1SF
the Maraval as mission boat on the and coffee will be served. Those at
Rock
Springfield, Mass.. Friday.
MARKET, Rockland.
154-15
“Whaling is still an important part
Labrador coast. The extensive dam tending are asked to bring sand
Mr.' and Mrs. A. J. Marston and C. | M™. Gracia D. Libby, Miss Clara
FOR
SALE—Furniture,
bedroom
sets
of the industry of the sea, and the
age to the Maraval by explosion and wiches.
Following this will be
chairs, tables, etc., from summer home of 1
fire in Sydney, N. S„ a few months a practice meeting for installation H. Wall and Mrs. J. K. Lowe were s- «ay and Miss Dora 1. Gay of Bos- work of the whaler is still full of ad
late R. S. Ruller. Fine clean goods in first
in Rockland Wednesday.
ton
*• »• Bai,£y
Buffalo. N. Y„
class condition. Can be seen at COURIER
ago unfitted her for further service. which will be held the first Friday in
venture," says the Compass, a pub
Mr. and Mrs. 11. W. Andrews and ;,re quests at -J- T. Gay a.
GAZETTE BUILDING.
153The new boat will be of the fisherman January.
daughter Helena of Norton's Island! George Kuhn is at home for the lication put out liy one of the big oil
FOR SALE—Five cows ready to freshen;
type.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry and were in Rockland last week.
™catl°n from ‘he Fe8senden 6chuo1' companies.
Apply to H. B. KALER, Washington. Me
Balboa, at the western
Donald Hanly was one of the Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry were
Tel. Washington 5-25.
153*15
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Webber of the West Newton. Mass.
end of the Panama Canal, is a gath
Christmas homecomers. Don is a guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Syl
The children of the Raptist Sunday ering place for whaling vessels every
FOR SALE—-Pair of black mares weight]
Coast
Guard
arrived
home
Wednes

lively member of the family of Mr. vester in Camden Sunday.
about lion. goo<l workers and drivers. Appb
School had their annual Christmas summer.
Vessels of this fleet are
day after a few days visit at Port
to H. B. KALER, Washington, Me. Tel. 5-25
and Mrs. George Hanly, Beechwoods
tree Friday evening and those of the owned hy Hans Borgo of Tonsberg.
Miss Elsie Lane who is attending Clyde.
153*15:,
street.
Methodist School in the church ves They operate off the coast of Peru,
Boston University is spending the
FOR SALE—Five-tube Standardyne radl<
Myron Wilson and Kip Mann of try Saturday afternoon.
The Mission Circle of the Baptist holidays with her parents Capt. and
set. complete with tubes. Cost over $100
where they are known locally its the
Two Bush Light were ashore at
Church is meeting this Tuesday aft
will sell for $25. All in good condition. A
The new Ford car attracted a great
Mrs. George LaneThe
Spruce Head after mail Wednesday deal of attention Saturday and Sun Compania Ballonera del Peru.
F. LAMB. 297 Main St. Tel. 69-J.
152-151
ernoon with Miss Susan Strout.
Miss Helen Cross of Rockland is
fleet Consists of six steam-driven
FOR SALE—Finest mince meat. A fltti
Christmas church services were visiting her grandmother, Mrs, Jose for the first time in 10 days.
day at the Waldoboro Garage while ‘’catchers'’ of from 159 to 200 gross
climax of Christmas or Xew Year’s dinner
A large htn hawk has been noticed on exhibition. Monday morning it
carried out as previously announced. phine Paine.
tons each. The vessels are equipped
Call 67-M early to avoid the last minutt
on the islands here for the past week was taken t0 Exeter, N. H.
The churches were decorated in har
rush or write KAUTH P? COXAXT & SOX
Mrs. Mabelle Crone, Mr. and Mrswith harpoon guns, winches for har
trying
to
steal
a
nice
fat
hen
for
Jasper
J.
Stahl
is
spending
his
vaSouth, Hope. Me.
152-157
mony with the season and a fairly Alton Crone of Portland, Mr. and Mrs.
poon lines, and other appurtenances
j cation with his parents Capt. ajid of the modern whaler.
FOR SALE—Thoroughbred Rhode Islam
good number attended. With so much Donald Johnson and family of Cam his Christmas dinner.
Red
cockerels,
also
pullets,
beauties.
To
Word has been received here by y|rs_ a. F. Stahl,
being made of the day in the homes den were entertained Christmas Day
After a successful cruise
the
sold at once, very reasonable. Call at 12;
jtrs. Dewey Maloney of Cushing “catchers" return to the mother whip,
large congregations were not ex at the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. friends of Mrs. Mina Connors of Rain
THOMASTON ST.. City.
152*15*
Lsand Light, formerly of Two Bush bas |>PPn the guest ot her daughter the Strombus, rich witli two. tliree
pected. The cantata of ’he evening Paul.
FOR SALE—130 K. I. Reds, pullets Iayin,
service at the Baptist Church drew
50 per cent; four 360 Buffalo incubator
or eve,, four whales in tow on cither
A “Back to School Party” under Light, that her six children who were Mrs. Percy Moody.
3
coal brooder stoves, 1 two horse cultivato
a good sized audience. From the fa the direction of Milford Paysor), a recently ol>erated on in Knox Uospi-, The blustering weather of Satur- side.
The Strombus. a floating fac
1 express wagon, three seats, 1 U. S. crean
vorable comments heard and the student at the University of Maine tal are now at heme and doing well day did not prevent the Board of tory, is a large tankshlp equipped
separator, 1 sleigh, 1 spray pump and severe
The Coast Guard cable boat A. B. Trade from carrying out their with cooker tanks on deck.
strict attention paid by the audience will be held this Tuesday evening at
While
other articles. Also 35 tons of good hay
WILLIS A. MOODY. R D. 1, Warren, Me.
it may justly be said that the presen the Baptist vestry. Supper will be Nine called at White Head Sunday I Christmas celebration although it the whale is still in the water the
151*15
on
her
way
t>
Libby
Island
to
repair
could
not
be
held
around
the
briltation was a success. The choir was served at 6.30 to be followed by a
blubber and meat are removed and
FOR SALE—1926 Dodge sedan, mechani
Tiic whale oil
the cable. Che came from Base No liantly lighted community tree as >the bones sawed llp
assisted in rehearsals by Mrs. Grace' social.
cally perfect, four new tires, and many extras,
has been the custom. The audience is boiled down in the cooker tanks
A. H. Calder in command.
Strout whose wide experience in such
A fine Christmas conecrt was given
$219 when car Is delivered, and balance
George Ackley of Old Orchard hat adjourned to the Board of Tirade and is stored in bulk in the vessels
easy terms.
If interested write BOX 2441
work was helpful. Much interest was Sunday evening at the Methodist
enlisted in the White Head Coast rooms where the program was 4uc- tanks. The bones and interior %parts
Roekland.
145-ti
manifested in the singing of Miss Church which was enjoyed by a
Guard.
cessfully
carried
out.
Roy
Mack,
FOR
SALE
—
The Utility Sleeve Co., estab
of the whale are artificially dried in
Margaret Johnson as one of the so goodly number. The program was
lished 1902, makers of the famous “Keei
W. I. Brown. Chief Olflcer of the, chairman of the committee was mas- cylindrical driers, and are manu
loists. Hard work had been put in presented by the members of the
Kleen Kuff.” A money maker for the righ
Coast Guard here is at his home ter of ceremonies, performing his factured into whale guano.
party, CALL 186-R after 6 p. m.
145*t
to make the service worthy of the Sunday School.
most efficient manner.
in
While sperm whales were the de
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey en Wiley’s Corner on a short leave ot i
day and Miss Brown, chorister, has
FOR SALE—Dry fitted wood and furnac
Carols
were
sung
by
the
children
of
sirable species in the days of the old
wood. W. L. OXTOX, West Rockport. Tel!
been constant in her labors and is tertained friends Saturday at 6 oclock absence.
the Baptist Sunday School and pa industry, the finbacks and the* huge
Camden 152-4.
141-t'
CONVERSE RUBBER SHOE COMPANY
entitled to much praise.
dinner in honor of his birthday. Cov
triotic and religious songs featured blue whales are more available to
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGE!
Factory & Qeneral Offices, Malden, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden G. Merrifield ers were Paid for eight, and the oc
NEW HARBOR
the community singing with Miss the modern industry.
and
estates;
up-to-date
property,
in
the
gar
The sp< eles
have announced the engagement of casion was a very pleasant one.
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Writ*
The Xew Harbor correspondent Frances Simmons as accompanist. last mentioned measures from 75 to
us
what
you
want.
ORRIN
J.
DICKEY,
Bel
Miss Lillian Brann is at home from
their daughter Rose to Frederick J.
wishes all th*' Courier-Gazette read Little Olive Piper and Annie Ellis 85 feet in length and yields in some
fast. Maine.
131-1
Randlett of Dorchester, Mass. Con Beverly, Mass., where she is teaching ers a Happy Xew Year.
gave Christmas recitations and re cases as much as 200 barrels of oil.
FOR SALE—Eight room house at 12
to spend the holidays with her par
gratulations are extended.
ceived much .applause.
Rev. Guy During the late season the Strombus
Charles Meserve is quite ill.
Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and
Funeral services for the late Mrs. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brahn
harna.
EDWARD J. HELLLKB. TeL 42-M.
Fred Dup'.isey and Samuel Martin McQuaidee, Rev. H. O. Megert and and her fleet of “catchers’’ captured
IT*
Sarah Jacobs were held at the home She was accompanied by her sister, are cutting Wood for I^wrence Miller. Mrs. Maude Clark Gay gave short I more than 900 whales of the speck*;
on Knox street Monday afternoon. Miss Mary Brann, who has been
FOR SALE—Dry. hard, fitted cord and junl
Santa Claus appeared just mentioned during a period
Miss Jeanette Bailey is home from addresses.
wood. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263 21 Rock
Rev. Joseph W. Strout officiated. spending several months in Bever.y Gorham Normal School and will and distributed 150 bags of candy which begins in September and ends
land. P. O. Thomaston.
131-t
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall E. Reed, son spend the holi lays with her parents much to the delight of the children. in April.
Many friends and acquaintances were
John
Frederick
and
daughter
Doro
in attendance.
Beautiful flowers
The Board of Trade deserve much
In addition to Ihe Strombus the
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Bailey.
To Let
graced the occasion and evidenced thy of Roxbury, Me., are guests at
Mrs. Rose Gaffney ar.d Miss Pris commendation for their fine spirit in fleet includes a second tanker, the
the love and respect of the givers. tiie home of her mother, Mrs. Sher cilla Gafiney arrived home Friday promoting a custom which fosters Mazorca, which is used to transport
O RENT—Tenement for small family
..Ttw WorU’j Bc»< Work Rubber
Hurt-Shod”
The bearers were A. J. Lineken, Em- man Weed during the holidays. Other after a two weeks visit with friends ■ £0od will and cooperation in the the oil to market.
•trie lights. haJh, hot and cold water
because it has
kitchen; central location. TEL. 812-Af,
erson Watts, Charles C. McDonald and guests who were entertained Sunday in Lynn.
j community.
The
ever popularl
The wabling industry is also firmly
again and again
155*151
James Feyler.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Weed
established on the east coast of Af
Mrs. Ralph York arrived from |
———------------proved its abili boot for general use. I
TO LET -Furnished room off sitting
Miss Margaret Hanley from Bel were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones. Mr. Portland Fridav where she under- i
rica.
Gne of the most modern and
APPLETON
wl;h use of same, he;Ued. Inquire ait It
ty to outwear 3 Wears slowly and
OAK ST.. 4'Hy|
156-1S
mont, Mass., is at home for a short and Mrs. Randall Jones and son My went a surgical operation on her
pairs of evenly.
The following interesting account of seaworthy vessels engaged in the in
time.
dustry,
the
Natalia,
of
I
’
ort
Natal
ron of Thomaston, Mr. and Mis.
TO LET Large front room, at 37 Spring C
throat.
ordina
a trip to California is sent to fieorg.
Inquire of ROSCOE STAPLES at Simpson
.,
,
• . recently returned to Durban after an
Mrs. Evelyn (Kalloch) Rijey is A. Russ of this town.
Henry Wilson is home for the win Snow
ry rubof Presque Isle hy his friend,
...
Staples’.
154*15
.. , ,,
* .
.
expedition
expeditii
to the great ice barrier
spending the winter with her par
Frank Priest is at home from Bur ter. He intends to ship as cook with Ferd
I bers.
Deeves, who writes from Los
TO LET—Tenement above Home Metho
of the Antarctic.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kalloch, dett's Business College. Boston, spend Edward Brackett in the spring.
Angeles:
Kitchen. Suitable for small boarding housi
The Natalia for some years has
High street.
ing the holidays with his parents,
The Atlantic Grange held its first
Splendid ., ation ; Main street entrance. Ap
We arrived safely and had a great
ply at the BAKERY, corner Lindsey St.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Priest
dance at C. .1. Hama's new hall Dec. trip, just lackPd 59 miles of 4900 and been whaling off tiie Natal coast
1753-J
and
"is
manned
by
a
stout
crew
of
Miss Mabel Wall is at home from 20.
only one soft tire. Took only 18
CAMDEN
TO LET -Two light housekeeping rooms a
Miss Thelma Gilbert has recovered quarts of oil and cost only $54.67 to Norwegians, sobie of whom are ver
Attleboro, Mass., to spend the holi
34 FULTON ST. Tel. 733-M.
153-151
giants, with a
splendid
William Forrest Burkett died at days with her parents, Capt. and Mrs, from her recent illness and expects run across. We just escaped the flood itable
TO LET—Three furnished rooms for ligh
physique.
< in their small steel craft
soon to resume ht r studies nt Gray’s
his home in Union street on Mon S. H. Wall.
housekeeping.
Call 129 RAA’KIX St. oi
in Vermont and Connecticut. . Never they resemble the Vikings of old
MADE IN NEW ENGLAND
day, following a long illness. He
Miss Hazel Lane arrived Monday Business College, Portland.
Tel. 169-M,
153-151
Mrs. Flora Wallace lias been clerk saw such a rain as we had the night venturing out into little known seas,
was born in Cushing. July 18, 1892, from Waltham, Mass., to spdB.l
TO
LET
—
Four
room apartment in Shep
we
stayed
in
Hartford.
When
in
Her
gunner
and
master,
Captain
herd block. Apply at HBCURITY TRU«SH
the son of William H. and (Lelah few days with her parents, CajA,and ing at I). 11. Little’s during the holi
Pennsylvania we saw pictures in the Thoreson, is a dead shot ,with the
CO., Rockport.
153-151
Allen) Burkett, hut had resided in Mrs. George Lane.
TOWN OF CUSHING
%
day season.
papers
of
cars
in
water
up
to
their|
harpoon-gun.
This
was
one
of
the
TO LET Rooms or suites. We have a fe’
STATE OF MAINE
'
Camden for ten years. Besides the
Dana Hall who has been very 111
Mrs. K. M. Dunbar and Miss Helene
very desirable suites, also several single an,
wife, he is survived by his father Dunbar were entertained at dinner with double pneumonia and pleurisy tops on roads we had Just passed over, reasons why the Premier Whaling
Unpaid taxes on hinds situated in the Town of Cushing, Maine, in the County of Knex, double rooms which we will rent for the re
who resides in
Rockland, two Saturday at the home of Mr. and is now much, improved and his but by the time we reached Baltimore Company, the owner, selected his for the year 1927.
mainder of the winter at reasonable rat<
The following list of tatfes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of with or without meals.
KNOX HOT
brothers, Leon Burkett of Boston, Mrs. Howard Dunbar in Rockland
friends wish lor his complete re there had been no rain. We started vessel to sail the Southern seas.
Cushing.
Me.,
for
the
year
1027,
eommitted
to
me
for
collodion,
for
said
town,
on
tiic
Another
whaler
Joined
the
Natalia
Thomaston.
152-t
west with nice summer weather and
Alfred of Florida and two sisters,
twenty-fifth day of May 1927 remains unpaid; and notice Is hereby given that if said taxles
The annual business meeting and covery.
at
Capetown,
as
well
as
the
Southern
TO LET—Four large rooms, sun parlor am
interest and charges are not p~evlously paid, so much of the real eutatie taxed as is suf
Miss Ruth Burkett of Boston and roll-call of the Baptist Church wi
At the movies Saturday night will stopped the first night at the foot of
bath, electric lights, gas, hot water am
Mrs. Rita Lynch of Rockland. He be held Thursday evening. Dice. 2 be Rin Tin Ti l in "Tracked by the the Alleghaneys. When we arrived Queen, which was sent out from ficient to pay the amount due tkierefor, including interest and diarges, will be eold at pubic heater.
Apply EDITH BICKNELL. 12 Kno:
auction at Town House in said town, (the name being the place where the lad preceding
The vessel will act as
at the top we ran into snow so deep England.
was a member of Mt. Battle lodge of A picnic supper will be served at Police.”
St. Tel. 578-W.
l«4-t
floating oil factory and will be used annual town meeting of said town was held) on the first Monday of February, 1928, at nine
Odd Fellows, Amity lodge, F. & A. 6.30 to be followed by the election of
Mrs. Samuel Morton and little they had the snowplow out and it as a base while the fleet Is on the o’clock a. m.
TO LET—Several nice rents and apart
M.,
and
Camden
Commandery, officers.
ments In Thomaston and Rockland furnishdaughter Elia are visiting Mrs. took all day. Talk about turns—you
Description of Real Estate
would almost meet yourself coming, high seas.
I he actual permanent Xante of Owners
Tax on Real Estate and unfurnished; two most desirable ones ..
Knights Templar. Funeral arrange
Viola Poland 'it Loud's Island*^
Rockland. Inquire EASTERN REAL ESTATJ
ba(.k
i base is at South Georgia. From here
ments have not been completed at
(X)., 32 Union St. Tel. 819.
143-1
the ALENA BURNS HEIRS -Bounded North by Maple Juice Cove, East by Maple
ROCKLAND
this writing.
We p ■ • 'd through West Virginia ' the whalers will range along
Juice Cove. South by Town Road. We:t by land of A. V. C’earner.
TO LET—House on Oak 8t. with all mod
Xew Shetland Islands and in other
McFarland- Hanna
Harry Hatch of Salem, Mass., is
Value $125 ........................................................................................................... $
6 73 ern Improvements. ERNEST C. DAVIS, a
i Ohio, Indiana. Illinois. Missouri, KanFIRE
ALARM
CHARLES TEA(7UE- North by land of D. T. Rive s. Fast by Town Road, South
Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
r-Cnf-~ •
A very pleasing wedding took place i saa Colorado, New Mexico and Ari- places.
the guest of his sister, Mrs. J. W.
142-1
A powerful wireless instrument
bv Samuel Olson, West by Maple Juioe Cove. Value $30 ..........................
2 70
Manchester.
at the Methodist parsonage Sunday , Irrt1a. The central states are great
W. B. ntlLDKR.
has
been
installed
on
the
Natalia.
Main Street, Corner Limerock
evening at X o'clock when William places. gaw miles of winter wheat
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Cushing, Me., for the year 1927.
Mae French of Camden and ChaiPacific and Mechanic streets, Riley McFarland and Mrs. Estelle up about six inches. In one place in The ship has a strong searchlight for
December 24. 1927.
155-T-4
mas Barbrick of Portland were unit
work
along
the
ice-rim.
The
Na

near Snow's Store
Hanna were united in marriage by Kansas a man had 18,900 head of cat-.
ed in marriage on Saturday in Roek
talia
is
a
small
but
sturdily
built
Cor. South Main and Mechanic the Rev. Al'uert Bradstreet. ,The
land by Rev. Waiter S. Rounds They
,
1 tie, and there seemed to be no end vessel and able to do fourteen knots,
Tillson Avenue
will reside in Portland.
bride was becomingly attired in blue
sheep
TOWN OF UNION
a speed that is an absolute Necessity
Cor.
Suffolk
and
Fulton
Streets
silk
witli
paisley
trim
and
carried
a
Lloyd Yates of Boston is spending
Crossing the Mississippi river at in chasing whales.
STATE OF MAINE
Main Street, Corner North
bouquet of roses. The bridegroom is St. Louis, the bridge is 2.7 miles
the holidays with relatives in town.
Standard FI
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Union, In this County of Knox, for tliet
Pleasant Street, Corner Orange a member of the Red Men's Lodge.
Arthur and "Ted’’ Mitchell of Mon
year 1927.
, , ,
, long and it seemed to me 300 feet high.
Main
Street,
Corner
Park
son. Mass., are visiting relatives in
Mr. and Mrs. McFarland le t ear > L\fter going over the prairies we enThe following list of taxes on real esuite of non-resident owners in the Town of
Union sforcraid. for the year 1927, committed to nie for collection for said Town on the
Broad Street, Corner Grace
Camden.
Monday morn
orn'ng on a wedding trip
about 1000 ml!es of ^nd
15th day of July, 1927. uemain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that If said taxes with
Rankin
Street,
Corner
Broadway
which will be p assed in Boston and
Leo Finnemore of Bristol, Conn
Interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is suf
and rocks and were 19 •days on the
Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Springfield and will lie at home to
fii lent to pay the amount due therefor, including indent and charges, will be sold without
road.
fu
tther notice at public auction at Town Ha l in said Town, on the first Monday in Feb
Middle Street, opposite Fern
Hansen.
their friends after Dee. 25. Mr. and
For M Plataa
The Pentecostal folks probably want t
ruar.v, 1928, at nine o’clock A. M.
Main Street at Rankin Block
Frank Pearse took the household
Mrs. McFarland are both very popuAmount of Tax Due
to know what I think of Anfeelufij
With
Gl
Graphotypa
and Cabinat
Knox
County
General
Hospital
.goods ot Mr. and Mrs. Chalmas Barllir and have many friends to wish
Temple. Have been to four meetings
All Complete
North Main Street, Cor. Warren them happiness.
brick to Portland Sunday and continDescription of Property
Name of Owner
Including Interest «n<^
and it is beyond anything I ever
Camden and Front Streets
u§3 on to Boston where lie will pur
dreamed of. Mrs. McPherson is re-,
Charges
Head of Cedar Street
Aa new, in original pack
chase a G. M. C. truck.
W. S. ( RAMFit Two-fiftlur Land near X. S'delinger (12)aeres. Value $70.00.
•markably effective. She has one or
West Meadow Road
Weekly meeting of the Rotary
Two-fifths Land near E. H. Clary (13) acres. Value $90.00. Pasture
ings. At a bargain. If in
two
large
baptisms
each
week
with
Klfeen
Camden Street, near F. B. Church
Club today at the Y. M. C. A. Lunch
and Wood Land (37) acres. Value $175.00..................................................... $
13 79
T. E. AND R. A. GUSHiEE Casewell Place at North Union. Value $400.00*.
PROTECT YB’JR SLEEVtt^-- FOR M£N, large crowds. I met Herman Ride
Maverick, Cor. Spruce
eon at noon.
terested write to
WOMEN out who is attending Bible school
House. Stable and Lot near Seven Tree Grange Hall. Value $1,000.00.
Militia Call
Camden Commandery, Knights
Mac’* of ff'cck here.
One-third Tannery Lot. Value $150.00 ........................................................
63 83
Veteran Firemen's Association
Templar, held their annual Christmas
CLARENCE HAGAR Homestead and Farm at North Union formerly Uaura
Dmat A Wator
Bryant Farm. Value $850.00 ..........................................................................
35 00
Out-of-town call
__
__ ■) proof Material
assembly at Ihe asylum on Sunday,
I’. E. TRIPP Faun and Buildings. Value $1,006.00 ................................................
41 18
SPMO
HHIPT
itgP9UKtt
,
QM
SALE
A
T
It seems that some peopl/are al- i
Chiefs Call
Dec. 25.
Manufactured anty b»
ROY H. GOULD.
I tfirnrnnjQan ways looking for an excuse to-tnake
Repeated, No School
The regular meeting of Seaside
Colteetor of Taxes of the Town of Unloi Me.
jrhye
i .urBRory ogfl an aKCUse,
SJl
.... ’4601 ’95 '.mj
Chapter, 0. E. S, was held on Mon- 1-1 Two single »trokes fire all out,

SECOND HAND
FURNITURE

IFIPRIPAI

o-ytrnuw-s •,

The Popular Four Buckle
All Rubber Overshoe

Easily cleaned; retains no
odors.Warmly fleece-lined.

Buckles put on to stay on.
Full protection and long
wear make it economical.

RUBBEIR FOOTWEAR

^Caboose1

‘

C

W. H-ISPE4R, Rockland, Miiae

FOR SALE

ADDRESSOGRAPH

Ktiffs

IK rnyn

ca

Our Advertising
Columns Are
the
Merchant’s
Show Windows

The Courier-Gazette
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SOCIETY
In additional to personal noles recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 27, 1927.
The dance given at the Country
Club last evening proved to be one
of the most attractive and enjoyable
affairs given there for some time.
Under the skillful Ungers of Jarvis C.
Perry and his able assistants, the
rooms were transformed by their
Christmas decorations of evergreens,
red streamers, poinsettias and red
candles. Dean's five-piece orchestra
gave the latest dance hits, several
favor dances being featured. Buffet
lunch was served. Several of the
young people home for the Christmas
season were noted among the large
number of guests.
Mr. and Mrs.
Standish Perry had • the affair In
charge, assisted by an efficient com
mittee.

Winter Mode Shows Comeback
Of Good Old Fashioned Muff

SOME STRANGE FISH

Page Seven

•THE BIG DITCH"

COMES OUT IN WASH I

0RIGIN 0F "aTEAM

roller”

What Do You Know About Increasing Use of Panama Some of the Strange Things chine uni to c.i h obstacles, such
• as stones in a road. In politics th©
That Are Found In Laun term 'steam roller” is applied to
Canal — Earned $39,000,the Lung Fish, For In
hlgh-handeil methods of overcoming
dry.
stance?
000 Last Year.
opposition < specially opposition to

a ticket prepared liy political bosses
YVhat do laundry men and cleaners anil party leaders. In this sense the
One lungfish is worth a number of
During the last fiscal year 5,197
garfish tf the recent trading by tiie vessels that paid for the privilege find in garments sent them to be term was first used by Oswald F.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard S. Bird of
New York and London aquariums used the Panama Canal and in addi- cleaned?
Schuette in an article in the Chicago
New York are Christmas week guests
afford a market indicator for odd i tion there were 552 free transits,
“We find everything from money to Inter-Ocean tl -cribing the session ot,
of Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird. Mr.
fishes.
These figures compare with 4,673 and mechanical tools, said a laundryman. ihe Republican National committee
Bird is completing the holiday vaca
Lepidoslren paradoxa, the lungfish, J386 for the preceding year and indl- quoted by the Omaha -World-Herald. which preceded tiie Republican Na
tion upon crutches by reason of a
who can take his drink of water or cate that the Canal is a successful "For Instance, last summer in a shirt tional convention in Chicago in 1908.
sprained ankle, acquired on a visit
heave It alone, by terms of the trade, and growing business institution. pocket there were discovered $150 in Under tiie direction of President
to the mountain camp of his brother
has moved to a New York Aquarium. The number of vossels using it is hills. The discovery was made be Rt osevelt tiie committee threw out
Alan.
When there is water In the Amazon about one-third its capacity, it being fore the shirt had gone through the a .i of tiie contested Hughes-Cannonswamps from which it came, the estimated that 48 vessels could he wash, and, of course, the bills were Knox-Fairbanks delegates and seat
C. Bigelow Healey of Leominster,
lungfish swims as other fish. When transited every 24 hours, or approx returned to their owner as soiled ed Taft delegates, making possible
There will be a cantata rehearsal
Mass., spent Christmas with ills
drought comes it burrows into a mud imately 17,000 in a year.
tiie Taft nomination.
The term
as ever, but hd was satisfied.
at
tiie
Universalist
vestry
this
eve

mother in this city.
The total earnings of the Canal
hank and waits patiently for the next
“However, many times currency- 'steam roller” applied to this method
ning at 7 o’clock.
during tho last fiscal year were $39,struck tiie popular fancy and was
freshet.
019,614 of which tolls amounted to goes right on through the shirt and Immediately popularized
John T. Berry gave a family din
by the
Fishte
That
Change
Their
Colors
comes
out
nice
anJ
clean.
True,
it
Mrs. Ethel Knight who has been
$22 ,927,456.
Expenses of operation
ner party Sunday in honor of his
press.—Tiie Pathfinder.
“
Fishes
like
animals
show
remark

may
be
somewhat
faded,
but
if
legi

Ihe guest of Mr. and Mrs. Almon P.
mother, Mrs. Georgia Berry.
able adaptation to their environ and maintenance, exclusive of inter ble at all the government will re
Richardson, lias returned to Bangor.
Instalment paying
makes the
ments," according to a communica est on commercial capitalization, deem It.”
tion to the National Geographic iSo- were $23,026,636, leaving net reven
Mrs. Bessie Bonner and sister are
Some months ago a woman in months shorter anil tiie years longer.
Esten Blake and family of Augusta
ues
of
$15,992,978.
In
1925
tho
net
clety.
at Rangeley Lakes on a holiday trip. spent the holiday at Mr. Blake’s for
Omaha left her diamond rings pinned —Toledo Blade.
"Groupers, rock fishes, and hinds, revenues were $14,231,841.
in a pillow slip. That night tiie
mer home in this city.
To
know
whether
the
Canal
is
a
have the power of undergoing com
Tiie only thing that doesn’t become
Miss Annie Povich, box office girl
paying institution, considering its laundryman was aroused from his
plete
color
changes
almost
instan

at Strand Theatre is spending a week
bed by her cull, and at the laundry smaller when it is contracted is a
Cushman Burns of Belmont, Mass.,
cost,
it
must
be
understood
that
the
taneously. The color tone becomes
in Portland, the guest of Mrs. Ralph was in the city to spend Christmas
door met the distraught customer debt.— Louisville Times.
lighter or darker and the markings investment in the Canal and Its ad and her husband. For hours they
Lamport,
with his mother, Mrs. Mary J. Burns.
juncts
is
partly
for
national
defense
become bold or fade and disappear.
"picked over the wash," and then
Such color changes can be seen to and partly for commercial uses, and came to the pillow slips. Willi fear
Carroll Libby was home from BanMiss Caro A. Fernaid left today for
for accounting purposes these Items
advantage
in
individuals
kept
in
an
dor to spend Christmas.
Florida where she will spend the
are separated. At the beginning of and trembling the woman carried on,
aquarium.
winter.
the fiscal year 1926, the Investment and upon beholding her precious
"The
(Swell-fishes
have
the
power
Miss Vera Harmon of Boston ar
charged to national defense was rings Just as she had left them,
of suddenly inflating the body witli
rived Friday to spend the holiday
Capt. .1. O. Chadwick and son Leon
$112,000,000 while that chargeable to straightway proceeded to swoon.
water or air until they assume an commercial use was $275,000,000.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
Only a few days ago a valuable
approximately globular form several
Harmon.
A. E. Mortyn, Old County Road.
The latter amount may he regard necklace was found in the pocket of
times the normal diameter, which ed as tiie government's capital in a woman's • garment in un Omaha
TODAY
must be disconcerting to any enemy vestment in the Canal -.-lion it is laundry.
Mrs. Marion Freeman and Miss
Packages of cigarets,
"William Flanagan has returned to
about to seize one. The Porcupine- computed whether or not the Canal world without end are found, mostly
Beatrice Freeman are visiting Mrs. Lewiston after spending Christmas
After Chi istmas what? The
fish, in addition to doing this, has the is paying for Itself. The interest at In the pockets ol pajama coats.
Lillian Bates in Bath.
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. John
body
everywhere
covered
with
long,
Keys,
singly
and
in
bunches,
arc
H. Flanagan, Willow street.
three percent, tiie rate on practically
answer is easy. Go today
sharp spines which project in every all the bonds, that were issued to common finds, and from tiie overalls
Miss Amanda (Wood,has returned
direction
like
the
quills
of
a
Hedge

from a visit in Lewiston.
Miss Katherine Buffum left yester
cover cost of construction, would be of men who labor come forth screw
and see—
hog. Many persons who are familiar $8,250,000. The aggregate net rev drivers, pliers and wrenches.
day for New Y’ork.. Her brother Da
with the inflated skins of Swell- enues last year were more than
Mr. and Mrs. H. Vesper Burton of vid H. Buffum went to Washington,
Women are particularly careless
fishes and Porcupine-fish uspd by the twice that sum.
Reading, Mass., spent the Christmas D. C.. after spending Christmas at
about their jewelry, lien leave bank
Japanese as picturesque lanterns
*« ••
holidays with Mr. and, Mrs. Edgar tiie Buffum home on Grove street.
books, personal letters. ,very per
will be surprised to learn that both
Newhall, Broadway. Mrs. Annie Bur He expects to return in about two
The Canal was begun in 1904 and sonal, and effects that women would
are
common
in
southern
waters.
ton accompanied them home.
weeks.
was opened a little more than ten never overlook. Summertime the
“Most marine animals which swim,
years later, the first ocean steamer harvest is rich, for it is then shirt
especially swiftly and continuously,
Miss Cora Perry of Ma’.dtn is at
Miss Eugenia Carver of Somerville,
passing through on August 3, 1914. pockets come in for assorted cargoes.
have a forked tail-fin. This shape of
Mass., arrived
yesterday for a
The, Laurie for the holidays.
In the family washings babies hide
The official and formal opening of
tail avoids the space immediately the Canal law was proclaimed by their shoes, Teddy bears and dolls.
week's visit with Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
the intimate romance of
behind the axis of the body where the the President on July 12, 1920.
A dance for the young people of the Snotr, Suffolk street.
But more than meat cleavers, the
stream-lines following the sides (of | For the first four years of opera laundryman fears an indelible pencil.
city, sponsored by the young people
the world’s most daring ad
a moving fish) converge. A round tion tho revenues were leas than ex Just- an incli or so of it will wreak
Stanley Walsh, who was the guest
themselves wild be given Thursday
ed or pointed tail which would oc penses, as a result primarily of the horrible havoc with the wash.
night at the Country Club with Kirk's of relatives and friends over the hol
venturer.
cupy such area w’ould be a drag.
As the laundryman fears the in
music. The committee is sparing no iday, lias returned to Wiscasset
disastrous slides in Culebra Cut, now
where
he
is
employed.
And Then the Tail#
efforts to make the affair, which is
known as Gaillnrd Cut.
Recently delible pencil, so di es the dry cleaner
Myrna Loy
Dolores Costello
semi-public, a happy and successful
“Whales and Porpoises, though the revenues have exceeded tho cost tromble at the thought of a match.
Wednesday-Thursday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
II.
Cram
of
party. It is hoped to establish a pre
they move the tall up and down in of operation and maintenance, and Watches, diamonds, emblem pins,
cedent that will give the "liome-froni- Augusta hnd for Christmas dinner
YRNA LOY, Warner star, in a
stead e£ from side to side, have a the Canal may he said to be "getting pocket knives, checks, checkbooks,
OLORRS COSTELLO, charm
hank books, letters of business and
schoo!-and-c;;llege”
group definite guests Mr. and Mrs. Paul Higgins and
forked tail-fin, only it lies in a hori out of the red.”
most attractive coat of dyed
tiffany— presents
ing Warner Bros, star now
To June 30, 1926, the total operat love come to Tiie cleaner’s shop; also
jollifications to count on during their (laughter Miss Patricia of Baltimore,
ermine trimmed with a white grminezontal instead of a vertical plane.
making "Glorious Betsy,” is spon
and Mrs. A. L. Harmon of Rockland.
vacation periods.
collar. While the coat is simply
The wide ranging members of the ing expenses of the Canal proper had pictures, some that could, and others
soring the comeback of the good
made, the skins are laid in such
mackerel family and other more or been $86,000,000. in round figures, that could not, travel by mull.
old fasl.'oned muff. With a velour
William W. Graves returns to Mal
(When garments reach the clean
a way as to he in themselves a deco
The New Year's Bail of the Har
less related marine fishes have a while the revenues had amounted to
suit with a large ermine collar, the
ration to the coat. Miss Loy will
mony Club willl he held in Temple den tomorrow, accompanied by W. L
muff of velvet and ermine makes
forked tail-fin get on a firm, narrow more than $144,000,000. In addition, ing establishment they go to a com
by the JACK ION DOH
Blackington of The Highlands. Mrs.
soot, be seen in “A Girl From Chian attractive accessory which is
ha'll Dec. 31 with Kirk's music.
base: and the freest swimming the operating expenses of the auxil mon department at first, where all
tlory
Graves remains for a week’s visit
> ago ”
oractjcal as well- as smart.
sharks (Maekeirel sharks and the iary business enterprises—fuel, re the pockets are turned Inside out and
‘
VJWIf
pair
shops,
commissary
supplies,
and
witli
her
sister,
Miss
Anne
Blacking

even
the
lining
is
canvassed
for
a
County Attorney and Mrs. L. R.
Man-eater) have acquired a tall of
the like—had aggregated $128,000,000 stray match.
y;.l0Ws
Campbell very quietly observed their ton.
ing him not to make your daddy and the same shape, though the ordinary as against revenues of over $133,000
LET’S HAVE NO MORE WARS
One day there came a pair of vel
shark
tail
is
weak
and
unsymmetrififtieth wedding anniversary at their
Uncle Oliver go to war if there are
000. Tiie excess of total errnings vet portieres and down In a corner
Miss Ida Carey of Pleasant street
cal.
Granite street home yesterday with
any more wars. Uncle Sam hopes
aver total expenses stood at $83,466,- were discovered two diamond rings
"The Red Snapper comes from
only the immediate family present. left Monday for Boston and New Uncle Sam Assures Little Girl of from the bottom of his heart that
244.
pinned with a safety pin. When tiie
His Best Intentions.
deeper
water
than
other
common
Both are well known and have led York.
there will not l^e any more wars and
But, as has been stated, this does ycung woman who had found them
snappers.
There
is
a
tendency
for
active lives, Mr. Campbell in the
he
will
do
everything
he
can
to
pre
not
take
into
account
the
Interest
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Foster of
them in the proprietor
lieuds of law and politics and Mrs.
A plea for peace in unusual and vent them. He said to tell you not fishes which swim deep down under charge which for the twelve-year turned
Campbell in Club and Eastern Star Newcastle were holiday guests of striking form has been received by to worry, hut to keep your daddy the blue or green sea yet within the period was almust $100,000,000, and called up the house from where they
circles. A host of friends extend con Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Foster, Talbot Secretary of War Davis from a little and Uncle Oliver out of mischief at range of surface light penetration to the operating surplus fell consider had come.
avenue.
Pennsylvania gill, who, bereft of her home and he would try to keep the be red in color. A great many are ably short of covering it. On this i/“Oh, dear, what w-ill I do?"
gratulations.
mother, lives, under the fear that her country from getting into trouble not, tef be sure, but a larger propor basis a deficit is sltown of more than moaned the woman who answerrt
Fred Kennlsfon is-home-from NewMrs. Nellie Bird who has been the York to*!ipend the Christmas season father and uncle will be required to abroad. He was very glad to get tion are red here than elsewhere, $36,000,000 since the completion of the phone. "I sent those rings to tiie
laundry once before and my husband
guest of her son Mervyn Bird in Bel with his mother, Mrs. W. S.-Kennis- go to the front. In the correspond your letter and to note the good care frequently a clear bright striking the canal.
(With net
revenues
is still talking about it. What will I
'
ence made public at the war depart You are taking of your family. red all over.
fast the past month, returned home ton. Main street.
mounting up, however, tliis deficit
"It seems almost a pity that the is being wiped out at the rate of do!”
ment she was assured by Mr. Davis Uncle Sam sends his best love to
Monday. Mrs. Bird goes to West
light in which they live is so green some $8,000,000 a year.
that
Uncle
Sam
will
do
all
in
his
Upton, Mass., where she expects to
you.
”
H. H. Stover and family spent
that the color, red, must appear an
• * « •
power to prevent any more wars.
spend the winter.
Chi istmas in South Portland.
States and the West Coast of South
intangible neutral gray! perhaps it
The little girl, whose name and ad
AH told, the tolls-paylng traffic America ranked second in volume,
Dr.
Edward
Grant
Conklin
al

gives them a useful inconspicuous through the canal aggregated 34,902
dress Were withheld, wrote as fol
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Perry of Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Creamer and
while the trade between Europe an l
leges that we have not found a more ness down there, or perhaps it ab
vessels of 192,601,683 gross registered
were in the city Saturday io attend daughter Pauline were guests yes lows:
perfect woman than the Venus de sorbs a maximum amount of the tons up to June 30 last. For the last the West coast of South America
“
Dear
Uncle
Sam:
I
want
to
ask
the funeral of Mrs. Perry s m the. . terday of Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Light,
vx<
came third.
you to do me a favor. If there are Milo or a more perfect man than dim, strongly blue-green sunlight, three years such traffic has aver
Mrs. Ada F. Wooster.
Winslow’s Mills.
Of the tolls-paylntf vessels that
She Met Him On
any more wars, please do not make Apollo. Obviously Dr. Conklin never which is in some way beneficial.
aged 5,033 vessels. During this pe made tiie transit, 4,633 wore steam
reads movie publicity.—-South Bend
A South Sea Isle
riod the- ships of 2P nationalities ers, 443 iwere motor ships, 64 were
Shark is a Conservative
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Rokes of
Miss Mai
aude Pratt will entertain my dear daddy and Uncle Oliver go, Tribune.
Lake avenue announce the engage tli'c
he Chapin Class this evening at the because jny mother has died. I only
‘While evolution has been molding have passed through the canal, Am motor schooners, and 41 were sailing
ment of their daughter, Beulah Alice home of Mrs. David Talbot, Talbot have my dear daddy, except my
A Romantic Sea
other more modern fishes into a erican vessels being slightly more ships, tugs, otc. Of the steamers,
aunts. If you will do this for me, I
“What do the American people do great variety of forms to fit every than half of the total and British a 3,070 burned oil, 1,538 burned coal,
to Lyford B. Ames. Mr. Amev is the avenue.
Drama Filled With
will appreciate it very much."
witli all their money?” asks a visi niche in the infinitely varied but little over 25 percent. About 45 per and 25 were reported as fitted for the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest W. Ames
Gripping Suspense
In reply Secretary Davis said:
tor from\ France. Well, If he stayed unchanging environment of tropical cent of the cargoes carried was In use of cither fuel.
A Christmas Day marriage was
of this city.
"Our Uncle Sam has asked me to at home long enough he’d find out.— seas, the shark has always been United States lntcrcoastal trade.
solemnized at tiie Baptist parsonage
A census of the population of tiie
In addition to tiie vessels that Canal Zone taken last June showed
Ah Epic Of The Pacific
Vernon Hart arrived home Friday Sunday, tiie contracting parties be answer the letter you wrote him urg- New Y’ork Evening Post.
much as we find him today..
must pay tolls there have been 3.148 a total of 27,692 civilians, In addition
for a visit over the holiday season ing Miss Susie Cudworth Castner of
’lit Is not surprising, therefore,
transits of ships operated by tho to which there was a military pop
with his father George 11. Hart. Lake Warren and Judson Bird Garnett of
that there is a fish which owes its
Wtfb Dorothy Sebastian, Mon
United States Government, in addi
this city. The couple nvere unattend
avenue.
very remarkable structure and habits tion to craft in the service of the ulation of 9,296. There were 297
tagu Love, Tom Santchi, Ray
ed. The double ring ceremony was
to the presence of sharks. This is canal, upon which no tolls were as deaths during the year, 247 of which
H.tlloi, Pat Harmon, Alice Lake,
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Mr. and Mrs. Horace Lamb enter church tomorrow evening at 6.30 u'lll
one of the first signs of respect for
MACARONI 4926 STYTE
• • • •
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cation with a Christmas program, tolls assessed on laden ships amount
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Byron
’
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favorite
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her home on Talbot avenue hy illness.
tion of the teacher, Miss Gladys operation at sea. For example a
The method of rooking macaroni Here is the recipe:
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KEN MAYNARD
to swell and cook the starch grains. 1 chopped green pepper or pimento Christmas tree, with Supt. Morse
lixin’s served at 6 p. m. There will
Wednesday-Thursday
serving aa Santa Claus. The follow samp basis a ship in ballast can
Two quarts of boiling water to each 2 tbsp. chopped onion
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profit
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if
it
saves
ing
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1
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sized
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fish
cupful
of
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should
be
used.
will be entertained tomorrow eve ent and a special dancing feature
W«lixMfe .................................. -Mery Payson 2 2-3 days.
I use one teaspoon of salt to each Yi cup cooked salad dressing
“MASKED MENACE” No. 1
ning at the home of Mrs. Herbert given by Miss Wallace of Lewiston.
Between New York and San Fran
Useful Things and Clothes, kohert Goodwin
%
cup
heavy
cream
quart
of
boiling
water,
but
the|
Marsh’s Orchestra wi l play for the
Clark, Rankin street.
The Christmas BIvcs ................ Hazel Payson cisco the distance of 13,135 nautical
Cook
the
spaghetti
in
boiling
amount
of
salt
may
l)e
Increased
as
dance following the entertainment.
Secrets .................................... Eugeni, Brewster miles by way of tho Strait of Magel
WfcON ESD/KY-THURSDAY
desired. The salt water must be salted water until tender. Drain
Christmas—Dialogue .........................................
Mrs. Elizabeth Morey entertained The committee in charge comprises
THE
Hit-hard and Rita Sml-tli, Norma Ingraham, lan has boon shortened to 5,262
and
chill.
Mix
together
spaghetti,
boiling
vigorously
when
the
mac-1
the P. & T. club Thursday afternoon Mrs. Homer E. Robinson, chairman,
Carleton Wboxer, William Clough, Do.aotljy miles by the canal, the saving being
cabbage,,
celery,
pepper,
onion
and
aroni
is
put
in
and
kept
boiling
at her qpartment at The Lauriette.
Mayor and Mrs. James F. Carver. Mr.
Cassidy, Dorothy Lane, -Helen Payson, John 7,873 miles or throe-fifths.
There
Mix
during Ihe entire cooking period. tuna fish. Season to taste.
OupUfi.
and Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb Dr. and
with salad dressing which has been
Never
add
cold
water
during
the
Christmastide ............................... i.XLry Cassidy is no question about it being profit
■ Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Ludwig have Mrs. Alvin W. Foss. Mr. and Mrs. A
A Note to Banta ......................... Heltn Payson able for vessels making the voyage
cooking!
The cooking process thinned with cream. This recipe
returned to their home on Oliver J. Bird, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Burgess
A Not# to Ban'a ......................... Helen Payson to use the canal. From New York
should be just long enough to pro will make six servings.
Starring
I'ae Gwtne Tell OP Santa .... Marital Koster
street after a visit with Mr. and Dr. and Mrs. Walter B. Conley, Mr.
duce tenderness and allow for the
Christmas—Song ..................................... Scltool to Valparaiso the reduction by use
Macaroni anil Frank farters
Mrs. Frank Poland in Malden, M-iss . mid Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, Mr. andKitty’s Present ....................... Mildred Payson of the canal is 3,747 miles: to Callao,
ANNAQ. NILSSON
full development of the flavor of
Anoiher simple supper or lunch
and now have Mr. and Mrs. Poland Mrs. W. C. Bird. Mr. and Mrs. S. W
A Chrlstaias Pessimist .... William Nttiipula 6,250 miles; to Guayaquil, 7,405, to
the macaroni.
And
eon dish is Macaroni and Frank
Christmas Candles for You ... Lucy Cassidy New Zealand, 2,822 miles; to Yoko
as their guests.
Lawry, Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Knight
Should macaroni be blanched in furters. Here is the recipe:
The Shepherds ..................... Fnances Knowlton
This party coming on a holiday, all
FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN
Naming the Ch. lstnras Dolly .. Ruth Cassidy hama, 3.357 miles.
told water after cooking?
Thi3 2 cups rooked macaroni
Gherman Daniels came down front reservations must be made not later
Johnny’s Christmas .................... Alt el Young
From Liverpool to San Francisco
And
custom seems to have grown up us '/i cup grated cheese
Hang L'p the Baby’s Htoeldng. Louise Payson the saving in distance by the use of
Bangor to aid the family in despatch than Saturday.
* direction for macaroni and spa Ii lb. frankfurters or wieners
My S»y .................................... Dunxhy Camtidy
ing the Christmas turkey.
ghetti milled from ordinary wheat 1 cup white sauce
Gifts and Weeds ................... Russell Campbell the canal Is 5,666 miles: to Callao,
4,043 miles; to Honolulu, 4.403 miles.
The Christmas Htory—Dialogue ..................
flour. Such products become soft
White Sauce
A delightful Christmas party was
Richard and Rita Smith, Eleanor Payson, From New Y’ork to Sidney. Austra
In
and sticky upon cooking and must
Norms -Ingr.Uiam, Charlotte Lane
held Saturday at the home of Mrs.
2
tbsp.
butter
be washed 4n cold water in order
Proved at Last ....................... .Maynard Ames lia, the saving Is 3,615 miles, and
“The Girl in the Pullman”
Mary Brown at The Highlands with
A Letter to Banta Claus .... 'Marlon Koster from San Francisco to Freetown,
to remove the gelatinous, starchy 2 tbsp. kitchen-tested flour
these guests present: Mrs. M. B.
bet ember ...................................... Ma ty Cassidy 4,103 miles.
covering and to make them palat 1 cup milk
Tile Beason .............................. Eugene Brewster
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Smith of North Haven, Mrs. E. C.
Of the cargoes that pass through
able.
On the other hand, high '.i tsp. salt
The school loom' was decorated the canal, by far the larger part is
Frye and two grandchildren. Emer
“JUDGMENT OF HILLS"
grade Durum wheat semolina pro 1-16 Isp. pepper
with red and green streamers and red traffic from the Pacific to the At
son and Beverly Frye of Camden,
Make white sauce by melting
Americans and native Cali-',
ducts are firm and free from loose
bells. The blackboard borders and lantic, rather than from the Atlan
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Frye and
starch when cooked, and blanching butter in a saucepan, adding flour
fornians
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and
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table
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nephew Norman Lobley, also of
tic to the Pacific. Last year tiie At
is not only unnecessary, but our
Camden, Mrs. Annie Thomas and
Miss Helen Wireck, assisted by Miss lantic Pacific tonnage was 8,037,000
Italian friends are very firm in well until blended. Add milk, stir
fertile gold fields! That’s
Bring to boiling
daughters, Misses Clara and Ethel
Dorothy King. Marion Koster has wlille that from the Pacific to the At
their admonitions that blanching ring constantly.
V. F. A.
the background against!
Add
Thomas, and Mrs. Mary Brown. It
the honor of being the only pupil with lantic was a little over 18,000,000.
destroys the beat flavor of the mac point and boll 2. minutes.
8PEAR HALL
grated cheese to this sauce. Boil
was the first Christmas for many
perfect attendance for the term.
aroni.
More than 10.000,000 tons of the car
which
Richard Dix, theWEDNESDAY EVG., DEC. 28
frankfurters 10 minutes, and cut
years that the four sisters, Mrs.
goes transited the canal in the Unit
Spaghetti and Tuna Fish Salad
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’
S
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In thin slices.
Combine cooked
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Defen
der takes place.;
Brown, Mtr. Smith, Mrs. Thomas
Marvelous ns the radio is, the pro ed Suites Intercoastal trade, ex
Rome women think of macaroni macaroni, cheese sauce, arqi frank
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FAVORITES

Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her
Trip With the Floating University.

The Story of Frank Burton Miller, Rockland’s Municipal
Judge, Who Has Had Notable Career.
"Better watch yer step, young fel
ler. or you'll be up before Miller.”
The potency of this threat is un
mistakable here in Knox County,
where doers of evil have long since
learned that Municipal Judge Frank
15. Miller is not a man to be trifled
with; that the scepter which he
wields is not a rod of straw; and that
he will hew to the line on a prin
ciple once laid down. They know
also that the medicine which he pre
scribes for the black offender will
be given just as liberally to the white
and that the foreigner from across
the seas has the same standing in
the court of "Square Deal” Miller
that is accorded to the law vlolater
who comes from the home of the
rich.
Judge Miller long since gained a
State-wide reputation by establish
ing rules which the upper courts
have sustained, and by imposing
upon habitual offenders stiff sen
tences which were not modified when
the appeal was acted upon in Su- I
p. erne Court. He was the first mun- I
icipal judge in Maine to give the
maximum sentence for violations of
the prohibitory law. but within a
few years he saw others adopt that
custom. He was also the first to im
pose a jail sentence upon drunken
drivers, but saw his course made em
phatic by Supreme Court.
He swung into the spirit of the
times when he publicly announced,
shortly after taking office, that the
fine for drunkenness would be in
creased from the time-honored $5.84
io $10 and costs, and when a respon
dent expostulated Judge Miller re
plied that it was in keeping with
the high cost of living. Metropolitan
newspapers memorialized this inci
dent with humorous skits and car
toons but the ten-dollar fine became
as immutable as the laws of the
Medes and the Persians.
*, * • *
The other side of the picture, how
ever, shows this stern and unyield
ing administrator of justice to be
one of the most genial and klndhearted men in the city—a man who looks
with approval upon bobbed hair and
short skirts as evidences of dress refoi tu and sanitation; who says that
Puritanism could not exist today;
and who believes that no law. how
ever stringent the penalty, can fully
suppress any form of crime.
Pedagogy in rural schools formed
an early niche in the career of this
interesting Maine official, and in the
process of his evolution he succes
sively became an editor, a political
office-holder, and an attorney at law.
deducting spare moments enough to
indulge in his favorite hobby of gen
ealogy, and to work his way upward
into the highest office that Odd Fel
lowship affords in this State.
Prank Burton Miller was born in
Cushing Aug. 16, 18$2. and traces his
ancestry back to Mt is great-greatgrandfather Frank Muller, who was
born in Dusseldorf, Germany, ar.d
settled in 'Waldoboro in 1753. He
was one of the several farmers who
was obliged to repurchase his acres
when it was learned that the Waldo
Patent did not apply to the section of
Waldoboro which it was supposed to
cover.
Judge Miller is a son of the late
William H. Miller, a farmer who''
had also worked in the shipbuild
ing industry with the two oldest of
the ten brothers.
There is ample precedent in the
Miller family to indicate that Judge
Miller will live to be rich in years.
His father died at the age of 87, and
his mother whose maiden name wus
Margaret Achorn Walter, lacked only
two years of the century mark when
she died in the full possession of
her faculties. Mrs. Miller was a rel
ative of Conrad Heyer, the first male
child born in Waldoboro, and who
lived to be 107, Her grandfather,
John Peter Walter died at 96.
Hugged stock the Miller family
boasted.
* • • •
Judge Miller's boyhood was spent
on a hundred-acre farm which was
bought in 1756 by Lawrence Parsons
of Ireland, in exchange for a yoke
of two-year-old steers. The farm
has been in the .Miller family since
1844 and was bought from Capt.
John Robinson, who had embraced
the Mormon religion and went with
n colony to Nauvoo, 111. Eventually
his journeyings took him to Salt
Lake City.
Judge Miller's early schooling was
in District No. 3, Cushing—not in the
"old red schoolhouse,” for candor
compells the statement that the
building was not even painted. It
is now owned by Deputy Sheriff
Orrin H. Woodcock.
Mr. Miller
graduated from Hallowell Classical
Academy in 1883.
The following year he attended a
meeting of the Alumni Association
und was delegated to wait upon Hon.
James G. Blaine, candidate for the
Presidency, and request him to award
the diplomas. He went to the Blaine
mansion in company with OlivetOtis Howard. 2d., a nephew of Gen.|
Howard of Civil War fame, and was
received in a most kindly manner by
the “Plumed Knight,” who had been
president of Hallowell Academy in
earlier years.
"Mr. Blaine gave us some good
fatherly advice as to our studies and
future,” says Judge Miller, "and I
had a splendid opportunity to observe

WE BUY

AT HIGHEST MARKET
PRICES
Ship us your aceummulatlon. Con
signments held seven Mays and If our
valuation is unsatisfactory, we return
your furs and I’AY ALL CARTAGE
EXPENSES.

Called For Within City Limits
Phone 226-M
ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
Rear 456 Main St.
Rockland

the magnetic qualities of the man.”
He was driven to Hallowell by Mrs.
Blaine and Gail Hamilton, and his
address there was reported in full
by the metropolitan newspapers,
which sent staff men for that pur
pose.
During the exercises Mr.
Blaine was observed to leave the
platform suddenly and later it was
learned that he had been seized with
an attack of toothache. Toothache
drops lent temporary relief and the
exercises continued. »
Leaving Hallowell Academy Judge
Miller taught school in Cushing. .
Waldoboro. Warren, Columbia, Cut
ler and Columbia Falls, his educa
tional work ranging from grade to
high schools. In 1890 he organized
a High School in Addison, one of his
immediate successors as principal
being Dr. R. J. Wasgatt. One of Mr.
Miller's pupils was Andrew J. Turn
er of Columbia Falls, a second cou
sin of Buffalo Bill. He is now a
leading clergyman in New Jersey,
and says he owes his success to
Judge Miner’s teachings.
From the time of his graduation
until 1890 Judge Miller read law in
the office of Foster E. Harvey at
Waldoboro, paying his expenses bydoing clerical work in William B.
Creamer’s insurance office. His le
gal instructor became entangled with
the criminal courts, and he complet
ed his studies with William H. Mil
ler.
. . • •

Meantime, In 1886, Mr. Miller blos
somed forth in an editorial capacity
on the Lincoln County News, the
proprietor of which was his cousin.
Samuel L. Miller, who had been ap
pointed postmaster. After a year
in that capacity he again taught
school, but in 1890 the late John B.
Porter sought his services as editor
of Tlie Courier-Gazette. At the same
time he received a tempting offer to
join in a boom which was being
waged in a Tennessee town, but the
scales turned in favor* of the home
job, and he succeeded Herbert M.
Lord, who was leaving his editorial
duties with The Courier-Gazette to
enter another field.
Judge Miller's newspaper work in
this city paved the way to political
office, and in September 1890 he was
elected register of deeds by a major
ity of 239 over the late Justus E.
Sherman, who had held the office 13
years. He was re-elected in 1894 and
1898. receiving in the last named
election all but 12 of the votes cast
in his home town of Cushing. This
showing was especially gratifying to
him as he had not asked a man there
to vote for him.
He was nominated again in 1902.
hut the county had meantime been
lost to the Republicans through a
factional fight precipitated by a
sheriff appointment. Once more he
was nominated for register of deeds
in 1906, but by this time Knox Coun
ty was hopelessly Democratic, and
thus remained for a score of years.
In 1908 he was drafted for the Sen
atorial nomination, and in 1912 ac
cepted the clerk of courts nomina
tion rather than have a vacancy on
the ticket.
His record as register of deeds
was especially satisfactory, and the
system saw many improvements
under his administration.

• • • «
Probably no other man in Knox
County has had such a long and ac
tive connection with county politics.
In addition to serving three fouryear terms as register of deeds, he
has had seven nominations for the
county ticket; was a member of the
county committee nine years from
Cushing and Friendship and 12 years
from Rockland: was secretary and
treasurer of that committee four
years and chairman eight years and
was chairman of the county conven
tion in 1888. While a resident of
Cushing he served as assessor, town
clerk and on the school committee.
In 1889 he delivered the historical
address at the Cushing centennial.
In Rockland he served 17 years on
the school board, a record which was
excelled only by the late Alden
Tyler, who served 18 years.
•Judge Miller was admitted to the
bar Oct. 3. 1899, being the last can
didate admitted under the old system
conducted by a county board of ex
aminers He opened an office on
Main street in 1903.
When Judge Miller championed the
cause of the house cat he was the
means of writing a new chapter into
the jurisprudence of Maine and pos
sibly the whole country.
In 1914 Alonzo A. Carter of Union
shot a fox hound belonging to Carl
W. Thurston. The latter made a
complaint and Mr. Carter was
brought to trial before Judge Wil
liam P. Hurley. Judge Miller, who
appeared for the respondent, de
fended on the ground that the cat
was
domestic animal and that
Carter had a right to shoot the dog
which was pursuing his pet. Judge
Hurley over-ruled this point and the
case was appealed to Supreme Court.
• • • •

[Twenty-first Paper]
Algiers

"Good Morning, Judge”

, the Grand Lodge of Maine.
The
following year he was elected repI resentative to the Sovereign Grand
Lodge of the World and in 1912 attended the annual session in Winnipeg.
The
other representatives
from Maine were Alfred S. Kimball
of Norway, the late Judge Reuel
Robinson of Camden and Leon S.
Merrill now grand sire of the organ
ization.
Judge Miller served a quarter cen
tury as secretary of the local lodge.
He is a past chief patriarch of Rock
land Encampment I. O. O. F., and
has served as district deputy. He
is a member of Miriam Lodge D. of
R., member of Aurora Lodge. F. A.
M.. a charter member of Penobscot
View Grange, P. of H.. a past presi
dent of the Baptist Men's League,
and since 1905 has been a member
of the Maine Historical Society,
which on that year celebrated the
300th anniversary of the discovery
of St. George's River by George Waymouth.

,
,
1
|

Judge Miller announced from the
bench and through the press that
the first offense * for drunkenness
would mean a fine of $10 and costs,
with 30 days in jail if the fine was ,
not paid. If the offender was brought
i/ito his court on the same offense,
within one year, he would receive the
maximum sentence of 90 days in
jail, unless there were mitigating cir
cumstances.
About this time he issued an edict i
in regard to the sale of essences, lay
ing down the rule that if a dealer
sold them in considerable quantities
to an individual that dealer would be
held guilty of selling them as an in
toxicating beverage.
One of his most recent rulings was
in regard to "home brew” and was
to the effect that if a person manu
factured, or attempted to manufac
ture liquor which contained malt he
would be held as a violator of the
prohibitory law—this position being
taken on the ground that malt has
heen defined by the statutes as in
toxicating liquor.
This ruling has created something
of a sensation in judge Miller's jur
isdiction where "setting hens’ are
said to be anything but a curiosity.
Judge Miller imposed the minimum
tine in his first case under this rul
ing. his principal desire being to get
a judicial determination of the mat
ter in the upper court.

are saustactory to the women. To
those who criticise bobbed hair and
short skirts I direct attention to the
styles of head-dress and clothing
worn two generations ago—tight
sleeves, wasplike waists. bustles, long
trains and dolly-vardens. Such garb
was unsanitary, and tlie tightness of
tlie clothing interfered with tlie
proper functioning of the vital
organs.
"I think our country today is bet
ter off. on the whole, than "it" ever
has heen. The philanthropy and gen
erous impulses ot the people are seen
in the large contributions for the
support of the hospitals and educa
tional institutions, and the charity of
one person toward another which did
not prevail In the earlier days of our
history. Broad-mindedness and lib
eralism are distinctly observable
among the religious denominations
and there is a distinct lessening of
partisanship among the people at
large."
"Wlhat is your opinion of the socalled blue laws?"
"Puritanism could not exist today.
Business would bt at a standstill and
a period of retrogression woulS set ip.
There are too many laws now. We
are' over-legislated especially as to
private and special enactments. Any
law that does not meet the approval
of a majority of the people, and is
openly defied and violated breeds a
contempt for the law which would
either call for its repeal or modifica
tion.”
“What is your opinion of 4he
Eighteenth Amendment?"
"There has been a distinct ad
vance in temperance the past two de
cades. On the surface it may look
as if conditions are worse than for
merly, but this arises from the fact
that those who do not approve of our
present legislation, although in the
minority. make themselves very
vocal, while those in favor of the law
are either quiet or negative in their
support or advocacy of it. A chirp
ing cricket in the corner of a pasture
will make more noise than the brows
ing of a cow."
“Do you then, think the Eighteenth
Amendment a success?"
"I do. Any condition of society,
or the habits of a people which have
existed since Noah celebrated his exit
from the Ark. planted a vineyard and
got intoxicated on the product there
of, cannot be suppressed or complete
ly exterminated In a few years. No
law, however stringent the penalty,
can halt any form of crime. The Ten
Commandments have been continual
ly violated from the time Moses en
graved them on tablets of stone, yet
no one has heen asking for their re
peal. Then why ask for the repeal of
our present prohibitory laws?"

One day of rest and then Algiers.
I had a feeling 1 would not care much
for Algiers, but K— and 1 had a mar
velous time wandering through the
native city. There is where we saw
the women in wide full trousers and
colored Turkish shoes, and with veils
over their faces. 'We also saw the
dancing girls and their terrible faces
—those sad gaudy prostitutes. But
for plain unadultered filth Algiers
had even Kowloon beaten, and the
beggars and pickpockets exceeded
those of any place in our whole trip.
The second day 1 joined a group for
a bus ride about three miles inland
into a gorge of the Atlas mountains.
It wasn't so thrilling, but certainly it
was educational. The coast of Africa
is intensely cultivated and far differ
ent from what I had pictured it. We
got hack just in time to sail.
« • • •
Now For Spain
Then a day of rest and we were in
Malaga. Such a beautiful port! A
city with a huge cathedral sitting
over it like a brooding hen. A city
by the blue, blue sea, surrounded and
sheltered by an amphitheatre of hills
and mountains. An attractive mar
ket place, rather fascinating streets,
a curious and gaily laughing popula
tion, a rather Imposing cathedral.
Then a nearby liill and a great old
fort perched upon it. and from the
battlements the most beautiful view
of Andalusia—the typical brilliant
Mediterranean coast, the hills and
mountains basking in sunshine, cul
tivated,
supporting
comfortable
whitewashed farmhouses dotted here
and there on crest or In valley—a
smiling landscape.
,
D— arl I wandered about together,
missed the ship crowd on purpose,
and built dreams together about the
walls and moats of the castle, about
the huge bull-ring below, about an
other hill where some olive trees and
pine trees were fluttering streamers
of confetti in the soft playful breeze,
remnants of the mardi gras. There
were many songbirds about and for
the first time in my life 1 saw them
ensnared in ne:s, caged to be sold.
• « • «

D— had tw’o sandwiches in his
pocket and we decided we could live
on those until night, so we went
over the hills. His is a rare, enthusi
astic soul, beauty-loving, and our day
together, feeling the pulse of Spain
as we wandered ever onward Is the
best of memories to cherish.
Seven hills we climbed that day.
Topping one we found the fort, an
other the strangely decked trees, the
third a huge quiet crucifix, the
fourth a ruined house. At the fifth
we were made welcome by a farmer
whose little girl brought us chairs to
the terrace for us to rest on, a simple
happy home.
Then we descended to the city
again, past an auberge where peas
ants sat and rested, past lovely-eyed
women seen in gay little patios, past
a quiet cemetery and so to the river.
We saw the country-side heyoqd
beckoning to us and did not want to
go way in town to a bridge, so we
took off our shoes and stockings and
waded across, much to the amuse
ment of the by-standers. We saw a
nice short-cut tc our nearest objec
tive. a hill with a natural rock fort
ress on it, but ve were chased out of
th eestate by a man with a badge
and a gun, although we were only
walking along a dry irrigation canal.
So we climbed a wall and at last
got to the foot of our hill. Halfway
up was a deep dark cave that was too

Amendment that he will offer a plank
supplying this omission."
"To what extent in your opinion
can this law be enforced?"
Tt will be necessary for a general
awakening on the part of the
churches and temperance societies to
agitate the matter as strongly and
persistently as do the enemies of the
Amendment. These two great forces
have been too negative in their at
titude toward it. The chief trouble
with the churches and temperance
organizations is that they thought the
♦ . * •
passage of the law would be suf
ficient; that it would be self-enforc
Judge Miller had no objection to
ing and that the opixments would not
discussing present day issues with
seek to violate its provisions. Ten
The Courier-Gazette reporter; in
men organized and aggressive can
fact one of his most pronounced
put to flight 100 who are passive and
characteristics is frankness.
not united.
"Do you believe that the country is
"Slavery was introduced into the
in the grip of a crime wave?" he was
United States in 1619, and unlike the
asked.
liquor traffic was sectional in its
"To a certain extent, yes, and I
nature, yet it was not destroyed till
attribute it to disrespect for the law.
• « . .
nearly 2$4 centuries later, and then
and a considerable element which
only by appeal to the sword. 1 do
wants to get rich quick or acquire a
"If the selling of Intoxicating liquor
living without hard work. 1 attri is a benefit to the community, why not look for the absolute destruction
bute it also to a breakdown of par did nearly every State in the Union of the liquor traffic any more than I
ental discipline and government, and license the sale of it with so many do the strict observance of every
a breakdown in the home, as evi restrictions, pirticulariy the complete other law. But I do look forward to
denced by the increased number of closing of saloons on Sundays, holi its restriction to such an extent that
divorces and the freedom of youth." days. and many public occasions? a great majority of the people will
“What do you think of modern e fail to find our Legislatures li become abstainers.
"The chief obstacle to the enforce
dress?”
censing the commission of crimes
"I jhink that bobbed hair and which are prohibited by lawmaking ment of the Amendment is the col
short skirts are not only sanitary powers. If the regulation of the lusion between the man 'higher up,'
who finances the traffic, with the one
but have the earmarks of common
liquor traffic in the last war worked
After the evidence had been sub sense. Law cannot regulate fashion; for the benefit of the Nation at large who manufac.ures and disposes of
mitted Judge Spear withdrew the there is a higher law than any statu then why is it not equally beneficial the products. To apprehend and con
vict men of wealth and influence is
case from the jury, ruled that the tory regulation in regard to dress, in time of peace?”
one of the most difficult things with
cat was a domestic animal and or and that is woman's adherence to
"In our own city prohibition has which our courts are faced. A good
dered the case taken to Law Court, the prevailing styles. At first there
illustration of this is seen in the
his ruling being that if the cat was was much criticism of knee dresses, worked for a distinctly beneficial ad
Before
the
Eighteenth Teapot Dome cases. Senator Norris
I not pronounced a domestic animal and you heard invidious remarks, vance.
that the plaintiff was entitled to but as time went on the people be Amendment was passed Rockland of Nebraska uttered a great truth
recover $50; otherwise judgment for came so accustomed to the style that had a reputation throughout the when he publicly stated that it is
no more attention was aroused than country of loose morals and open vio almost impossible to convict a mil
the defendant.
In an opinion drawn by the late when a woman formerly displayed a lation of the law. I have been told lion dollars. When our rich and in
Justice George E. Bird it was unani shapely ankle on a windy day. I do that there were at one time 60 open fluential citizens, especially the poli
mously held by the Law Court that think, however, that a sufficient saloons. Today the liquor business ticians, endeavor to obey the law, as
the point raised by Judge Miller was quantity of clothing is not being is practically restricted to bootleg do the great majority of us, then
worn by women in our North Tem ging and 1 don't think you can find law enforcement will be more suc
correct.
Every law journal in the United perate climate. It passes my com anybody who would be willing to re cessful and speedy than it has been
States commented on this decision. prehension how women can wear turn to the conditions which existed in the past.”
His connection with the Municipal furs in the hot dog-day season, and here prior to 1890.”
Judge Miller believes that Presi
‘iWhat will he the political fate of dent Coolidge is lully resolved not to
Court had its beginning in 1914, yet expose their bare chests to win
the
Eighteenth
Amendment?"
when on the death of L. F. Starrett. try blasts."
take another nomination, and for a
“I do not look for its repeal by I next choice lie thinks very favorably
he was appointed recorder by Gov. i "Do you favor the custom of wo
either party. If I read the signs of J of Senator Borah of Idaho.
Haines. June 4, 1917, he was ap men smoking?"
"No. 1 am dead against it . I think the times aright both of the leading
pointed judge by Gov. Milliken and
“He is a man of broad vision,
has since been reappointed by Gov it is deleterious tc the health of wom political parties will avoid any direct I honest, fearless, and will not be con
ernors Baxter and Brewster. He is en and naturally would be to their j reference to the support or enforce- trolled by any of the great financial
now serving his 11th year in that children, which are few and far be ) ment of the Amendment, confining and commercial interests of til" coun
capacity. In 1920 he was one of tween nowadays. If they do wish themselves rather, to a general dec try, which usually consider them
Maine's Presidential electors, cast to pursue the custom of smoking let laration of their belief in the en- selves first and their country’s weling his vote for Harding and Cool them adopt the methods of their | forcement of ail laws, it would be i fare second," raid Judge Miller. "If
grandmothers, who used to sit down i suicidal for any party to declare for I a .Western man is nominated for the
idge.
Judge Miller was made an Odd willi their husbands on the opposite the repeal of tlie amendment, and for Presidency I should like to see Gov.
Fellow in Knox Lodge in 1894 and side of the fireplace and smoke the the Republican party in particular if I Fuller of Massachusetts his partner
it does not come out with a positive ■ on the ticket.
served as noble grand in 1905. He corncob or T. D.
was district deputy three years and ' "I am heartily in accord with Dr. declaration against its repeal. Sena i "The Democrats will nominate Al.
in 1908 was elected grand warden. The A. O. Thomas, state director of edu tor Borah lias already announced that Smith wljh the result that he will be
next year he was deputy grand mas cation. who says that he is satisfied if the Republican platform does not defeated, providing the Republicans
ter, and in 1910 became the head of with the dress styles, if the styles take a stand in support of the

inaccessible, so we pressed on until
we were right in the doorway of the
most attractive house, doors thrown
wide open, overlooking such a lovely
scene of radiant, shadow-flecked hills.
The good senora invited us to come
In and rest, while she and her daugh
ter kept on sewing. My Spanish was
not sufficient to carry on a conver
sation, so before long we went on up
over a steep climb onto the rocktopped little mountain. Such a
heavenly spot! We sat dangling our
legs over the precipice, looking at the
little sails at sea, at the city, the hills,
the mountains, at the herd of goats
below us. The colors everywhere
were very, very lovely. Then 1 had
a nap on the softest carpet of mint
that smelled so sweet and clean while
D— no doubt, wrote poetry. A
cluster of buildings seen from afar
in the morning led us over one more
steep hill, all rough and tumbling.
Below in a dry ravine was another
little farmhouse and some sweet
friendly children. Beyond we en
circled the walls of the estate we had
wanted to see.

« • • •
Then we were back in the city.
This time where the common folk
really live—the factory workers and
their families. It was teeming with
children in that quarter and there
were many tired faced women, many
with sweet smiles. There are so few
hard-mouthed women in foreign
lands compared to our cities. Wfe
saw interiors o'' homes, some clean,
some dirty, all pitifully crowded,
many flower pots in windows, birds
singing in cages.
It was Spain.
Dusk brought us to a church. Two
tiniest urchins going in tempted us
to follow and there in the obscurity
of the dim .aisles were crowds of
women on their knees doing the sta
tions of the cross even as we saw
them in New Mexico in Lent. iWe
saw some combs and mantillas there,
and many attractive ear-rings gleam
ing through the lace.
It was a nice day.
The next day we got up at 4.30 and
were off by train to Grranada at 6
a. m. It is a stunning trip. At the
Alhambra it was cold and raining
part of the time, and our visions ol
the Fort at Agra were still too vivid
to make us enthusiastic as I had
hoped. But it is a charming place.
The small group of singers, gypsy
type, who sat beside us in a cafe,
thrilled me most. Believe me, we
were nearly dead when we got back
to the ship at half after midnight.
And the next day. we were in Gib
raltar. K— and 1 leisurely climbed
the highest peak by ourselves and the
view was worth it. Never have I
seen so many vivid colors in a sea
before. And gray wisps of cloud
were being scurried past us aud then
lying in a great gray curtain over
most of the sky.
Framing a brilliant bit of land
scape over toward Algiers was a
brighter
rainbow.
There
were
snatches of far off mountains on the
Mediterranean side, while ahead a sil
ver sea path went across to the dark
head kind of Africa. The little fish
ing village on the white sand at the
foot of the Rock was enticing. Gulls
and little boats below us, a great,
hateful, cunningly camouflaged gun
beside us and around the corner the
formidable British fleet. We went
to the fishing village in the afternoon
and saw some men come in with a
big catch, two huge nasty octopuses
among the lot. Then we found anothhr bit of beach and took off our
shoes and stockings and tested on
tlie sand. But believe me, we were
tired at night.

nominate a strong man and a 'dry. I
feel satisfied that the women will not
vote for a man who is not friendly
toward the enforcement of laws
called for by the Eighteenth Amend
ment.”
Judge Miller has been interested in
genealogy since his schooldays, and
in his spare moments has been work
ing on the history of his family and
the history of his native town. The
major portion of the latter is al
ready written and the author hopes
to have it published in the near fu
ture. The material is sufficient for
two volumes, ar.d is a recital of
Cushing's career from 1605 to the
present time.
Judge Miller is an omniverous
reader, and is considered one of the
best authm-ities in the State on the
subject of political history.
THE NEW NAME CONTEST
Eastern Dairies Received 40,000 An
swers—Now Sorting Them Out.

Owing to the tremendous number
of suggestions for a name received by
Eastern Dairies, Inc., in response to
its "New Name Contest," which was
advertised in The Courier-Gazette,
the judges will probably be unable
to announce their decision for sev
eral weeks.
Over 40,000 answers
were received and these must all bbe
given very’ careful consideration be
fore any selection can be made.
So many people have a-sked when
the announcement of the winners was
to be made, and have also written
direct, that we have been requested
to make this announcement in fair
ness to the company and to our
readers.
If you can imagine what a pile
40,000 slips of paper makes, you can
possibly realize how much of a prob
lem faces the Judges, who have been
selected as follows: Professor BeHlaMy, Boston University; Professor
Nillson, Yale University; Mr. Booth,
Worcester Telegram Gazette; Mr.
Cornell, New Haven Register; Mrs.
Elizabeth MacDonald, Boston Uni
versity.
The awards will be made just as
soon as it is humanly possible, and
probably soon after the holiday sea
son.
Watch the columns of this paper in
which the announcements will be
made.

T LIVE POULTRY
For the quickest and most efficient
service and best results. TRY US.
Reference Federal National Bank.
Quotations and tags on request.

W. F. WYMAN & CO.
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt

Boston, Mast.

The
lucky

You, too, will find that LUCKY STRIKES
give the greatest pleasure—Mild and Mel
low, the finest cigarettes you ever smoked.
Made of the choicest tobaccos, properly
aged and blended with great skill, and
there is an extra process—“IT’S TOAST
ED”—no harshness, not a bit of bite.

Florence Reed,
Favorite Stage Star,

writes:
"Night in and night out,
/or months, one’s voice
must be in perfect con
dition on the stage. To
safeguard it, yet get the
greatest enjoyment,
Lucky Strikes are the
favorites in the theatre
world.”

Photo by White Studio, N.Y.

“It’s toasted
IT'S A BIG TASK
Cutting Apple Varieties Is
Like Eliminating Radio
Stations.
From approximately 400^ varieties
down to lightly over 100 is the trend
of the apple industry in Maine, ac
cording to A. K. Gardner, crops spe
cialist, of the Extension Service of
the College of Agriculture, who is a
recognized fruit expert. How the
extension service and the 14 county
farm bureaus in the State have set
for themselves the task of reducing
the number to about seven, to be
grown for commercial purposes.
About 17 years ago an investiga
tor found that -100 varieties of apples
were being grown In Maine, the
Baldwin and Ben Davis being the
most popuar although the Stark was
being planted htavily.
In 1924, Prof. C. H. Merchant,
head of the Department of Agricul
tural Economics, of the Experiment
Station, made a survey which
reached nearly 1.006 farms in 12
counties in the states. The results
of this survey show that there were
104 known different varieties being
grown at that time and several that
could not be identified. About 30 of
the varieties being grown were of
commercial importance. The Bald
win and Ben Davis varieties still
were in the lead although the popu
larity of especially the Ben Davis
was waning while the McIntosh was
making a bid for variety leadership.
It is evident from the 1925 U. S.
census that the planting of the seven
varieties recommended and especially
the McIntosh has been making some
headway. According to the survey
by I’rof. Merchant, about 33 per cent
of the non-bearing young trees were
of the McIntosh variety while 70 per
cent were New England seven as now
recommended. Even though at that
time no united effort had been made
In New England to bring about this
reduction in varieties.
The real problem, however, as
pointed out by Mr. Gardner, is that
of the hearing tiees, of which there
are some 2,400,000 in the State, ac
cording to the 1925 census. Of par
ticular significance is the fact that
there has been during the last two
or three years an increasing ten
dency amonj! orchardists to top-work
or graft the undesirable and nonprofitable varieties to those r.ow be
ing recommended.
There are three outstanding rea
sons why there has been this change
of sentiment among growers. First,
the buying public has come to recog
nize certain desirable varieties and
discriminate against the use of in
ferior ones; second, the develop
ments in refrigeration, transporta
tion and handling practices have ex
tended the marketing period of such
varieties as the McIntosh, and third,
the competition of apples with other
fruits has become so keen that the
consumption of apples of inferior
quality has been very curtailed.
Some of the characteristics of va
rieties of apples which can be grown
profitably in Maine, are. first the
hardiness of the trees, second, con
sistent and annual bearing, third,
quality of fruit, fourth, economy of
production, fifth, ease of handling,
and sixth duration of sales and mar
ket preference.
Of the varieties known at the pres
ent, the McIntosh more nearly meets
these requirements than any other
sort. This holds true for New Eng
land as well as for Maine. In addi
tion the Baldwin, Gravenstein, De
licious, (Wealthy, Spy and R. {.
Greening are still popular in the mar
kets and profitable in favored loca

No Throat Irritation
No Cough.

tions. Second to the McIntosh, the
Northern Spy and Delicious seemed
most suitable for Maine conditions.
For some time orchardists have
been searching for a companion ap
ple to be grown with the McIntosh,
which would prove successful under
Maine conditions. Thus far the
Golden Delicious and the Cortland
have been tried in a limited way and
have some strong advocates. It is a
little early to definitely adopt either
of these varieties for general plant
ing but they should be watched care
fully ur.d if I hey prove promising
they should supplant some of the
older and inferior kind.
Campaigns arc now under way in
practically all of the New England
States to encourage top working of
the inferior varieties of apple trees
that are sufficiently healthy to war
i
rant grafting, ar.d in this way it is
expected that within a few years the
apple industry will be made more
profitable to the producer by having
produced varieties which meet with
more favor by the consumer.
KEEP THE WELL BABY WELL
When a baby is well and happy Is
the time to prove the truth of the old
adage that an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure, says the Chil
dren's Bureau of the U. S. Depart
ment of Labor. Regularity is one ot
the greatest factors in keeping the
baby well. Every mother should
have a daily program for her baby
and train it to have good habits. A
well baby, the bureau points out, has
a clear skin, bright, wide-open eyes,
springy .muscles and a contented ex
pression. It cries very little, has a
good appetite and sleeps quietly with
mouth closed. Well babies are alert,
they gain steadily in weight and
height, and show no evidence of pain
or discomfort. If your baby does
not have these signs of health and
normal development, you are advised
to consult your physician or take the
baby to a child-health center.—The
Pathfinder.
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